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Abstract 
This thesis describes the textual strategies used in the translation into English of fictional dialogue, with 

particular reference to a content area as yet unexplored in Translation Studies: Japanese comic-books and 

animated cartoons. It does this by means of comparative case studies of the textual procedures used in 

different translations of Japanese source-texts. The comparisons are of target texts, and are sometimes 
interlingual in nature (English vs. French) and sometimes intralingual (English vs. English). The 

analytic approach is stylistic, focusing on the narrative functions of setting and character. The 

accumulation of case studies reported in the thesis provides new information about general conventions of 

translating fictional dialogue into English. The findings are that, unlike their French counterparts, none 

of the English translations investigated in this thesis makes use of intermediate translation. English 

translations assimilate character voice more strongly than French translations, and the same trend emerges 

with regard to military and scientific register. However, no overall interlingual difference emerges 

clearly with regard to the translation of cultural markers. The thesis also provides new insights on 

specific modes in the translation of fictional dialogue (dubbing, subtitling, and comic-book translation). 

English comic-book translations domesticate character voice strongly, adding vulgarity, as well as 

substituting and autonomously creating English dialects. English dubs transform indices of character by 

inserting jokes, vulgar language, and stereotypical expressions from foreign languages. However in the 

two cases where English dubs could be compared intralingually, the more recent translations adapt the 

Japanese dialogue less than the earlier versions. The conventions of comic-book translation and dubbing 

differ in these respects from the contemporary prescriptions of literary translation theory. Subtitles are 
less domesticating than dubs or comic books. Although subtitling may sometimes neutralize stylistic 
features of Japanese dialogue, recent subtitles released in America use a number of compensatory 

procedures to create corresponding indices of character in the target text. 
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SECTION A 

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORK 

Outline of Section A 

Section A of the study consists of two chapters. Chapter 1 describes the textual 

area of study and the approach adopted in studying it. The chapter first introduces 

the subject of Japanese comic-books ("manga") and animated cartoons ("anime") by 

summarizing information published in English on this area of Japanese popular 

culture. The chapter goes on to outline a concept of translation strategy as 

intercultural negotiation, based on writings of translation scholars, chiefly over the 

past half-century. The descriptive approach to studying translations and related 

issues are then briefly discussed. Finally, a descriptive-stylistic approach with a 

focus on narrative indices of setting and characterization is outlined. Chapter 2 

elaborates in detail a general descriptive framework used in the analyses of the 

primary sources presented in the following sections. On the basis of literature from 

secondary sources and preliminary comparative readings of anime and manga 

translations, a description is presented of the textual procedures which are used in 

translating narrative indices in the dialogue of anime and manga, and which reveal 

the overall strategies adopted by the translators of individual works. 
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CHAPTER 1 
OBJECT AND METHOD OF STUDY 

1.1 Object of Study: Manga and Anime, and Translation Strategies 

1.1.1 General Remarks on Manga and Anime 

Academic writing in English dealing with translations of Japanese narratives has 

focused on the literary canon (Miller 1986, Fowler 1990,1992, Venuti 1998b, Harker 

1999). That is unsurprising and unobjectionable given the traditional concern of 

educational institutions with works of `moral seriousness', and the linguistic level of 

specialist students of Japanese. However, although there is also a developing 

English-language forum for academic interest in Japanese popular culture (e. g. Treat 

1996, Martinez 1998, Craig 2000), little has been written about translations into 

English in media which combine verbal and visual signs. This is regrettable from 

the point of view of contemporary culture in general, and foreign language teaching 

in particular. With regard to contemporary culture, Andre Lefevere quotes the 

words of a relatively recent president of the Modern Language Association of 

America, J. Hillis Miller: 

- our common culture, however much we might wish it were not so, is less and less a book 

culture and more and more a culture of cinema, television, and popular music. (cited in 
Lefevere 1992a: 3) 

And educationally, the potential of bilingual cartoons for foreign language learning is 

highlighted by publications such as Kodansha International's bilingual manga series, 

and the (now defunct) magazine for learners of Japanese, Manga-jin. DVDs, which 

can include both dubbed and subtitled translations, also offer interesting bilingual 

possibilities for language learning. 
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The mainstream importance of manga and anime is a distinctive feature of 

contemporary Japanese culture. Verbal representation in these works is chiefly in 

the form of dialogue. When translated into English, this dialogue exists in three 

modes: comic-book dialogue, subtitled dialogue, and dubbed dialogue. Whereas in 

English-speaking cultures, comic books are associated with young readers and 

reading a comic book is often considered a juvenile activity, this is not necessarily 

the case in Japan, where comic books are read by a wider section of the population. 

Usually manga are first published in Japan in cheap, bulky manga magazines 

containing a number of stories. Episodes of successful stories may then be 

collected and published separately as paperback books known as tanköbon. 

Although sales of manga magazines have been falling since the mid-1990s, comics 

remain a huge part of the publishing business with reported revenues of 523 billion 

yen in 2002 (Ashby 2003a). According to figures quoted by Sharon Kinsella, "in 

1997 manga accounted for 38 per cent of all titles published and for 22 per cent of all 

publishing revenue" (Kinsella 2000: 40-41). Moreover, the total number of readers 

is estimated to be three times the circulation figures (Kinsella 2000: 43). Indeed, it 

is sales of manga that subsidize ̀ serious' literature and its translation into English 

(Schodt 1996, Fowler 1992). Although once associated with subversive attitudes 

towards institutions of power, Kinsella argues that by the 1990s manga had largely 

been culturally assimilated by "large corporations, cultural institutions and 

government agencies" (Kinsella 2000: 202). It has become an acknowledged and 

sanctioned part of mainstream Japanese culture. In terms of narrative form, manga 

are different from most American comic-books in that they are often much longer. 

In addition, manga have greater diversity of style and subject matter. They also 

tend to employ a more "cinematic" drawing style, with the consequence that they 
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have less dialogue than American comics, and less extradiegetic narration inserted by 

the writer (Craig 2000, Rommens 2000). 

Anime is the Japanese word for cartoon animation. News reports indicate that 60% 

of the world's animated-cartoon series are made in Japan (Frederik 2003), and that 

Japanese anime make up 40% of the cartoons shown on T. V. in the United States 

(Ashby 2003b). Often manga and anime tell the same story. Traditionally anime 

has been based on the work of successful manga artists. For example, most of the 

famous comic-book authors whose works will be considered in this study - e. g. 

Takahashi Rumiko, Ötomo Katsuhiro, Shirow Masamune, CLAMP - have had 

animated cartoon versions made from their works. On the other hand, manga may 

also be produced as a tie-in to a work of anime, as is the case with the popular 

science-fiction series Neon Genesis Evangelion ("Shinseiki Evangerion"). Anime 

is released in a number of ways in Japan. The primary channel of delivery is 

broadcasting. Series may also be released as OAVs (original anime video), that is 

to say that at least part of the series was never aired on TV (Levi 1996: 162). 

Successful shows may also have a feature-length film made for cinematic release, 

and, finally, expensive one-off films such as Akira, Ghost in the Shell and Grave of 

the Fireflies ("Hotaru no Haka") have also been produced. By far the most famous 

Japanese film studio in the past decade has been the animation specialist Studio 

Ghibli, which has produced Miyazaki Hayao's box-office record-breakers Princess 

Mononoke ("Mononoke Hime") and Spirited Away ("Sen to Chihiro no 

Kamikakushi"). 

Japanese mass culture is also popular around the globe. Reportedly half of all 
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comics sold in Malaysia and Hong Kong are Japanese in origin (Tesoro 1996). In 

recent years, anime and manga have been among the spin-offs of Nintendo's 

computer game Pokemon, which became a lucrative earner for the company, chiefly 

in the form of product licensing (btake 2003). In fact, anime has been exported to 

America since the early 1960s when the NBC television network bought Tezuka 

Osamu's series Tetsuwan Atomu, renaming it Astro Boy. In the late 1970s science 

fiction (SF) shows such as Battle of the Planets and Star Blazers were syndicated on 

American TV in an edited format which Americanized the character names and 

removed certain taboo elements such as death, violence, drunkenness and 

suggestions of anti-Americanism. A subculture of anime fandom developed in the 

U. S. in the 1980s. Conventions were organized at which fans could watch and 

discuss anime, and the phenomenon of amateur fan translations also emerged. VHS 

cassettes of anime imported from Japan were subtitled by what became known as 

"fan-subbing" groups. Since the 1990s a significant number of amateur translations 

by fans have been posted on the Internet. Global success for anime came in the 

early 1990s with the release on video of btomo Katsuhiro's SF film Akira, an 

adaptation of his successful manga. By 1997 it was reported to have sold over 

70,000 copies in America and 100,000 in Europe (Schilling 1997: 174), and it was 

re-released in a newly translated DVD version in 2001. A number of distribution 

companies are engaged in the business of selling anime videos and DVDs to the 

English-speaking market. Among prominent distributors have been AD Vision, 

Central Park Media and Manga Entertainment. 

Alongside anime, manga comic-books have also become increasingly available in 

English versions since the 1990s. One of the longest established English-language 
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publishers of manga is Viz, which is commercially linked to two of the major 

Japanese manga publishers, Shbgakukan and Shüeisha. Viz has published a wide 

range of manga titles in a number of genres. Another US publisher is Dark Horse, 

whose Japanese comics are localized into English by a specialist company Studio 

Proteus. Dark Horse/Studio Proteus has mainly targeted the young male market, 

focusing on science fiction and action comics. By way of contrast, a more recent 

publisher, Mixx Entertainment, which has published most of its manga using the 

imprint Tokyopop, has translated a variety of shöjo (girls') manga such as those of 

the successful 4-woman group, CLAMP. "Dramatic stories about relationships and 

love" have helped Tokyopop achieve an audience that is about 60% female (Reid 

2003). Meanwhile in the spring of 2004, as part of a joint venture between the two 

largest publishers of trade books in America and Japan, Del Rey Books, an imprint 

of Random House, will begin releasing in America manga published by Kbdansha in 

Japan. 

Although for many Japanese people anime is typified by gentle children's shows 

such as Chibi Maruko-chan ("Little Maruko") and Doraemon (a series about a kindly 

robot-cat), in English-speaking countries manga and anime have sometimes been 

associated with unhealthy portrayals of sex and violence. This is reflected in 

definitions in English-language dictionaries, such as that in the American Heritage 

Dictionary (0 edition, 2000) where anime is defined as "a style of animation 

developed in Japan, characterized by stylized colorful art, futuristic settings, violence, 

and sex", and the definition in the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (5th edition 

2002), where it is described as "a Japanese genre of animated film, typically science 

fiction and characterized by violence, eroticism, or anarchy" (emphases added). It 
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has also been reflected in hostile media reaction. Roger Sabin quotes headlines 

about anime and manga from articles published in U. K. broadsheet newspapers in 

1993 - "Japanese Cruelty Comics Move In" (Daily Telegraph) and "Cartoon Cult 

with an Increasing Appetite for Sex and Violence" (The Independent) (Sabin 

1996: 234). Izawa (1997) has suggested in the webzine Ex that it is the early market 

orientation in the U. S. towards young men that has produced this negative stereotype 

of anime and manga. U. S. anime fandom has been investigated by Susan Napier 

(2000), who explains that it has indeed grown from a base of male college students. 

But she also claims that it is in a process of change, a claim supported by the 

increased availability of shöjo stories since the late 1990s. Napier's investigations 

seem to confirm Antonia Levi's impression that fans value anime's difference from 

the standard generic codes of Hollywood narratives, for example in allowing main 

characters to meet matter-of-fact deaths with no transcendental or moral meaning 

(Levi 1996). Although fan guides to the cultural aspects of anime exist both on the 

internet and in book form (e. g. Poitras 1999), Napier also suggests that anime fans 

have somewhat less of an exoticizing preoccupation with Japanese culture compared 

to members of other subcultures such as martial arts. A caveat to studies of fandom, 

however, is the fact that the majority of English-speaking readers and viewers of 

anime and manga do not belong to fan subculture, and no research is publicly 

available on this more general audience. 
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1.1.2 Translation Strategies as Intercultural Negotiation 

If translation were to be defined from a narrowly linguistic point of view, there are 

aspects of the dialogue of anime and manga, as indeed in all fictional dialogue, that 

would make it untranslatable into English. These include socio-cultural references 

that have no equivalent in English-speaking countries, Japanese proper nouns, 

geographical dialects, and other aspects of language variety linked to notions of 

social role and status. However most writers in the field of Translation Studies 

conceptualize translation as an act of communication operating on the level of 

language use, contextualized in the wider semiotic network of socio-cultures, and not 

in terms of equivalence between language systems. An example is Pergnier who 

argues that translation operates, in Saussurean terms, at the level of parole (language 

use), not at the level of langue (language system) (Pergnier 1993). According to 

Neubert, equivalence is to be established at the level of textual meaning, rather than 

at the level of individual words (Neubert 1995). For Susan Bassnett, "although 

translation has a central core of linguistic activity, it belongs most properly to 

semiotics" (Bassnett-McGuire 1980: 13; original emphasis). Such theoretical views 

indicate that translation is intercultural as well as interlingual. Many academics use 

hybrid terms to designate the wider semiotic arena in which translation takes place: 

"linguaculture" (House 1997), "language-culture" (Heylen 1993, Nida 1996), 

"langue/culture" (Berman 1995), "langue-culture" (Meschonnic 1999, Ballard 2001). 

According to Andre Lefevere, translators are "negotiators between cultures" and 

translations "provide an incredibly fertile storehouse of materials for the study of 

cultural relations, acculturation, and multiculturalism" (Lefevere 1996: 55). 

Although languages and cultures are extremely diverse, the fact that translation 
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occurs successfully at all provides evidence that they are not incommensurable, static 

or completely homogeneous. Translators are in practice able to mediate 

successfully between diverse cultures, performing a work of negotiation by which a 

foreign text can enter the semiotic world of the receiving culture. In this mediation, 

translators - under the influence of prevailing conventions in their own culture - 

adopt overall strategies that accommodate, neutralize or assimilate the cultural 

difference of the foreign text. Depending on the strategy adopted, a particular set of 

translation procedures is likely to be selected for translating those source-text 

elements that emerge as particularly foreign in comparison to the target culture, the 

term procedures originating from Vinay and Darbelnet's influential study of 

translation between French and English (Vinay and Darbelnet 1995). Seen in this 

wider context of intercultural negotiation, "translation can be studied as one of the 

strategies cultures develop to deal with what lies outside their boundaries" (Lefevere 

1992b: 10), and the description of these strategies can provide "evidence of cultural 

dynamics" (Delabastita 1989: 193). Writers on translation have long discussed the 

kinds of strategies used in translation and which is the most desirable. Although 

most of these debates have concerned works of literature, they are also relevant to 

represented speech in popular culture, where, under translation, the words spoken by 

the characters are received in a new cultural setting. 

Commentators on translation strategy such as Michael Schreiber (1993) and 

Lawrence Venuti (1998a) have distinguished between two opposite strategic poles: 

domesticating ("einbürgende") translation and foreignizing ("verfremdende") 

translation. In so doing they refer to the strategic dichotomy found in the 

theoretical reflections of the German Romantic theologian and philosopher, Friedrich 
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Schleiermacher: in translation either the writer of foreign works of art must be 

moved towards the reader, or the reader must be moved towards the writer. This 

distinction between domesticating and foreignizing strategies has similarities with 

theoretical dichotomies elaborated by contemporary academics. House, for 

example, draws a distinction between overt and covert translation: 

- ... in overt translation, the function of the translation is to enable its readers access to the 

function of the original in its original linguacultural setting through another language... By 

contrast, the function of a covert translation is to imitate the original's function in a different 

discourse frame, a different discourse world. (House 1997: 29; original emphasis) 

Christiane Nord defines documentary translation as a type of translation where the 

target text is "a document of a past communicative action in which an SC [= source 

culture] sender made an offer of information to an SC recipient by means of the 

source text"; and she defines instrumental translation as a type of translation where 

the target text is "an instrument in a new TC [= target culture] communicative action, 

in which a TC recipient receives an offer of information for which the ST [=source 

text] served as a kind of model" (Nord 1991a: 72; square brackets added). Toury 

(1995) distinguishes between adequate translations that conform to the textual norms 

of the source culture and acceptable translations that conform to the norms of the 

target culture. 

A broad conceptualization of translation which allows for a functional variety of 

texts in the target culture is developed in Reiß and Vermeer's skopos theory of 

translation. For Reiß and Vermeer, translation strategy is determined by the purpose 

(skopos) of the translation in the target culture, in other words the function the 

translated text is expected to perform for its audience in the target culture. 

Translation, which in Reiß and Vermeer's German terminology includes both written 
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translation and spoken interpretation, is basically an offer of information 

(Informationsangebot) in a target language and culture about a previous offer of 

information in a source language and culture (Reiß and Vermeer 1991: 76). This 

offer of information may serve different functions depending on the skopos required 

by the initiator of the translation, and so it is not possible, according to this viewpoint, 

to specify a single strategy for all translations of a single text. For Reiß and 

Vermeer, verfremdendes Übersetzen (foreignizing translation) is an offer of 

information primarily about formal aspects of the source-culture text and 

angleichendes Übersetzen (domesticating translation) is an offer of information 

primarily about textual meanings and effects (Reiß and Vermeer 1991: 78). Since 

the purposes of translation may vary in the target culture, there cannot be a single 

ideal translation of any given source-culture text. 

However, translation theorists have nevertheless adopted advocative positions for 

and against contrasting strategies of translation. Among advocates of the more 

assimilative approach to translation have been evangelically-oriented Bible 

translators. In the second half of the 20`h century, Eugene Nida, a consultant to the 

United Bible Societies, put forward the influential theory of "dynamic" or functional 

equivalence. Nida was concerned to spread the message of the Bible as God's word 

throughout the world in a vastly diverse range of languages, as well as to present a 

clearly understandable translation in modern English. He argued that the aim of 

translation should not be formal equivalence with the source text, because that would 

lead to a target text that would distort the message received by the original readers. 

Instead the aim should be a target text that is functionally equivalent to the original. 

By functionally equivalent is meant that the target text should have the same effect 
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on target-culture readers as the original text had on source-culture readers. The 

translation should attempt to "relate the receptor to modes of behavior relevant 

within the context of his own culture" (Nida 1964: 159). Although this necessitated 

various adjustments and syntactic and semantic expansions, Nida nevertheless drew a 

distinction between linguistic translation and cultural translation (Nida and Taber 

1969: 134). For example, "possessed by a demon" should not be translated as 

"suffering from a psychological illness". This kind of cultural transformation is in 

fact adaptation, and not "legitimate" in Bible translation proper. 

Despite its influence on translation teaching, Nida's approach has not found favour 

amongst theorists of literary translation. Gentzler criticizes the theory of dynamic 

equivalence, claiming it gives the translator "license to change, streamline and 

simplify" (Gentzler 1993: 60). Meschonnic is scathing of Nida's neglect of biblical 

writings as literary texts and accuses him of cultural annexation and the elimination 

of the Bible's origins in Judaism (Meschonnic 1973). Without criticizing 

specifically Nida's domesticating approach, Antoine Berman (1984,1995) argues 

that the literary translator has an ethical duty to afford readers an experience of the 

alterity of the original work. And the American academic Lawrence Venuti 

describes dynamic equivalence as "an egregious euphemism for the domesticating 

method and the cultural political agendas it conceals" (Venuti 1995: 118). Strategies 

such as Nida's aim to produce a fluent and easily readable text, thereby rendering the 

work of the translator invisible. But for Venuti: 

- The translator's invisibility is symptomatic of a complacency in Anglo-American relations 
with cultural others, a complacency that can be described - without too much exaggeration - 
as imperialistic abroad and xenophobic at home. (Venuti 1995; 17) 

As examples of procedures that would make translation more visible, Venuti 
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suggested the use of loan translations, and the mixing of colloquial and archaic 

registers. There is a strong educational and moral impulse in the preference for 

foreignizing strategies of translation - it is considered a good thing for readers to 

become more aware of the distinctiveness of other cultures, particularly those 

economically weaker than their own. But Venuti's critics have viewed his academic 

espousal of foreignizing theories as an indication of ivory-tower elitism: 

- the neoliteralist tradition has been and continues to be, by and large a celebration of unabashed 

cultural elitism, scorning the "masses" and their demand for instant understanding on their 

own terms, addressing translations to a tiny cosmopolitan intelligentsia that reads them not for 

access to the foreign text (they already possess that) but for a new (yet still more worshipful) 

perspective on it. (Robinson 1997: 82) 

In later publications Venuti made clear, however, that he was not insisting on 

neoliteralist strategies per se, but rather on a wider "minoritizing" concept of 

translation which could well allow free and fluent strategies at the textual level, if the 

translation was underlain by the aim of revising "hegemonic values" and promoting 

"cultural innovation and change" (Venuti 1998b: 188-189). Contrary to usage in this 

study, for Venuti domestication is thus not essentially a textual strategy, but a concept 

whose definition "depends on the specific cultural situation in which a translation is 

made" (Venuti 1997: 365). 

Academic writing on literary translation into English from Japanese tends to lend 

support to Venuti's criticisms of Anglo-American translations. The linguist Roy 

Andrew Miller emphasized the linguistic differences between English and Japanese, 

and strongly attacked literary translations as "Englishings that bear only a remote 

relation to the Japanese originals" (Miller 1986: 243). It is of particular interest that 

Miller claims that Japanese characters in some sense lose their nationality in such 
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translations and sound like Englishmen or Americans: 

- Different ways of saying novel things, surprising figures, astonishing metaphors, unexpected 

expressions and tropes - all these they rigorously excise from their texts. Such things might 

startle the reader or put him off. Without such excisions, the texts would no longer sound as if 

Englishmen and Americans were talking, and they might even possibly begin to sound rather 
like the originals; and that of course will not do. (Miller 1986: 219; emphasis added) 

Fowler (1990) regrets an exaggerated concern for readability in English translations 

of Japanese literature, resulting in interpolations and "smoothing over" that dilute the 

foreignness of the work. In a later article, the same writer goes on to criticize the 

highly selective nature of the literary works translated into English in the period 

following World War II (Fowler 1992). According to Fowler, American publishing 

houses exoticized Japan by over-focusing on melancholy, delicate and nostalgic 

writers. But this predilection with the exoticness of Japan has also manifested itself 

in German translations (Hijiya-Kirschnereit 2001), and is not therefore confined 

solely to American culture. Moreover, recent academic writings have perceived the 

translation of the `middlebrow' urban novels of Yoshimoto Banana as a reversal of 

this exoticizing trend in translation into English (Venuti 1998, Harker 1999). 
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1.2 Method of Study: A Descriptive-Stylistic Approach to Studying 
Translations 

1.2.1 A Descriptive Approach 

A wide range of research orientations can be found in the academic literature of 

Translation Studies. On the one hand, scientific researchers, in a search to elaborate 

models that might be able to explain and predict phenomena, have compiled 

computer-based corpora for the study of translation. The aim of much of this 

research has been to probe claims about general linguistic features of translated texts 

that may be universal for all translations, or at least valid for a particular language. 

Computer-based research may also be used to identify patterns of linguistic choice in 

individual translators. For example, Mona Baker has used a Translational English 

Corpus to forensically investigate linguistic-stylistic preferences of literary 

translators (Baker 2000). Such scientific approaches are objective, and do not rely 

primarily on holistic reading and intuitive understanding by the analyst of how 

writers achieve functional effects through linguistic choice. By way of contrast, 

some culturally oriented scholars, such as Lawrence Venuti, are hostile to what is 

viewed as the idealization of language by scientific linguistic approaches: 

- Because language is defined as a set of systematic rules autonomous from cultural and social 

variation, translation is studied as a set of systematic operations autonomous from the cultural 

and social formations in which they are executed. (Venuti 1998b: 25) 

In Venuti's opinion, linguistics suppresses the heterogeneity of language and isolates 

Translation Studies from general cultural and interpretational concerns. For 

academics such as Venuti, these concerns are chiefly political, in particular issues of 

power and justice in areas of discussion such as gender and colonialism. The 

Cultural Studies approach to the study of translation is driven deductively from 
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politically engaged cultural theory, which is applied to the investigation and 

description of translated texts. The approach is committed, issuing a call for 

translators to adopt a particular ethical and political stance, and explicitly utopian, 

expecting that translation will help foster more just types of intercultural community 

(Venuti 2000). Japanese comics and animated cartoons are potentially an 

interesting area of study for students of Cultural Studies, particularly with regard to 

gender issues. As mentioned in Section 1.1, some of the works selected by 

American companies have been chosen specifically to appeal to a young male 

audience, while on the other hand a more recent trend has been an increased 

interest in shöjo anime and manga. However, from the perspective of a more 

narrow focus on the verbal text of the dialogue, it seems doubtful whether a 

foreignizing translation of dialogue in such multimedia art forms as anime and 

manga would by itself challenge the dominant values of the target culture. Possibly 

recourse could be made to the kind of playful rewritings which have had Bruce Lee 

dialogue subtitled with revolutionary slogans, or John Wayne dubbed with Derridean 

jargon (Shohat and Stam 1985). In fact, parody dubbing groups are a part of anime 

fan subculture, but they do not appear to have political motivations. To investigate 

ideological questions thoroughly would require sociological and in sitzt ethnographic 

research, beyond the formal textual domain, into the beliefs, attitudes, and working 

practices of text-producers - translators, scriptwriters, editors, publishers etc. - and 

reception by general readers and viewers. It would also involve a comprehensive 

formal analysis of other semiotic aspects of the narrative (visual, musical etc. ). In 

the absence of such a large-scale, interdisciplinary project, there is the risk, pointed 

out by Theo Hermans, that texts themselves become "mere source material for 

high-level theorizing" (Hermans 1999: 160). There may also be a risk of approaches 
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driven deductively from political and ethical theory declaring that a new era with 

new conventions of translating has already arrived, without investigating in sufficient 

detail the reality of contemporary textual operations, particularly in areas of popular 

culture. For example, not many studies have been published about contemporary 

conventions of translating fictional dialogue - about the strategic options and 

procedures - particularly in modes of screen translation such as dubbing and 

subtitling. There is a need for basic descriptive investigation in this area, and the 

advice offered by John McFarlane half a century ago still applies: 

- Before we can begin to make value judgements about translation, we must know more about 

its nature, and it is suggested that an analysis of procedure - in the belief that translation is as 

translation does - is the approach that promises best. (McFarlane 1953: 93, also cited in 

Humans 1999: 20, original emphasis) 

The subdiscipline of Descriptive Translation Studies can be said to have taken 

institutional roots in the 1970s, when an international group of academics interested 

in describing and comparing translations in the non-prescriptive way suggested by 

McFarlane began sharing their work in conferences that focused on translation "as 

part of cultural history" (Hermans 1999: 7). Scholars such as James Holmes and 

Andre Lefevere drew attention to the fact that the literary translations they were 

describing did not conform to the prescriptive views of translation taught in 

academic institutions whose role was to train translators and whose academic 

discourse was built on a "science of translation". Comparisons of literary 

translations did not show close equivalence between the target and source text. 

Translations often underwent some kind of "manipulation" in order to be accepted 

into the textual systems and ideologies of the recipient cultures (Hermans 1985). 

Moreover, strategies of translation varied considerably between different cultures 
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along both geographical and historical dimensions. Holmes suggested in a paper 

first presented in 1972 that alongside theoretical translation studies, there was also a 

need for a branch of translation studies that studied and described existing translation 

products, one of whose goals "might possibly be a general history of translations" 

(Holmes 1988: 72). 

Although most descriptive studies have dealt with works of literature, Dirk 

Delabastita urged that descriptive translation studies also be carried out on dubbing 

and subtitles, and suggested a variety of linguistic aspects which could be 

investigated. These included both language variety and "cultural data (conventions, 

habits and items typical of the local sociocultural environment)" (Delabastita 

1990: 102). Although Delabastita did not mention comic books, it is a medium that 

shares some of the semiotic features of screen translation. Stressing the alignment 

of the verbal and the visual in dubbing and subtitling, Gottlieb (1998: 245) describes 

these modes of translation as polysemiotic, and includes comic-book translation in 

the same category. With regard to the channel used in translation, comic-book 

translation and dubbing are both isosemiotic in that the channel remains the same, 

writing in the case of comic books, and speech in the case of dubbing. Subtitling, 

by contrast, is diasemiotic because the channel changes from speech to writing. 

Adapting from Gottlieb's diagram of a wider semiotic typology, we can schematize 

these three polysemiotic modes of translating dialogue in the following table. 
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Figure 1.1 A Schematization of Three Polysemiotic Modes of Translated Dialogue 

(adapted from Gottlieb 1998: 245). 

Comic Books Dubbing Subtitling 

Semiotic composition Images, Writing Images, Speech Images, Writing 

(polysemiotic) (polysemiotic) (polysemiotic) 

Translation channel Writing > Writing Speech > Speech Speech > Writing 

(isosemiotic) (isosemiotic) (diasemiotic) 

Descriptive studies should ideally be carried on within a systematic analytical 

framework. Perhaps the most influential basic conceptualization of descriptive 

studies has been elaborated by the Israeli scholar, Gideon Toury. Studies in Toury's 

tradition have usually been carried out on works of literature, but the same basic 

ideas are also applicable to modes of translation in polysemiotic narratives such as 

dubbing and subtitling. Toury insisted upon the analysis of translations as "facts of 

target cultures" (Toury 1995: 29). On the basis of his own and other investigations 

of translations in various cultures during various historical periods, he argued that the 

form and function of translations within a culture and the strategies used to produce 

those translations "do not constitute a series of unconnected facts" (Toury 1995: 24), 

but instead are underlain by a number of regularities. For example, his own 

investigation of medieval translation into Hebrew found that translations of literary 

works were domesticated relatively freely to resemble literary works in the Hebrew 

of the time, but translations of `important', scientific texts were relatively literal, 

retaining the structure of the original and often using direct transfer and loan 

translations (Toury 1998: 441). To explain these kinds of regular differences, Toury 

suggested that every target culture has norms of translation which influence how 

translations are produced and perceived in that culture. He distinguished three 

types of norms: preliminary, initial, and operational (Baker 1998: 164, Shuttleworth 
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and Cowie 1997: 113-114). Preliminary norms have to do with what kinds of texts 

from which languages are selected for translation, and whether intermediate 

translation from another language is permitted. The initial norm is determined by 

whether the culture expects the translation to be acceptable to norms already 

operating in the target culture textual systems, or adequate to those in the source text 

culture. Finally, operational norms are determined by how the text is actually 

translated. These are subdivided into two further types of norms: matricial norms, 

determined by how the textual material is distributed in the target text and whether, 

for example, there have been any parts cut out from the source text or whether it has 

been segmented in a different way; and textual-linguistic norms determined by how 

the source language text has been verbally reformulated. 

According to Heylen, 

- Toury's translational norms are an important tool for a descriptive model, which views 

translation as a form of cultural intercommunication and negotiation, since these translational 

norms reveal the national prejudices and cultural characteristics which underscore translation 

practice. (Heylen 1993: 12-13) 

Toury's work has been particularly influential in emphasizing the description of real 

translations rather than specifying abstract ideals of what translation should be. 

However, a number of translation scholars have expressed scepticism about at least 

three aspects of his approach. The first aspect is his insistence that Descriptive 

Translation Studies should be an empirical scientific pursuit. The ultimate goal of 

research, according to Toury, would be to move beyond isolated case studies to 

statistically-based rules of translation which could accurately predict translator 

behaviour. Although Toury is not alone in seeking to establish scientific goals for 

Translation Studies (Mudersbach [1999], for example, insists strongly upon a 
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scientific framework), other scholars see little merit or prospect of success in such 

goals. Douglas Robinson describes these kinds of aims as an "impossible 

scientism" which: 

- only makes the greatest strengths of this approach - close textual exegesis, elaborate 

philosophical systems, imaginative speculation - look like its points of greatest weakness. 
(Robinson 1999: 120) 

Venuti suggests that Toury's own analyses are, to their credit, not objective and 

value-free, and claims that the call for a scientific approach is "disingenuous" and 

"implicated in academic empire-building" (Venuti 1998b: 27-28). It might indeed 

seem ironic that a search for rules of translation is advocated by a scholar whose 

work has highlighted the cultural and historical relativity of the notion of translation. 

In addition to the stated ultimate goals of Toury's programme, a second aspect that 

has been criticized is the comparative and descriptive method outlined by Toury in 

his programmatic statements. Theo Hermans has criticized his initial envisioning of 

an abstract ̀ adequate' translation -a tertium comparationis - in order to uncover 

shifts between the original and the translated text (Hermans 1995,1999). This was 

also an approach followed by van Leuven-Zwart (1985), who devised a detailed and 

complex schema for discovering "conjunctions" and "disjunctions" on the basis of 

"architransemes", hypothesized common denominators between target and source 

text meanings. However, attempting to reconstruct ̀ adequate' textual meaning on a 

linear basis is both mechanically rigid and theoretically problematic, and neither 

Toury's `adequate translation' nor van Leuven-Zwart's complex apparatus have been 

widely adopted as a method for describing translations. The approaches of Toury 

and van Leuven-Zwart envisaged comparisons between pairs of source- and 

target-culture texts, but an alternative way in which a stable and clearly identifiable 
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basis of comparison can be established is to study a number of translations of a given 

text in the same language, in which case it is the source text itself that is the invariant 

standard of comparison. This approach was used in Reuben Brower's study of 

English translations of Aeschylus' Agamemnon (Brower 1959), and in Romy 

Heylen's study of French translations of Hamlet (Heylen 1993). It was also the 

basic approach adopted in a number of historical studies carried out into literary 

translation at the University of Göttingen (e. g. Kittel and Frank 1991). These 

studies showed how translations were shaped by different norms operating at 

different historical periods. Alternatively, a number of translations in different 

languages may also be studied in a research project. For example, a multi-lingual 

approach was used by Anke Detken in her doctoral study of English, French and 

Spanish versions of Döblin's Berlin Alexanderplatz (Detken 1996). 

A third limitation in Toury's approach, also suggested by Hermans, is that it remains 

unclear how the analyst is to select the coupled-pair segments of text that are to be 

compared, and what justification there is for this selection (Hermans 1999: 68-69). 

In the present study, I propose to focus the selection of textual segments on items 

which are of functional stylistic interest, in particular linguistic items indexing 

spatial and temporal settings, and items helping to create characterization of the 

figures in the narrative. My approach nevertheless remains descriptive, focusing on 

textual procedures, that is to say the differing ways in which these items are 

reformulated in translated texts. When these procedures are investigated 

systematically with regard to a whole text, they provide information about the overall 

intercultural strategy adopted by the translator or translators. By investigating the 

strategies used in a number of texts of a certain type in a given target language and 
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culture, we can begin to draw provisional conclusions about the conventions of 

translation used for that type of text in that cultural setting ("conventions" is the term 

used by Christiane Nord [1991b] in explicit preference to Toury's "norms"). 
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1.2.2 A Stylistic Approach 

This study does not attempt to analyze all of the linguistic items found in the anime 

and manga chosen as the primary texts. Instead, the analytic framework which I 

adopt focuses on certain stylistic aspects of dialogue. "Style" is used in a functional 

sense. That is to say, it has to do with how choices of linguistic items realize 

functions in the narrative. Two basic points should be made about functional 

stylistic analysis. Firstly, functional analysis differs from the general linguistic 

stylistics adapted for translation studies by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995). It is 

concerned with choices made in contexts of use, rather than language systems. 

Secondly, it is important to make clear that it does not attempt to use linguistic 

analysis as an empirical discovery procedure to uncover the `real' meaning of texts 

(Fowler 1995). Functions are perceived intuitively by the analyst under the 

influence of the reading/viewing community to which they belong, including the 

influence of academic or other commentary on specific works and genres, and verbal 

art in general. In this sense, functional stylistics is not essentially different from 

the type of repeated, detailed readings advocated in the traditions of practical 

criticism (Short 1996). 

Both films and comic books are generally considered to be primarily visual media in 

which dialogue is secondary (Kracauer 1997, Groensteen 1999), However, both 

these types of visual narrative are initially scripted verbally, and dialogue usually 

plays an important role in how they create meanings. The functions of dialogue 

within narratives of different semiotic textures have been argued to be fundamentally 

similar. Francis Vanoye, for example, concludes that: 

- ... les considerations sur les fonctions du dialogue ne permettent une differenciation nette et il 
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est frappant de constater que les articles ou chapitres d'ouvrages consaer8s aux fonctions des 

dialogues thdätraux, cin6matographiques et romanesques disent ä peu pr8s la meme chose. 

[... reflections on the functions of dialogue do not permit a clear differentiation and it is 

striking to note that articles or book chapters devoted to theatrical, cinematic and novelistic 

dialogue all say about the same thing] (Vanoye 1991: 178; translation added) 

With regard to comic-book dialogue, Benoit Peeters quotes a 1942 radio interview 

with Herge in which the artist likens his comics to films: 

- Je considere mes histoires comme des films. Donc, pas de narration, pas de description. 

Toute l'importance, je la donne A l'image, mais il s'agit naturellement de films sonores et 

parlants 100%, les paroles sortent graphiquement de la bouche des personages. [I consider 

my stories as films. So, no narration, no description. I give all importance to the image, but 

of course we are talking about films with sound and 100% talldng, the words come out in 

graphical form from the mouths of the characters] (Peeters 1998: 97; translation added) 

And with regard to film dialogue, Sternberg (1997: 93) suggests in her doctoral study 

of the movie screenplay as a text-type that it shares the same dual-layered pragmatic 

environment as the theatre and uses the same methods of characterization. 

What then are the functions of dialogue in narrative? According to film scholar 

Todd Berliner, dialogue has two basic functions: it either "advances the plot" or 

"supplies pertinent background information" (Berliner 1999: 4). Berliner's binary 

division of functions has echoes of Roland Barthes' detailed essay Introduction to the 

Structural Analysis of Narratives, in which a structuralist categorization of functions 

is proposed (Barthes 1979). The essay does not refer specifically to polysemiotic 

narratives, but has been used to investigate narrative in the broad sense, which 

includes novels and their filmic adaptations (McFarlane 1996). Barthes describes 

two broad categories of functional units. Distributional functional units have to do 

with how actions are sequenced in the plot, while integrational functional units, 

which Barthes terms "indices", have to do with "psychological indices concerning 
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the characters, data regarding their identity, notations of `atmosphere', and so on" 

(Barthes 1979: 92). He adds that: 

- some narratives are heavily functional (such as folktales), while others on the contrary are 
heavily indicial (such as `psychological' novels); between these two poles lies a whole series 

of intermediary forms, dependent on history, society, genre. (Barthes 1979: 93) 

Anime and manga may be more heavily functional than indicial, but indices 

nevertheless remain an important part of most narratives. The distinction between 

distributional functions and integrational indices is relevant for the translation of 

dialogue in film and comic-books, because it helps to clarify what usually remains 

invariant when such dialogue is translated (i. e. the distributional functions that move 

the plot forward) and what may undergo transformation, for example by being 

adapted to the target culture (i. e. the indices of setting and characterization). 

Barthes further divides the category of narrative indices into "informants" and 

"indices proper" (Barthes 1979: 96). Informants serve "to identify, to locate in time 

and space". They present "ready-made knowledge" and do not have to be 

"deciphered". Indices proper, in contrast, need to be deciphered to create meanings 

about characters and atmosphere. Kozloff (2000: 34-35), in her synthesis of the 

narratological functions of dialogue in films, adopts another Barthean concept - 

anchorage - to explain how dialogue helps create the fictional world. Without 

dialogue the sequence of visual images is potentially polysemous, and dialogue 

anchors the narrative in more specific locations and meanings. Indices (informants) 

which anchor the narration in spatial and temporal settings may play a particularly 

important role in some genres, for example historical anime such as Takahata Isao's 

Grave of the Fireflies ("Hotaru no Haka"). This is reflected in the dialogue through 
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the pervasive use of regional dialect, the use of proper names referring to local places 

and institutions, and culturally-marked lexemes. In the genre of science fiction on 

the other hand, indices of location are less salient in the dialogue, but indices of 

future temporal setting such as the use of military and scientific register tend to be 

prominent. 

Norman Page suggests in his study of speech in the novel that dialogue's "customary 

role is to contribute to the presentation and development of character" (Page 1973: 

14). Authors typically seek to differentiate between the speech of their characters 

with the result that speech becomes a "badge of identity". Kozloff cites Page in 

showing how the functions of movie dialogue include the revelation of character 

(Kozloff 2000: 43). The same point is made by Manfred Pfister in his study of 

verbal communication in theatre: 

the recurrence of certain stylistic features delineates the contours of the figure's identity and 
distinguishes him from the other figures. (Pfister 1988: 148) 

Pfister elaborates a schematic taxonomy of characterization techniques, amongst 

which the dialogue spoken by the character themselves - in terms of features such as 

idiolect, dialect, sociolect and register - is categorized as implicit, verbal and figural. 

Other techniques of characterization are explicit (e. g. commentary by other 

characters), non-verbal (e. g. facial expression and costume), and authorial (e. g. 

description or motivated names). 

As Pfister suggests, a major way in which writers of fictional dialogue create implicit 

characterization is through the use of the diverse varieties of language found within 

overall speech communities. Characters may be distinguished by aspects of 
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language variety such as geographical dialect, speech influenced by foreign 

languages, and social register. According to semiotic theorists of fictional 

character such as Margolin (1989) and Fokkema (1991), this kind of characterization 

relies for interpretation on cultural codes based on the connotations of the variety of 

language used in the dialogue spoken by the character. Psychological and social 

codes are particularly important in the conventions of realism which dominate 

American popular narratives, and according to which each character should ideally 

possess their own personal verbal style or character voice. In the psychological 

code, the language used by a character connotes psychological attributes, while the 

social code "will not only ensure that significance is attached to the name of the 

character or its speech - connoting class, race, or region - but also gives a character a 

`place' in society" (Fokkema 1991: 75). Realist verbal art is of course very different 

from real conversational interaction which usually contains hesitations, ellipses, 

repetitions, overlappings, topic shiftings etc., but its conventions of characterization, 

and its heavy reliance on the associative meanings of language variety, appear to 

have a strong influence on strategies of translating fictional dialogue into English. 
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1.3 Summary of Chapter 1 

This chapter has presented a general introduction to anime and manga, pointing out 

their importance in Japanese popular culture and their recently increased global 

distribution. It was suggested that they are interesting objects of investigation for 

Translation Studies because of their contemporary relevance and the opportunity they 

provide for comparative studies that are both interlingual and intermodal. The 

chapter went on to outline a view of translation as intercultural negotiation involving 

textual strategies which may `foreignize' or `domesticate' the original text. 

Although domesticating strategies have been influential in the teaching of translation, 

the recent academic trend has been to value foreignizing strategies in literary 

translation. After briefly mentioning scientific and cultural approaches, the chapter 

discussed descriptive, textual approaches to the study of translation. Finally, a 

descriptive approach was outlined which focuses on functional-stylistic aspects of 

fictional dialogue, in particular the narrative functions of setting and characterization. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES FOR TRANSLATING 

NARRATIVE INDICES IN ANIME AND MANGA 

2.1 Procedures in Translating Indices of Setting 

Some of the lexical items which function as indices of setting in narrative become 

marked under translation as originating in another culture. These kinds of cultural 

markers have been classified in a variety of ways using a variety of labels: 

culture-specific (Gerzymisch-Arbogast 1994, Aixela 1996, Gercken 1999 and Koller 

2001), culture-bound (Nedergaard-Larsen 1993), realia (Bödeker and Freese 1987, 

Florin 1993, Rozhin 2000) and socio-cultural (Delabastita 1989, Hatim 2001). 

According to Florin (1993: 122): 

- Realia constitute those points in the translated text at which "the translation is showing, " 

simply because the universe of reference of culture A never totally overlaps with the universe 

of reference of culture B. 

Nida (1964) divided cultural markers into into five categories: ecology, material 

culture, social culture, religious culture, and linguistic culture, and later Newmark 

adapted Nida's categories to give the following list: 

(1) ecology 

(2) material culture (artefacts) - food, clothes, houses and towns, transport 

(3) social culture - work and leisure 

(4) organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts 

(5) gestures and habits (Newmark 1988: 95). 

It should be pointed out, however, that while the idea of cultural specificity in 

translation assumes that it is possible to talk about cultures and their `universes of 

reference' in distinction from others, it does not necessarily imply a conception of 

cultures as "bounded" and "independent" essences, a view questioned by critical 
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anthropologists such as Clifford (1988: 23). Christiane Nord makes clear that the 

`specificity' of cultural phenomena does not exist in itself, but emerges from the 

juxtaposition of cultures in the act of translation: 

A culture-specific phenomenon is thus one that is found to exist in a particular form or 
function in only one of the two cultures being compared. This does not mean that the 

phenomenon exists only in that particular culture. The same phenomenon might be 

observable in cultures other than the two in question. (Nord 1997: 34) 

A similar point is made by Javier Franco Aixelä in defining culture-specific items 

(CSIs): 

- An translation a CSI does not exist of itself, but as the result of a conflict arising from any 
linguistically represented reference in a source text which, when transferred to a target 

language, poses a translation problem due to the nonexistence or to the different value 
(whether determined by ideology, usage, frequency, etc. ) of the given item in the target culture. 
(Aixelä 1996: 57) 

In view of this juxtapositional emergence of cultural terms, it may perhaps be more 

appropriate to use a term such as "culturally-marked" in place of the more commonly 

found "culture-specific". According to Newmark (1981: 70), "proper names and 

institutional and cultural terms shade into each other", while Bödeker and Freese 

(1987), Aixelä (1996), and Gercken (1999) all include proper names as well as 

culturally-marked lexemes within the scope of culture-specific items. Gercken 

nevertheless separates the two categories for purposes of analysis and presentation, 

and I will follow his practice. 
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2.1.1 Culturally-Marked Lexemes 

Bödeker and Freese (1987) investigated how realia are translated into German in 

literary works by Jack London (The Call of the Wild) and August Strindberg (Röda 

Rummet and Hemsoborna), and elaborated a "prototypology" of solutions to this 

particular problem in translation. The prototypology was considered part of a larger 

"instrumentarium" which would be needed for comparative analysis of literary 

translations. It consists of a matrix of five procedures and four types of difference 

(minimal difference, widening of meaning, narrowing of meaning, and substitution) 

between translated and original expressions. The procedures are: 

(a) borrowing 

(b) loan translation 

(c) componential-analytical translation 

(d) generalization/specification 

(e) associative translation 

By "borrowing" is meant transfer into the target-text of the expression in the original 

source-text. Loan translation is defined as: 
die Glied-Mr-Glied-Übersetzung, die bis zur Übersetzung der Einzelmorpheme bei Anpassung 

an die Wortbildungsregeln der Zielsprache geht. [part-for-part translation, including translation 

of individual morphemes with adaptation to the word-formation rules of the target language. ] 

(Bbdeker and Freese 1987: 147; translation added) 

The componential-analytical procedure is so called: 

weil hier nicht eine Bezeichnung als weitgehend Ganzes übersetzt, sondern durch eine 
Aufzählung der wichtigsten Komponenten substituiert wird. [because here a reference is not 
translated as a complete whole, but is substituted by a listing of its most important 

components. ) (BÖdeker and Freese 1987: 147; translation added) 

By generalization/specification is meant that the meaning of the expression used in 

the target-text to translate the culturally-marked item is comparatively either more 
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general or more specific than the expression in the source-text. Associative 

translation occurs when the source-language word evokes a word in the target 

language by means of associative similarity at some level, as for example when the 

command "mush" is translated by "Marsch". Bödeker and Freese (1987: 149) 

mention the use of footnotes when new words are transferred into German, but point 

out that most commentators have disapproved of footnotes in fictional texts. This 

contrasts with Ballard's position on the issue: 

- On voit A quel point la note fait partie de la traduction, eile n'est pas un aveu d'impuissance 

mais le traitement realiste et honnete d'un contact avec la specifitd d'une culture etrang6re. 

[One sees the extent to which the footnote forms part of translation, it is not an admission of 

impotence but the realistic and honest treatment of contact with the specificity of a foreign 

culture. ] (Ballard 2001: 110-111, translation added) 

Bödeker and Freese's analysis showed that procedures used for dealing with realia, 

particularly in the case of Call of the Wild, changed over time. As German readers 

became more familiar with the American cultural background, less explicitation was 

necessary and direct transfer was used more often. They also found a difference 

between the more literal procedures used to translate Strindberg in comparison with 

the greater freedoms taken by translators of Jack London, and suggest this is due to 

the higher literary status attributed to the work of the Swedish writer. In general, 

they note a tendency towards stylistic flattening and domestication of realia, which 

they attribute to a desire to make translations easier to read for German-speakers. 

Gercken (1999) does not use the term Vorgehensweise ("procedures"), but outlines 

the following six types of relationship between culturally-marked source-text and 

target-text elements: 

(a) correspondence 
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(b) widening of meaning (Erweiterung) 

(c) narrowing of meaning (Einengung) 

(d) substitution 

(e) omission 

(f) addition 

Three of these kinds of relationship are not included in Bödeker and Freese's 

prototypology: substitution, omission and addition. 

Javier Franco Aixelä studied the translation of culture-specific items (CSIs) in three 

translations into Spanish of Dashiell Hammett's The Maltese Falcon. Like Bödeker 

and Freese, he classifies procedures (although he in fact uses the term strategies) 

according to the difference between original and translated expressions. They are 

listed under the two headings of conservation and substitution. Conservative 

procedures include: 

(a) repetition 

(b) orthographic adaptation 

(c) linguistic (non-cultural) translation 
("a target language version which can still be recognized as belonging to the 
cultural system of the source text" e. g. Grand Jury > granjurado) 
(d) extratextual gloss 

(e) intratextual gloss. 

Substitutive procedures include: 

(0 synonymy 
("the translator resorts to some kind of synonym or parallel reference to avoid 
repeating the CSI" e. g. Bacardi > ran) 

(g) limited universalization 
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("translators... seek another reference, also belonging to the source language 

culture but closer to their readers... " e. g. an American football > un balön de 

rugby) 

(h) absolute universalization 
("translators... choose a neutral reference for their readers" e. g. a Chesterfield > 

un sofä) 

(i) naturalization (cultural substitution) 

(j) deletion 

(k) autonomous creation (Aixela 1996: 61-65). 

Aixelä also reports that lexemes are more liable to be translated using substitutive 

procedures than proper nouns, but, in an echo of Bödeker and Freese's findings, 

suggests they are less likely to be manipulated in this way when the translated work 

has become canonized in the target culture. 

Anime and manga, especially those whose narratives are set in Japan, often include 

lexemes which, in juxtaposition with Western cultures, are marked as specially 

associated with Japan. For example, in narratives whose characters are school-aged 

children such as Takeuchi Naoko's Sailor Moon, the dialogue includes references 

specific to the Japanese educational system. Another source of culturally-marked 

lexemes is Japanese food. References to food occur relatively frequently in 

domestic comedies, such as Takahashi Rumiko's Maison Ikkoku. References to 

household items and clothing also occur in domestically situated stories. Other 

genres, in particular fantasy adventures such as Takahashi's hra yasha, may feature 

references to Japanese mythology or pseudo-mythology. 

The taxonomies of procedures described in previous paragraphs are diverse and do 
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not explicitly link procedures with an intercultural framework that includes strategies 

of domestication, foreignization, and neutralization. But we can synthesize and 

adapt them for use in case studies of anime and manga translation. As Riihling 

(1992) suggests, strategies refer to the translational stance taken with regard to whole 

texts and therefore the categorization of a strategy necessitates analysis of the totality 

of procedures used. Individual procedures may not always indicate any given 

strategy. However, certain procedures tend to be associated with certain strategies - 

for example, transfer with foreignization and cultural substitution with domestication 

(Koller 2001: 234-235) - and so we may talk plausibly about the strategic tendency 

associated with particular procedures. 

As mentioned above, a procedure which typically belongs to a domesticating textual 

strategy is cultural substitution. This is a procedure through which translators 

attempt to create some kind of situational equivalence between source and target 

cultures, for example by substituting a popular sport such as cricket (in the case of 

English readers) or baseball (in the case of American readers) for the popular French 

sport of cycling (Vinay and Darbelnet 1995: 41). It is described by Leppihalme as 

"seldom an effective alternative" because it disturbs "the desired illusion in 

translation that TL readers are able to experience a foreign world despite the 

language barrier" (Leppihalme 1997: 118). Nevertheless, the procedure is not 

uncommon in the translation of anime and manga. For example, in an early 

American episode of the children's anime Pokemon, the characters are said to be 

eating doughnuts rather than rice-balls (onigiri) (Zimet, newsgroup posting). 

Another example occurs in the English translation of Takahashi Rumiko's Maison 

Ikkoku, where a reference to the traditional cup-and-ball game of kendama is 
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substituted in the English dialogue by a reference to yo-yos and frisbees. 

The most strongly foreignizing procedure is simply to transfer, using transliteration, 

the culturally-marked lexeme from the source-text to the target-text. However, a 

caveat should be borne in mind here. Not all exotic-sounding words in English 

dialogue are necessarily the result of transfer. They may occasionally be the result 

of a kind of pseudo-transfer in which an expression marked for Japanese culture is 

used to translate a Japanese expression which is not. For example in Inu-yasha, the 

Japanese term kenk6 sandaru (JC 3: 96), which literally means health sandals, is 

rendered by the English-language translators as shiatsu sandals (EC 3: 94). This 

type of procedure is foreignizing at the textual level of the narrative. But, from an 

evaluative point of view, it may also be felt to be exoticizing, as there is no 

culturally-marked lexeme in the original. 

When translators think the transferred item may not be understood, they may add a 

gloss. In the case of dubbing, a gloss can only be intratextual - an explanation of 

the foreign word inserted into the dialogue itself. In comic books, and (potentially) 

in subtitles, the gloss may be either intratextual or extratextual -a footnote or an 

entry in a glossary. Extratextual glosses seem less common in English manga than 

French, and it can be argued that they destroy the pace and enjoyment of reading. 

However, it is not the case that extratextual glosses are absent from all English 

translations of manga. In Viz's version of Yamamoto Naoki's Dance 711! Tomorrow 

("Asatte Dance"), the value of Mr. Terayama's 450-million-yen stamp collection, 

which has an important bearing on the plot, is noted below the panel marked with an 

asterisk, "roughly 4.5 million dollars" (EC 1: 22). In the same comic, the word 
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Examples of intratextual glosses are found in the English dialogue of Takahashi 

Rumiko's Rcummcr U2 (okonomiyuki... ", lupunese pi:: u "IC8: 16]) and Inu- asha 

(rnu'onna, "thhe nothing womun" [EC 2: 115]). Intratextual glosses can be 

considered part of a wider textual process of incrementalization by which 

culturally-marked items are explicated in translated texts (Ballard 200 I: Il 1). 

Another example of incrementalization is the juxtapositional use of transfer with 

other procedures such as generalization. At one point in Muison /kkoku (EC 3: 96), 

Yüsaku asks his friend whether he wants some patstickers", while in the next line the 

original Japanese term gyÖru is simply transferred. In another line in the same 

comic the generic word noodle is added in immediate juxtaposition as a classifier to 

explicate the meaning of the culturally-marked lexeme. juhu 'T'hus sohu is rendered 

as sohu noodles, using transfer plus a generic classifier. A kind of uclajptil'e trans/er 

is also sometimes encountered, in which a word heavily marked for Japanese culture 

is adapted to another Japanese word that is better known in the target culture. For 
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example, otsukuri (slices of raw fish) can be translated using the synonym sashimi. 

A componential translation, reproducing the main semantic components of a 

culturally-marked word, can also lend foreign flavour to the text. For example, in 

Takahata Isao's animated film Grave of the Fire, flies ("Hotaru no Haka"), the 

translation of zösui by rice porridge retains a clear suggestion of the Japanese setting. 

On the other hand, when the English translator uses only the superordinate term 

porridge, or further generalizes to lunch, the foreignness is neutralized. 

Neutralization also occurs when an item such as zösui is simply omitted in the 

target-language dialogue. Generalization and omission can be considered 

neutralizing rather than domesticating because, while they erase traces of the original 

Japanese setting, they do not replace these traces with indices of an American 

cultural setting. 
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The following is a schematic summary of procedures used in translating 

culturally-marked lexemes in anime and manga with regard to textual strategy. 

Figure 2.1 Procedures and strategies in translating culturally-marked lexemes in anime 

and manga. 

Procedure Strategic tendency 

cultural substitution domestication 

transfer foreignization 

- pseudo-transfer 

- unexplicated transfer 

- transfer with gloss (intra- or extratextual) 

- transfer with classifier 

- adaptive transfer 

componential translation 

generalization neutralization 

omission 
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2.1.2 Proper Names 

In the words of the poet W. H. Auden, "Proper names are poetry in the raw. Like all 

poetry they are untranslatable" (cited in Rossio 1997). What procedures can then 

be used in dealing with such an important, yet `untranslatable' element in the transfer 

of narratives between languages and cultures? Michel Ballard, in his study of 

proper names in translation between English and French, describes the treatment of 

proper names in terms of three categories: anthroponyms (names of people), 

toponyms (names of places) and cultural referents (names of holidays, institutions, 

wars etc. ). He distinguishes between "noms propres" and "noms commune' as 

follows: 

Le nom common renvoie ä une classe d'objets dont il reprdsente le concept (par exemple le 

concept de "table'). Le nom propre ne renvoie pas A un concept mais sous sa forme 

prototypique ä un referent extralinguistique. (The common noun refers to a class of objects of 

which it represents the concept (for example the concept of "table"). The proper noun does 

not refer to a concept but in its prototypical form to an extralinguistic referent. ] (Ballard 

2001: 17; translation added) 

The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (Huddleston and Pullum 

2002: 515) defines proper names simply as "expressions which have been 

conventionally adopted as the name of a particular entity... ". In fact, the status and 

meaning of proper names has been the subject of complex discussions within 

linguistic philosophy. Allerton (1987) provides an accessible general outline of the 

debate. Whilst also mentioning alternative views discussed by philosophers such as 

Frege and Russell, he suggests the most common view among linguistic philosophers 

is the one proposed by John Stuart Mill. Names have referential meaning in that 

they denote people, places, institutions etc., but no meaning in terms of sense 

relations: 
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- ... we must accept the view that names like John, Camäes, or FVolverhampton have no 

`meaning' in the familiar sense that they cannot be understood by learning their relationships 

to other words (as described in dictionary definitions, for instance). (Allerton 1987: 71) 

The development of the Millian view by the philosopher, Saul Kripke, is also an 

often-cited reference point in linguistic discussions of proper names, e. g.: 

- According to Kripke... proper names are connected with their referents via a causal chain of 

references which goes back to an initial baptismal act. This original name-giving act and the 

subsequent acts in which the name is passed on turn it into a rigid designator. (Van 

Langendonck 1999: 108) 

A prescriptive application of such linguistic theory - that proper names have fixed 

reference and no lexical meaning - might stipulate that since they are 

`untranslatable', the only procedure that can be adopted by the translator in dealing 

with them is that of transfer from the source to the target text. However, the work 

of Ballard and others has shown that unmodified transfer has not always been and is 

still not the universally adopted procedure in translation practice. For example, 

there are a number of traditional assimilations in French of important English 

toponyms and historical anthroponyms (e. g. Londres, Henri VIII), and vice versa (e. g. 

Brittany, Joan ofArc). Translation scholars have noted that unmodified transfer is a 

relatively recent convention in translation between European languages. Previously, 

given names in particular were subject to assimilation in German (Schreiber 

1993: 180), Spanish (Aixelä 1996: 60) and Italian (Manini 1996: 171), with Eugene 

becoming Eugen, Brigid becoming Brigida, Peter becoming Pietro, etc., Moreover, 

fictional narratives create a virtual, `sovereign' universe of reference, allowing the 

translator more options than is the case with non-fictional texts. Transfer is in 

practice not always used in fictional narratives that lie outside the prestigious literary 

canon, for example in texts belonging to children's literature (Aixelä 1996: 75, Nord 
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2003). In fictional texts we may also find anthroponyms which, rather than being 

purely conventional, have semantic sense and are fictionally motivated. These are 

usually translated. Examples are the names used in morality tales and names with 

humorous motivations, such as those in Joyce's Ulysses (Folkart 1986) or the 

comic-book series, Asterix (Embleton 1991). 

In addition, whilst it may be true that conventional names have no meaning in terms 

of sense relations, they can have strong associative meanings. Anthroponyms often 

have connotations of ethnicity and location; which are heightened when the name is 

transferred to another cultural situation in translation. According to Ballard: 

La preservation du Npr [nom proprel en traduction lui confere une fonction de marqueur 

ethnolinguistique, qui relive de la couleur locale mais qui fonctionne egalement comme 

rdvdlateur de degrds de tolerance plus on moins elevds A l'Cgard d'une prCsence linguistique 

autre. [The preservation of the proper name in translation confers on it the function of an 

ethnolinguistic marker, which is a matter of local colour but also reveals greater or lesser 

degrees of tolerance with regard to the presence of a linguistic other] (Ballard 2001: 203; 

bracketed note and translation added) 

If names are omitted or substituted, translations lose indices of the foreign setting. 

For example, Astrid Lindgren's character Ronja in Ronja ROvardotter loses part of 

her Swedishness when she is transformed into Kirsty (Crampton 1990). Yet in 

English versions of anime and manga, particularly those aimed at a younger audience, 

Western names sometimes replace Japanese names on a systematic basis. In the 

children's anime Pokemon, the three main protagonists are transformed from Satoshi, 

Takeshi, and Kasumi to Ash, Brock, and Misty. Fictional toponyms in Pokemon are 

also substituted by anglicized place-names. In the manga of Sailor Moon, the hero 

Tsukino Usagi becomes Serena, her love interest changes from Chiba Mamoru to 

Darien Shields, while the class nerd is transformed from Umino to Melvin. Nor is 
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the substitution of anthroponyms limited to the translations into English. When the 

anime version of Maison Ikkoku was dubbed into French, the series was renamed 

Juliette Je T'Aime, and Yüsaku and Kyöko became Hugo and Juliette. Japanese 

anthroponyms may also simply be omitted in anime dialogue, neutralizing the 

foreignness of the narrative, for example in the case of incidental characters whose 

name only occurs once or twice in the narrative. On the other hand, we will find in 

Chapter 4 that in dubbing names can also be autonomously inserted for minor 

characters who are not named in the Japanese dialogue. 

It is not only because of ethnic associations that proper names may be adapted in 

translation. Given names may also have other strong connotations such as social 

class or age. Allerton (1987: 72) points out that Nigel has middle or upper class 

associations, while Ethel is an old-fashioned name common with older people. 

These associations help motivate the choice of fictional names in popular narratives. 

As one screenwriter comments: 

-A name is like a tightly-wound DNA molecule, capable of conveying information about 

characterization, tone, story and theme. Naming your characters is a crucial creative task 
(Rossio 1997) 

There are obvious differences in the connotations of proper names between cultures 

as different as Japanese and Anglo-American. A name such as Cedric may connote 

humorous upper-class associations in Britain, but can be used to successfully brand 

an up-market car in Japan. The rewriter of Kishiro Yukito's cyberpunk comic 

Gunnm ("Battle Angel Alita") has explained that the decision to alter both 

anthroponyms and toponyms in the English translation was based on what were 

perceived to be unfavourable connotations of the original names (Burke: undated 

reported comments). Thus Yugo was changed to Hugo because the former was the 
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name of a "cheap and tiny compact car" and Zalem, the name of city in the sky, was 

thought to have undesirable associations with witch hunts in America and so it was 

changed to 7iphares. Gaily, the hero of the story, became Alita, and the comic was 

retitled Battle Angel Alita. 

On at least one occasion an anthroponym has been altered for legal concerns about 

name ownership. Initially, the name of Monkey Punch's (Katö Kazuhiko) character 

Lupin, who had been modelled on the French character Arsene Lupin, was not 

transferred directly into English, but was either substituted by Wolf or 

orthographically transliterated as Rupan because American distributors feared legal 

action from the estate of Maurice Leblanc, the creator of the original Arscne Lupin 

(McCarthy 1999: 50). 

Anthroponyms, even when they are transferred via transliteration into English, may 

undergo a degree of modification, particularly in the case of invented names. In 

btomo Katsuhiro and Nagayasu Takumi's SF manga The Legend of Mother Sarah, 

Tsetse is changed to Tsue in English, while in CLAMP's Clover, Oruha becomes Ora. 

Transliterated anthroponyms may also be assimilated to familiar English spellings. 

Orthographically, the main protagonist of Clover, Sit, is assimilated to the English 

name Sue in the English translation of the manga, while in contrast the French 

translation retains the invented nature of the name in the Japanese comic, using the 

spelling Suh. Similarly, in Fist of the North Star ("Hokuto no Ken"), Lin is spelled 

as Lynne in the English translation, but as Lin in the French. Assimilating 

transliteration may also occur when `real' Japanese names are homonyms of English 

names. For example, the Japanese given name Kei was spelled Kay in the earlier 
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translations of Ötomo Katsuhiro's manga and anime Akira. 

As Folkart (1986: 249) suggests, the transfer of anthroponyms is likely to introduce 

into a target-culture text an element which is foreign to the surrounding co-text. 

However, the foreignizing textual effect of transfer from Japanese can be attenuated 

in a number of ways. In some English manga translations, only the Japanese given 

name may be transferred and the family name may be omitted, for example in the 

case of Hikaru, Fü and Umi, the three heroes of CLAMP's Magic Knight Rayearth. 

There are also two ways in which family names may be manipulated in transfer into 

English. Family names are used in Japanese, both for reference and address, in 

situations where given names would be more likely to be used in English. Use of 

given names is comparatively rare in Japanese, and suggests a higher degree of 

intimacy than is the case in English. For purposes of domestication, therefore, 

translators into English sometimes use the given name of a character instead of the 

family name. The normal word order of names is also different in Japanese - family 

name precedes given name. Translators may decide to attenuate foreignness by 

reversing this order to conform to the English pattern. Thus, a character such as 

Ayanami Rei, in Anno Hideaki's Neon Genesis Evangelion, may be called Rei 

Ayanami in translation, and when she is referred to simply as Ayanami in the 

Japanese dialogue, this may on occasions become Rei in English. 

With regard to toponyms, in particular `real' Japanese toponyms such as Tokyo, 

Osaka etc., the normal procedure is to transfer. However, as is the case with 

anthroponyms, modification may also occur. An example is found in CLAMP's 

manga Clover, where the fictional toponym Azurailo becomes Azalea in the English 
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translation. Incidental references to Japanese toponyms may also be omitted in 

dialogue translation, for example in anime subtitles, a procedure which tends to 

neutralize the foreignness of the dialogue's Japanese origins. Two other translation 

procedures, on the other hand, may have a domesticating textual effect. As 

mentioned above, some fictional toponyms such as those in Pokemon or Battle Angel 

Alita, have been substituted owing to the associations of Japaneseness or other 

connotations of the originals. The insertion of American toponyms may also help 

domesticate the text. An example occurs in Viz's manga translation of Neon 

Genesis Evangelion, Vol. 6, in which certain international facilities are said to be 

situated in Massachusetts and Nevada, whereas in the Japanese dialogue their 

locations are not specified. 

With regard to cultural referents, incidentally occurring institutional names which 

include Japanese proper nouns are sometimes omitted or substituted. In Fujishima 

Kösuke's manga Oh My Goddess! ("Aa Megamisama"), for example, the name of 

the protagonist's university, the Nekomi Institute of Technology is omitted from the 

English dialogue, while in the American version of CLAMP's Cardcaptor Sakura, 

the name Seijö Koko is substituted by Northwest High School. It may also happen 

that an institutional name in Japanese dialogue is composed of Japanese-English, 

which serves the purpose of creating exotic connotations for Japanese readers, but 

would be anomalous for native-English-speaking readers. In such a case the name 

may be modified to conform to English lexicogrammar. An example is found in 

Asamiya Kia's SF manga SilentMObius, in which a special police squad is named the 

Attacked Mystification Police Department. In the English translation this is adapted 

to Abnormal Mystery Police Department. Cultural referents may also be 
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autonomously inserted into the English translation, as in the following allusion in 

Maison Ikkoku to the men's fashion magazine (; Q: 

(2: 2) }"teak:, 

}ýrppnri ippwiteki ni irnotoko tie no na ne (JC 2: 349) 

[ suppose in general lady-killers TOP SF (gloss) 

Those "GQ� types in general are, well... (EC 3: 47) 

The following is a schematic summary of procedures used in translating proper 

nouns in anime and manga. 

4 

Figure 2.2 Procedures and strategies in translating proper names in anime and manga. 



2.2 Procedures in Translating Indices of Character 

An important function of fictional dialogue is the characterization of the figures in 

the story. In narratives influenced by the conventions of realism, writers select 

certain aspects of `real' speech for use in scripting dialogue, and it is desirable for the 

characters to be voiced in a way which enables them to be identified as `real' 

individuals, distinguishable from the other characters. Writers often use language 

varieties and their associated meanings in this process of creating a character voice. 

I take language variety to mean any vernacular speech which differs from the variety 

identified as standard, written language, and which may mark the speaker as 

belonging to a particular sub-group within society. It is particularly important in 

helping to create the kind of stereotypical characters found in popular culture. The 

term "sociolect" has been used as a generic word for vernacular speech including 

geographical dialect (e. g. Chapdelaine 1994). Geographical variety indeed usually 

carries social connotations, but it is possible to distinguish characters based on 

national, regional and social stereotypes. For that reason, in addition to the fact that 

geographical marking makes for particular problems in translation, these aspects of 

variety will be treated separately in the following outline. 
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2.2.1 Geographically-Marked Language Variety 

In anime and manga dialogue, we encounter two kinds of language variety that are 

marked in geographical terms: regional and non-native dialects. The former present 

the greater challenges for the translator because, although the geographical marking 

of the dialect may be alluded to in the target text, it is impossible to translate directly 

into the target language. Levy (1969: 101) points out that in translation it is not 

possible to reproduce dialect's function of indicating regional origin of the speaker. 

For instance, says Levy, it would be impossible in a German translation of Lady 

Chatterley s Lover to indicate Mellors' Derbyshire origins in any non-explicit way. 

Other commentators agree that a substitutive use of regional dialects in the target 

language cannot recreate the local colour of the original, and on the contrary 

threatens the conventions of realism. As Hervey and Higgins say, "having broad 

Norfolk on the lips of peasants from the Auvergne could have disastrous effects on 

the plausibility of the whole [target text]" (Hervey and Higgins 1992: 118). 

Discussing translation from Chinese, Hofstadter (1997: 161-162) says "it would be 

ridiculous if peasants from Guilin Province [came out sounding] like Kentuckians". 

Dialect substitution has also been rejected by leading Japanese-English literary 

translators. The procedure is described as "ludicrous" by Donald Keene (Keene 

2001: 328), and "ridiculous" by Edward Seidensticker: 

"I thought of a very good equivalent for Osaka speech when I was translating Sasameyuki... I 

thought of good southern American speech, the speech of Virginia, for instance, which is 

nonstandard but genteel. But I couldn't have the Afaktoka Sisters talking like Scarlctt O'Hara, 

could I? (Seidensticker quoted in Richie 2000: 77) 

Czennia points out, however, that the rejection of susbstitution by a target-language 

dialect is a modem convention, and the use of target-language dialect was, for 

example, not unusual in German and French translations in the first half of the 19`h 
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century (Czennia 1992: 113). Levy (1969: 102) allows for dialect substitution when 

the dominating function of the dialect is comic. Both Levenston (1992: 135-137) 

and Lefevere (1992a: 48-49) cite the example of Aristophanes' Lysistrata, in which 

British translators have used Scottish dialect to translate the comic effect of Spartan 

Greek, while American translators have used Southern and "hayseed" American. It 

seems certain, however, that the use of, for example, Scottish vernacular to depict 

comic and low-status characters is less culturally accepted now than in previous 

decades (Hatim and Mason 1990: 40). 

Dialect substitution appears to be more acceptable in works of literature where the 

use of dialect serves a cultural-political role. Prochäzka (1964) reports how he used 

an Eastern Bohemian dialect to translate Okie speech in The Grapes of Wrath, while 

a recent example is found in the stage plays translated from French-Canadian dialect 

into Scots by Bill Findlay and Martin Bowman (Bowman 2000). The function of 

dialect use in the source-text is in this case not comic, and goes beyond the purpose 

of providing local colour - the very act of using a dialect as the dominant language in 

a work of art carries a cultural-political message, which can be `translated' by 

substitution with a dialect in the target culture. French-speaking translation 

theorists have also advocated vernacular-to-vernacular translation for representations 

of American dialect in the works of writers such as William Faulkner (Chapdelaine 

1994). 

According to Levy (1969: 101), another major function of dialect in literature is to 

depict social relations and distinctions between characters. This function can be 

translated, Levi suggested, by using features of spoken language which have no 
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specific regional marking. Similarly, Herbst (1994: 108-109) reports that a common 

method of translating dialect in German dubbing is to use standard German, but a 

style-level of standard German that is marked for the spoken language. According 

to Herbst, dialect's connotations of social intimacy, directness and emotion can be 

recreated by the use of spoken style-level. Use of spoken style to translate Berlin 

dialect is also reported in Detken's investigation of English, French and Spanish 

translations of Berlin Alexanderplatz (Detken 1996). If, however, spoken style is 

extended to include non-standard and slang words, this may produce an effect 

demeaning to a fictional character, quite different from that of the dialect in the 

original text (Schogt 1988: 119; Schreiber 1993: 211). 

Theoretically, one might speculate that a foreignizing strategy for dialect translation 

might be possible, involving procedures such as transfer of dialect words with the 

possible addition of intratextual or extratextual glosses. However, in practice no 

such strategy seems to appear in the translation of fictional dialogue. By contrast, 

neutralization of source-text dialect by the use of standard language in the target-text 

appears to be a widespread practice. 

Probably the most frequently employed geographical variety in anime and manga is 

the dialect spoken in Kansai, the region in and around Japan's second biggest city, 

Osaka. The symbolic associations of Osaka dialect vary from work to work. They 

may include rough, even gangster-like associations, or simply a more laid-back and 

less status-conscious personality. In contrast to literary translators, anime and 

manga translators appear to have fewer qualms about dialect substitution, In its 

liner notes to the TV series Macross (episode 12), the anime distribution company 
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AnimEigo explains that it "has traditionally translated the Osaka-ben dialect into 

Southern English" (www. animeigo. com). In Viz's manga translation of Neon 

Genesis Evangelion a stereotypical Brooklyn dialect is used. But substitution by 

standard language and domestication to spoken forms are also found. 

In summary, the procedures used to translate dialect in anime and manga are as 

shown in the following table. 

Figure 2.3 Procedures and strategies in translating geographical dialect in anime and 

manga. 

Procedure Strategic tendency 

dialect substitution 

spoken style-level 

domestication 

standardization neutralization 

Another form of language variety marking geographical origin is non-native dialect. 

Non-native dialect is sometimes simply neutralized in translation by being 

substituted with standard language. However, stereotypical representations in Japan 

of the way certain foreign nationals talk Japanese have equivalents in 

Anglo-American culture and can thus be domesticated relatively easily. Although 

foreign signs may be introduced thereby into the dialogue, they do not represent 

foreignizing from the source culture of the text, but on the contrary involve 

adaptation to conform to representational codes in the target culture. In the case of 

stereotypical Chinese non-native dialect, representation is made by the use of 

grammatical and pragmatic anomalies in Japanese. An example is the stereotypical 

character of Miss China ("Chains-san") in Tsuruta Kenji's Spirit of Wonder, whose 
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Japanese is characterized by grammatical anomalies such as incorrect verhal 

constructions. This can be easily recreated in English by means of compensation 

using stereotypical anomalies such as deficient verb constructions and simplified 

question formation: 

(2.3) ', 11iss C'hina' 

Okaimnno da yo. ; Minna nit) is. cho ni iku «ru ka? (JC: 270) 

Shopping COP SF Everyone go together Q (gloss) 

I ging to market. You all ivant come with 'ne, yes? (EC: no page numbers I nn. p. nn. I) 

The case of stereotypical German characters is more complex from the point of view 

of translation into English. Germans' speech tends to be represented not 

grammatically but lexically, by means of the insertion of German words into the 

Japanese dialogue. Sometimes, for example in the case of stereotypical lexical 

interjections such as Scheiße! ("Shit! ") or drastic descriptors such as I )umnnkuhf' 

("Idiot! "), the procedure of transfer is straightforward. But, perhaps because 

Anglo-American culture is highly familiar with such representations of Germans, 

these interjections may also be added where none exist in the Japanese original. 

And, where whole sentences in German are introduced into the dialogue, the 

lexicogrammatical accuracy of the German is expected to be higher in 

Anglo-American than in Japanese culture. So the German may need to be adapted 

and corrected when it is transferred into English, as is the case with the character of 

Asuka in the anime T. V. series Neon Genesis I i'cmgehon. These procedures used in 

translating non-native dialect can be summarized in the Ihllowing table. 
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Figure 2.4 Procedures and strategies in translating non-native dialect in anime and 

manga. 

Procedure Strategic tendency 

transfer domestication 

adaptive transfer 

compensation 

autonomous insertion 

standardization neutralization 
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2.2.2 Social Register 

Dialogue writers also provide information about characters by choosing language 

which, although it may not be marked for geographical origin, tells the reader or 

viewer something about what Hervey and Higgins call social register. Social 

register refers to "a particular style from which the listener reasonably confidently 

infers what kind of person is speaking, in the sense of what social stereotype the 

speaker belongs to" (Hervey and Higgins 1992: 123) (emphasis added). It is 

conveyed through a relatively limited number of aspects of language variety, selected 

for purposes of characterization. Translation scholars have used concepts 

developed in pragmatics and, more broadly, in systemic-functional linguistics to 

investigate how aspects of social language variety are treated in translation. Some 

scholars have analyzed translated dialogue using the pragmatic concept of social 

deixis. Horton (2000: 54) describes the importance of social deixis for 

characterization as follows: 

- ... indexical features signal the relationing of the characters vis-a-vis each other in terms of 
their social identities. In other words, in any interaction between individuals the encoding of 

participant relations, including status relationships marked by such variables as solidarity and 

power, will always be implicitly present and, often, explicitly articulated. 

Horton's research has called attention to the difficulties in translation caused by 

different systems of address, pointing out, for example, the `unnatural' frequency in 

English-German translations of first-name address + Sie pronoun (Horton 1996: 74). 

Conversely, translators into English are faced with the problem of finding alternative 

markers for the social deictic meaning encoded by the du/Sie choice of address 

pronoun in German. Alexandra Assis Rosa studied address between Crusoe and 

Friday in Portuguese translations of . 
Robinson Crusoe and noted how translations in 

democratic Portugal have tended to erase the power differences encoded in the 
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original, exemplifying how the translation of social deixis involves a "negotiation of 

different social environments", which in a domesticating translation results in the 

recreation of "the target language text's (TT) fictional social context" (Rosa 2000: 32). 

Other translation scholars, for example Hatim and Mason (Hatim and Mason 1990, 

1997) have adopted the systemic-functional concept of tenor in their analysis of 

translations. Linguists in the Hallidayan tradition use the term tenor to refer to the 

role relationships enacted in social interaction between language-users in particular 

situations (Eggins 1994: 63). Role relationships are defined by Eggins as involving 

the interpersonal dimensions of power, contact and affective involvement and can be 

analyzed by investigating, among other things, features of lexicogrammar such as 

vocatives and lexical choice. Puurtinen (1998: 171) describes tenor as "a good 

umbrella term for a number of textual characteristics" and, with examples from 

children's literature, shows how aspects of tenor may change as dialogue is translated 

into different linguistic and cultural contexts. 

Despite the passing of time since canonical English-language publications on 

Japanese society (e. g. Nakane 1970), Japanese language and culture clearly remain 

more distant from the American context than is the case with Western languages and 

cultures, such as French or German. The differing nature of socio-cultural systems 

such as social hierarchies, in-group out-group membership, and gender construction 

makes it plausible to claim that the Japanese concept of self differs in significant 

ways from Western notions. With regard to social deixis, Matsumoto (1988) is not 

alone is claiming that there is no socially unmarked form for utterances in Japanese. 

Coulmas (1992: 302) points out that Japanese is "a language in which social meaning 

is codified in an intricate manner by morphological means... ". 
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Differences in the structure of Japanese social relationships are reflected in the 

linguistic resources used in the Japanese language to create interpersonal meaning. 

The gender notions of masculinity and femininity are cued in Japanese in ways that 

are quite different from English. Although the relationship between speech patterns 

and gender is not without controversy, one can at least say that certain ways of 

speaking are associated symbolically with femininity and masculinity in Japanese 

culture (Smith 1992: 67). It is therefore not surprising that certain linguistic 

resources are associated with male characters in anime and manga. An example is 

the use of sentence-final particles such as ze, which Kawashima describes as follows: 

- Found in men's language. Used only in casual conversation among colleagues or with those 

whose supposed social status is below that of the speaker. (Kawashima 1999: 257) 

Zo is another particle often used by male characters, which Kawashima defines thus: 

- Placed at the end of a sentence or a clause, emphatically states one's opinion or judgment. 

Found in men's language. (Kawashima 1999: 258) 

Interestingly, Kawashima adds that both particles are not translatable. Another 

sentence-final form which may have gender variations is the no da construction. 

According to Makino and Tsutsui (1986: 325-328), this form is added to an utterance 

when the speaker is explaining something to the hearer, and may also emphasize an 

idea emotively. The form may also vary depending on level of formality and 

gender: 
In conversation, "no da/desu" often becomes "n daldesu". In Informal speech, male speakers 

use "n da" and female speakers "no ". (Makino and Tsutsui 1986: 326) 

In manga and anime it is often found in angry exclamations, especially by male 

characters. Other aspects of Japanese that may be marked as sounding masculine 

and rough are terms of self-reference and address, and variations in pronunciation. 

Self-reference using the term ore and address using omae is socially acceptable 

among males of the same social status and in-group, but is rude in other contexts, 
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Even `rougher' terms of address than omae are kisama and teme which, according to 

Suzuki (2001: 122), "imply contempt" and are "words to curse and abuse the 

addressee". Other aggressive and insulting forms of address commonly found in 

anime and manga are the class of vocatives which Horton (1996: 79) terms "drastic 

descriptors", such as konoyarö ("this bastard"), baka ("idiot"), or bakayarö ("idiotic 

bastard"). The abrupt imperative form of the verb is another aspect of impolite 

speech that is typically associated with male roles. Amongst the wide variety of 

linguistic resources for realizing directives in Japanese, imperatives are considered 

less polite than requests and desideratives, and the least polite imperative forms are 

those with the verb-ending -ro (and variants) (Smith 1992: 64). Makino and 

Tsutsui's textbook of Japanese grammar includes the following comment: 

- Imperatives without sentence particles are rarely used in daily conversation. In spoken 

Japanese they are usually used when the speaker is angry with or threatening the hearer or 

when the speaker shouts slogans in demonstrations. (Makino and Tsutsui 1986: 72) 

Japanese also differs from English in terms of tenor in having a system of honorific 

language (keigo), subcategorized into polite forms (teineigo), exalting forms 

(sonkeigo) and humble forms (kenjogo) (Coulmas 1992: 313). Honorific language 

uses distinctive morphology, such as the prefixes go- and o- and the address suffix 

-sama, as well as distinctive lexis such as the verb gozaru, and is used to addressees 

of higher status than the speaker. Honorific language conveys a sense of social 

distance, and can be used by dialogue writers to create a social register of 

obsequiousness, for example Jodö in Miyazaki's film The Castle of Cagliostro 

("Kariosutoro no Shiro"), while polite forms can help convey eccentric aloofness, as 

in Yotsuya in Takahashi's manga Maison Ikkoku. 

When Japanese language variety such as the use of honorifics is translated literally, it 
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tends to create the quaint exoticness of what Howard Hibbett calls the "honorable 

tea" (quoted in Richie 2001: 47) and Edward Seidensticker (1989: 142) the "by your 

honorable shadow" school of translating. Nevertheless many non-commercial fan 

translations posted on the Internet do attempt to retain some Japanese social marking 

in a more general sense by transferring name suffixes such as -san, -kun, -chan and 

Japanese address terms such as sensei ("teacher"). Other possible ways in which 

tenor could be foreignized would be the transfer of Japanese interjections (kuso, 

chikushö, shimatta etc. ) and of such formulaic expressions of Japanese as itte-rasshai 

and itte-kimasu ("Please go and come back" - "I'll go and come back") and tadaima 

- okaerinasai ("I'm back" - "Welcome back"). In commercial practice, however, 

there is little evidence of any such foreignizing. On rare occasions in the works 

analyzed in this study, the Japanese name suffix -chan (used to girls or in affectionate 

address) is transferred into the target dialogue, for example in the English translation 

of Neon Genesis Evangelion and the French translation of Magic Knight Rayearth. 

In general, however, either the social meanings encoded in the Japanese dialogue are 

omitted and neutralized by means of the use of unmarked language, or they are 

translated by compensating with different linguistic resources in the target language. 

The latter translation procedure is termed compensation in kind by Hervey and 

Higgins and is defined as "compensating for a particular type of textual effect in the 

ST by using a textual effect of a different type in the TT" (Hervey and Higgins 

1992: 248). Harvey calls the same procedure stylistic-systemic compensation, in 

which "the effects have a stylistic value where they occur in the text, but these draw 

upon part of the conventional systemic resources of the language" (Harvey 1995: 78). 

The use of procedures of compensation to recreate social register can be observed 
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clearly when we compare manga translated for native Fnglish readers in the 

American market with bilingual Japanese-English editions of the same inanga sold 

mainly to Japanese speakers in Japan. In Oh M' (rucldes.,!, for example, we meet 

Urd and Aoyama, two strongly stereotypical secondary characters. Urd is it 

vampish female divinity who sets out to seduce Morisato Keiichi, the hero of the 

story, while Aoyama is Keiichi's rough-tough senior in college In the following 

examples from the Japanese dialogue, Aoyama uses the plain declarative and the 

abrupt imperative forms of the auxiliary yaru, which are non-polite tbrms that should 

not be used to strangers or seniors: 

(2: 4): 1utvnra 

Vukisaki 
, ga kiurattara ato dc nimotsu Hwo okutte yarn (Bilingual Comic IBCI 1: 25) 

(Once your) next place (is) decided (we'll) send (your) things later (gloss) 

(2: 5): 1uYwna 

Yoshi minna kashite yore (BC 3: 115) 

OK everyone lend (something) (gloss) 

In the English dialogue in the bilingual edition the `rough' tenor of Aoyama's 

Japanese is neutralized, whereas in the American translation, it is recreated and 

enhanced by means of orthographic devices and vulgar lexis: 

The orthographic devices used in these examples include pronunciation spelling 

(q-o11u) and eye dialect (yer, awrigPub). Pronunication spelling can be defined as "a 

spelling that is supposed to represent a pronunciation more closely than a traditional 

spelling, as lire for light, or wan/la for wail! lo" (American l leritage Dictionary 4"' 

edition, 2000). Eye dialect gives a non-standard orthographic representation of 
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what is in fact standard pronunciation, for example t'niýjf for enough or vt tier . ýcýt'"ý, 

and tends to stigmatize the speaker as uneducated. 

Urd's vampish seductiveness is suggested in Japanese by linguistic devices sich as 

lengthening the vowel in her greeting hai to hum, and her `mothering' imperative 

form nasai. 

(2: 6) (Ird 

Haui hajimernashtte (JC 2: 99) 

Hi nice to meet you (gloss) 

(2: 7) Urd 

Ja havaku soko karo denasai (JC 2: 110) 

So quickly get out from there (gloss) 

Again, in the bilingual edition, the stylistic characterization of the Japanese is 

neutralized in the English dialogue, but in the American translation it is recreated by 

the use of an address term (sweelie) and the lexical insertion oi' a phrase typical of 

parent-child talk (he a good boy): 

(2: 6) 

(/i there Pleased to meet, 4'ou (BC 3: 29) 

Iii therm, sweetie! (EC 1: u. p. n. ) 

(2: 7) 

So come on, get out of the bath now (BC 3: 40) 

Then be a good boy and hop out, okay? (EC 1: it. p. it. ) 

In the translation of Takeuchi's shýöjo manga Sailor Moon, the American translator 

uses lexical choice in English to recreate the girlish register suggested by Japanese 
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(2: 9) ', ''ere, ia ' 

Wd Yoru-chan suteki niou (JC: 165) 

INTJ Mini-chin suits wonderfully (gloss) 

tf'niv1 Uolly, You look awesome! (EC: 165). 

The characters in the English comic-book version of S'ui/or Mon» seem to resenthlc at 

Californian `Valley Girl' stereotype for whom things are cool and awesome and who 

feel psyched and freaked out. By contrast, when we look at the French translation 

of the two lines above, it does not effect this kind of cultural revoicing, and tends to 

lose the gender marking present in the Japanese original: 

(2: 8) Amy m'a laissee tombd. (FC: 59) 

(2: 9) Whaou! Quest-cc que tu cs belle conitne 4, i. Nani! (FC: 165) 

In contrast to the cute schoolgirls of Sailor Moon, The Legend oJ' Mother Sarah, 

btomo and Nagayasu's post-apocalypse comic, is populated with desperate civilians 

and cruel pararnilitaries, who use contemptuous address Corms such as ki. vinna This 

kind of Japanese tenor is translated into English by using drastic descriptors such as 

scum and son of a hitch. Tsue ("Tsetse" in the original Japanese) is a less 

aggressive male character in Mother Sarah, who provides more examples of how 

stereotypical social register can be recreated in English. Ile is depicted in the comic 

as a small, `street-wise' black man whose speech is rough and familiar, but not 

threatening. He often uses the particles :o and ze, and the non-standard 

pronunciation ißt instead of ncri. Among the means the translators use to revoice 

him are orthographic devices, address terms, vulgar lexis, insertion of popular 

sayings, and interjections (tollowing Ameka's 11992] broad definition of' the tern 

"interjection", which encompasses primary interjections, secondary interjections and 

interjectional phrases). In the following example, the assertiveness of'--o and the 

exasperation of the interjection mit are recreated by a combination of vulgar lexis, 
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eye dialect and an interjectional phrase: 

(2: 10) '"'s'ite' 

Iku zo MA (JC 1: 217) 

Go SF IN`] (gloss) 

Fer C/, rissake, lets hit the goddwaun mad alreaclO. f (EC I : u. p. n. ) 

In another line, the address term lady is used in translating the Japanese address 

nmae : 

(2: 11) ''I. n w' 
Mande omae ka oclokasu nai (JC I: 119) 

What... is it you don't frighten (me) (gloss) 

Don Y scare me like that, lady (EC l : n. p. n. ) 

In another example, the Japanese tenor (the non-standard pronunciation n and the 

particle �ä) is translated in English using a secondary interjection, orthographically 

represented to show non-standard pronunication. By contrast the French version is 

register-neutral: 

(2: 12) '1: vuc ' 

/lullt() ni P(iku fl( molt , cri nc' nä (JC 1: 81) 

Really there is not anything decent SF (gloss) 

(EC I: n. p. n. ) 

Rien clue de la ferraille. (FC I :I 1) 

In clubbing, entire lines may be autonomously inserted to create new tenor in the 

translation, as in the case of the hero's wise-cracking cat Jiji, in Miyazaki's Kiki :v 

Delivery Service ("Majo no Takkyübin") and to a lesser extent in Jigen, in the same 

filmmaker's Me ('asile of ('ag/in. sim. Autonomous insertion is less likely to occur 

in subtitling since the original audio track remains intact alongside the translation 

I towever, as we will see in Chapter 5, orthographic and typographic devices such its 

italics and capital letters can be used to convey interpersonal meanings even in this 

mode of translation. 
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We can summarize the procedures used to translate tenor in the following table. 

Figure 2.5 Procedures and strategies in translating social register in anime and manga. 

Procedure Strategic tendency 

omission neutralization 

compensation domestication 

- lexical choice 

- address forms 

- interjections 

- orthographic devices 

- typographic devices 

autonomous insertion 

transfer foreignization 

- address suffix 
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2.3 Summary of Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 has outlined the procedures used in the translation of integrational 

narrative functions of fictional dialogue, in particular indices of setting and character, 

with specific reference to the procedures used in the translation of anime and manga. 

In order to do this, I have synthesized what the available academic literature reveals 

about these aspects of translation with a general analysis of the procedures used in 

translating anime and manga. Firstly attention was focused on linguistic items 

which are marked vis-h-vis the target culture as belonging more specifically to the 

source culture. These items were divided into culturally-marked lexemes and 

proper names. If they are transferred directly into the target culture, they indicate 

clearly the non-indigenous origins of the text and tend to reflect an overall 

foreignizing strategy of translation. If, on the other hand, such items are replaced 

with items from similar situations in the target culture, such substitutions reflect a 

strategy which domesticates the text to the cultural setting of the target audience. 

The local colour of foreign settings can also be neutralized by procedures such as 

generalization or omission of cultural markers. Narrowly linguistic views might 

suggest that proper names which have no lexical meaning must be transferred 

directly into the target text. However, descriptive research suggests this kind of 

prescription does not reflect actual practice in the translation of fictional narratives. 

A review of the treatment of proper names in anime and manga translation shows 

that the translation of Japanese anthroponyms in particular is not restricted to 

straightforward transfer, and that the strategic options of domestication, 

foreignization and neutralization are also used in the case of proper names as they are 

with culturally-marked lexemes. 
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Secondly attention was focused on textual indices of character. These are also 

subject to transformation in the transfer from one language and culture to another. 

Dialogue writers often use geographically or socially-marked language variety to 

help create the stereotypical characters found in popular fiction. Dialogue 

characterized by interference from foreign languages is relatively easy to translate, if 

stereotypes exist in both source and target cultures, although modification and 

amplification may occur. Some academic writing on literary translation suggests 

that in the case of regional dialect, a target-culture dialect should only be substituted 

if the use of dialect has an overtly ideological function. But dialect substitution is 

found in the translation of anime and manga, as are alternative procedures less 

disapproved of by commentators on translation, such as replacement by standard 

language or replacement by regionally-unmarked colloquial language. Since 

Japanese society differs greatly from Western societies, it is not surprising that 

represented speech in anime and manga reflects these social differences and 

represents a special problem for translators. Although foreignizing procedures such 

as transfer and loan translation are found in amateur fan translations, in commercial 

practice the tenor of the original Japanese is either neutralized by the use of 

non-stylized dialogue or domesticated by means of compensating linguistic resources 

in English such as interjections, address terms, choice of lexical register, and, in 

written channels, orthographic and typographic devices. 
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Summary of Section A 

This section has introduced anime and manga as an important aspect of 

contemporary Japanese popular culture that has been translated into English and 

other languages with greater frequency in recent years. This provides a good 

opportunity to compare translations of fictional dialogue interlingually, as well as in 

different modes: comic-book dialogue, dubbing and subtitling. Translation is an 

intercultural as well as an interlingual phenomenon. Academics specializing in 

Translation Studies have adopted differing advocative positions with regard to choice 

of intercultural strategy, but the general trend in recent literary translation studies has 

been to value strategies which disallow easy reading and emphasize the foreignness 

of the text's origins. The academic discipline of Translation Studies encompasses a 

variety of research approaches. Some studies adopt a scientific orientation and tend 

to focus on the linguistic core of translation, while others investigate translation 

starting from the political and ethical concerns of Cultural Studies. The approach 

adopted in this study, however, is primarily descriptive focusing on linguistic items 

that have particular stylistic relevance in terms of narrative structure. It is an 

intermediate approach which accepts that translation is inescapably linked to 

historical and cultural contexts and which retains the hermeneutic methodology of 

reading as the central research activity, whilst at the same time focusing chiefly on 

translated texts themselves and accepting that the basic findings of functional 

linguistics, sociolinguistics, pragmatics etc. can usefully inform a systematic 

programme of careful reading. Chapter 1 went on to propose that if we want to 

look at the translation of fictional dialogue from a functional stylistic point of view, 

we can draw on a structural categorization of narrative functions by Roland Darthes 

and suggest that the distributional (plot-sequencing) functions are usually conserved 
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in anime and manga translation. However, other narrative functions in the dialogue 

- in particular indices of setting and character - are subject to a kind of intercultural 

negotiation in which the foreignness of the original dialogue context can be 

domesticated to the new context of the receiving culture, or allowed to remain intact 

to varying extents, introducing a sense of foreignness into the narrative. It is also 

possible for translators to employ a neutralizing strategy in which represented speech 

is standardized and destylized in functional terms. 

In the second chapter of this section, I elaborated in detail a general classification of 

the procedures and strategies used in the translation of integrational functions in the 

narratives of anime and manga. The framework was developed by reviewing 

academic writings on the topic, writings which often related chiefly to narratives of 

`high culture', and then developing those insights against the background of 

procedures used in the translation of the popular narratives of anime and manga. It 

is interesting that in at least two cases, domesticating procedures that are disfavoured 

by literary translation theory are sometimes used in anime and manga translation, 

We find that character names can be substituted, omitted or added, and that regional 

dialects in the target culture are sometimes used to translate regional dialects in the 

original Japanese dialogue. Furthermore, in contrast to calls for foreignization in 

literary translation, foreignizing procedures, although theoretically feasible, are 

rarely used in the translation of indices of character in anime and manga. In 

practice, the strategic options appear to be either a destylization and neutralization of 

distinctive character voice or a domesticating recreation using the generic codes of 

the target culture. 
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SECTION B 
MODALLY- FOCUSED CASE STUDIES: 

COMIC BOOKS, DUBBING, AND SUBTITLING 

Outline of Section B 

Section B consists of three chapters presenting information on what has been written 

about three different modes of translation - comic-book translation, dubbing, and 

subtitling - and case studies in each mode. The works studied were chosen 

primarily for the pragmatic reason that they are commercially available in Japanese, 

English and French versions. In each case, analysis is concentrated on the linguistic 

features discussed in Section A, namely items indexing setting and items which 

create a distinctive voice for characters. 

Chapter 3 focuses on comic-book translation. Academic literature on the topic and 

comments by manga editors are briefly reported. The main part of the chapter, 

using the framework for comparative analysis described in Section A, compares 

English and French translations of at least three volumes from each of six manga 

series: Maison Ikkoku, Ranma 1/2, and Inu-yasha by Takahashi Rumiko; and Magic 

Knight Rayearth, Cardcaptor Sakura, and Clover by CLAMP. 

Chapter 4 focuses on dubbing translation. General conceptualizations of the 

intercultural nature of dubbing are briefly reported, and described in more detail with 

particular reference to German dubbing which has been the subject of a number of 

academic studies. Comments by scriptwriters for anime dubbing are briefly 

reported. Dubs of two anime movies, The Castle of Cagliostro and City Munter: the 

Secret Service, are then investigated In the case of The Castle of Cagliostro 
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analysis was made easier by using a printed edition of the first English dub, 

published by Linguaphone in Japan, and print-outs of fan translations available on 

the Internet, as well as the verbatim Japanese subtitles available on the Japanese 

DVD. For City Hunter: the Secret Service, use was made of the original Japanese 

dialogue published in anime comic form by Shüeisha. 

Chapter 5 focuses on subtitling. First, the constraints of this form of translation are 

described. Reports of the influences of these constraints on the translation of 

narrative indices and differing conceptions of translation strategy in subtitling are 

then outlined. The works studied in this chapter are the feature film, Grave of the 

Fireflies ("Hotaru no Haka"), and the first three episodes of two T. V series: 

Revolutionary Girl Utena ("Shojo Kakumei Utena") and Slayers Try. To assist 

annotation and analysis, the English and French subtitles of the three works were 

transcribed from screen to paper. Analysis was also facilitated by the verbatim 

Japanese subtitles available on the Japanese DVD of Grave of the Fireflies, and 

anime comic-book versions of Utena and Slayers. The fact that most of the English 

subtitles studied in this chapter are by Neil Nadelman is coincidental to the pragmatic 

criterion of studying English and French subtitles. However, Nadelman is one of 

the most prolific subtitlers of anime into English, as well as being an active 

participant in fan discussions and conventions, and is thus an important and 

representative figure in the transfer of Japanese popular culture to the 

English-speaking world. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMIC BOOKS 

3.1 Research on Comic-Book Translation 

Very little academic study has been carried out on comic-book translation. Delesse 

(2000) outlines some features of the representation of orality in the written dialogue 

of comics, describing in particular typographic elements and onomatopoeic effects. 

Soriano (1999) also focuses on a characteristic feature of orality, namely interjections 

in 7intin and Asterix, pointing out their role in creating interpersonal meaning and 

discussing their translation into Spanish. In addition to aspects of orality, Delesse 

(2000) mentions the potential for humour of proper names, with specific reference to 

anthroponyms in comic books such as Tintin, and how such names, contrary to usual 

translation practice, need to be translated. The translation of names in AstJrix is 

treated in detail in Embleton (1991). Other writers have pointed out that proper 

names have also been modified in comic-book translations for political purposes, for 

example the re-titling of JJntin in Tibet as Tintin in Chinese Tibet in a Chinese 

translation (Osborn 2001), and the insertion of the name of a Serbian paramilitary 

leader in a Croatian translation ofAstcrix (Kadric and Kaindl 1997). 

The most theoretically-oriented analysis is Klaus Kaindl's "framework for the study 

of comics under translation". The approach he suggests is descriptive and oriented 

towards the target culture. He advocates that researchers engage "in systematic 

investigation of the ways in which particular parts of comics were dealt with in 

translation in particular eras and particular cultures" (Kaindl 1999: 272). He 

distinguishes three types of signs in comics - linguistic, typographic and pictorial - 
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and lists six rhetorical procedures - repetitlo, adiectio, detractio, transmutatio, 

substitutio, deletio - to describe the transformations undergone by the three sign 

categories. It is an analytical framework that extends beyond the study of dialogue, 

encompassing all the verbal elements of comics - extradiegetic narration, 

inscriptions, and onomatopoeic sound effects, in addition to the dialogue found in 

speech balloons. In summary, academic studies have tended to be restricted in 

terms of textual area to the `canon' of Franco-Belgian classics such as Tin in and 

Asterix, and, in terms of approach, have not focused stylistically on specific narrative 

functions of the intradiegetic dialogue. 
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3.2 General Features of Manga Translations 

The translation of manga dialogue into English has often been part of a more general 

process of localization. For example, Dark Horse Comics has had all of its manga 

flipped and retouched by the specialist localization company Studio Proteus, 

acquiring the company itself in 2004. As was explained on the Studio Proteus 

website (www. studioproteus. com/aboutsp. html), because Japanese comics are 

printed from right to left across the page, and start with what for English readers is 

the last page, the artwork is `flipped' photographically for English versions so that 

the panels can be read from left to right. Sound effects are also rewritten in English 

(see for example figures 3.6,6.3,8.3,8.4) and dialogue relettered, necessitating some 

retouching of the artwork. Some manga artists are, however, reluctant to let their 

artwork be altered by flipping and retouching. Viz, although it publishes most of its 

manga in the Western left-to-right format, has published some series with pages in 

the Japanese order, e. g. Toriyama Akira's Dragonball, and a "special collector's 

edition" of Neon Genesis Evangelion with pages in the Japanese order and retaining 

the original Japanese sound effects. The Los Angeles-based label, Tokyopop, has 

recently switched to a policy of publishing all its translated mangy in the Japanese 

order with Japanese sound effects, citing the advantages of reduced production time 

and costs (Fletcher 2003), and the Random House imprint, Del Rey Books, is also 

planning to format its manga in the Japanese right-to-left style. 

Various types of content editing occur in manga publication outside Japan. Entire 

episodes of the Japanese tanköbon may be excised, as in Viz's version of Maison 

Ikkoku whose episode titles are also rewritten in the English version to include 

humorous references to American movies such as Terminator ('I'll be Back") and 
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occur. As mentioned in Chapter 1, anime and manga have somelnues been 

associated predominantly with sex in their reception in the West, and indeed some 

comics from Japan are translated into F. nglish and French and marketed under 

`erotic' or `adult' labels. However, where sexual content occurs in mainstream 

manga, it may be subject to self-censorship by publishers, for example Dark I lorse 

Comics' excision of two pages of lesbian scenes in Shirow Masasunre's science 

fiction comic Ghost in the 5101, and the same publisher's adaptation of the dialogue 

in Sonoda Kenichi's (; ººirsmith ('a/s in order to remove boyfriend Ken's explicit age 

reference when recollecting his first date with Minnie May, one of the two main 

protagonists: 

(3: 1) Ken 
Kirei na 13 sai no A-IlniAlel da (JC I : 183) 

Pretty 13 year-old Miiuiic May COP (gloss) 

... ntv heautllül little sex-hoinh. (EC 1: n. p. n. ) 

With regard to translation strategy, manga editors have generally advocated it 

domesticating approach. Toren Smith, the founder of Studio I'roteus, made clear 

his aim of making the work of translation invisible In relating; the. story of the 

translation of Miyazaki Hayao's Nuusirucr n/ J/k' I iir//t't, of LI''md ("Kate no Tani no 

Naushika"), he wrote: 

- we wanted our work lo be totally invisible lo the readers. We hoped that, %%hen we were 

done, the English-language readers would never notice the translation, ilic sound etIccls or the 

lettering - they would simply read and enjoy this incredible story mthout oei thinking , haul 

the tict that it was translated from another language. (Snuth I't95) 

Viz's editor, Irish Ledoux, Speaking at the Otakoºº Can convention, stressed the need 

to avoid literal translation and on the contrary seek a realistic voicing of'characters: 
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- No one speaks in that bland, homogenized tone. There's characterization, but if you translate 
literally, you get a bland translation. (reported comment 1998) 

Stuart Levy, the head of Tokyopop, stated his aim of trying to create an effect for his 

readers equivalent to the effect which the original Japanese had on him: 

- When I am reading it in Japanese and I laugh and cry and I'm entertained, it's that feeling - 
that thing that moves me as a reader - that I want to translate into the English language. 

(reported comment 1998) 

These comments suggest that, for those involved in the commercial business of 

manga translation, the transfer process should ideally produce a target-language 

script containing fluent, realistic dialogue, the opposite of the foreignizing, `visible' 

strategy sometimes advocated in theories of literary translation. To achieve this 

kind of fluent dialogue, and in particular to recreate character voice, Viz uses a 

two-stage approach to translation, which is described as follows on the official 

company website (www. viz. com): 

- After Viz obtains the rights to publish a comic, translators produce what is called the literal 

translation. The literal translation is then sent to a professional comics writer, also known as 

a rewriter, to add characterization and make sure the technical storytelling techniques (plotting, 

pacing and foreshadowing, etc. ) are also conveyed in the English version. (italics added) 

The same two-stage process is also used by some French publishers of manga, for 

example Pika Edition. The rewriter, Francois Jacques, stresses the need to produce 

readable dialogue, conforming to the conventions of comics, known in France as BD 

("bande dessinee"), and criticizes other French translations for a frequent lack of 

style: 
II faut avoir In et aimd la BD pour savoir comment on s'exprimc cn I3D! Et c'est IA of tu 

vois quo pas mal de gens se sont catapultds adaptateurs parce qu'ils pouvaicnt traduirc to 
japonais et pondent des adaptations trds pdnibles d lire, sans vie, sans emotion. [You have to 
have read and loved comics to know how one expresses oneself in comicsl And it is in that 

point where you can see that a lot of people are Oust into being adaptors because they can 
translate Japanese and they come up with adaptations that are very hard to read, without any 
life or emotion. ] (undated reported comments; translation added) 
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There is a diversity of approaches among French publishers. Tonkam, for instance, 

released Takahashi Rumiko's Maison Ikkoku in unflipped format, and unlike its 

American counterpart Viz, retained the original jacket art and all the episodes of the 

Japanese tanköbon. Kana, the manga label of the comic-book publisher Dargaud, 

explicitly espouses an "Ala japonaise" publishing policy. The Japanese direction of 

reading and the Japanese sound effects are retained. In the politique edltoriale 

[editorial policy], described on the company website (www. mangakana. com), they 

claim only to work with "des traducteurs de qualite qui respectaient ä la lettre la 

version japonaise" [quality translators who respected the Japanese version to the 

letter]. In contrast, the biggest French publisher of manga, Glenat, has used the 

American version as an intermediate translation for a number of titles, although this 

is not explicitly acknowledged in the translation credits. 
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3.3 Takahashi Rumiko: Maison Ikkoku, Rama 1/2, Inu-yasha 

3.3.1 Background 

Born in Niigata in 1957, Takahashi Rumiko is the biggest selling female comic-book 

artist in Japan. Her comics appeal to both male and female readers, and sales had 

already exceeded 100 million copies by 1995 (according to the website of her 

American publisher, Viz). The hit series, Urusei Yatsura, Maison lkkoku, Ranma 

1/2, and Inu-yasha have all been turned into successful anime TV series. 

Translations of the three last-mentioned manga are readily available in English and 

French versions. All the English versions are published by Viz, while the French 

versions are produced by three different publishers, Tonkam for Maison Ikkokru, 

Glenat for Ranma 1/2, and Kana for Imp yasha. Maisort Ikkoku and Ranma 1/2 are 

romantic comedies. In the former series, the protagonist is Godai Yüsaku, a college 

student who falls in love with the beautiful young widow, Otonashi Kyöko. 

Otonashi-san manages the old-style apartment building, Maison Ikkoku, which 

Yüsaku shares with an assortment of `odd' residents. The story is built around the 

two leading characters' enduring reluctance to admit and declare their love for each 

other. Ranma 1/2 is a comedy mixing romance with martial-arts action. The plot 

revolves around Saotome Ranma who, on return from martial arts training in China, 

is betrothed by his father to the tomboy Tendö Akane. An added twist to the story 

is the fact that Ranma has incurred a curse in China which turns him into a girl when 

he comes into contact with water. If he then comes into contact with hot water, he 

turns back into a boy. Inu-yasha, although it is also built round a boy-girl 

relationship, includes fantasy-horror elements drawing on Japan's traditions of 

demons, spirits etc.. Inu-yasha is a half-human half-demon awakened from a spell 

by Kagome, a Tokyo high-school girl who has fallen down a magic well and entered 
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the feudal Japan of the Sengoku period. The series tells the story of their quest for 

the Shikon Jewel and their perilous encounters with a succession of cruel and violent 

rival demons. 
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3.3.2 Settings 

When we compare the English and French dialogue of these three works by 

Takahashi, certain differences emerge with regard to the translation of lexemes 

indexing the Japanese settings of the three stories. Culturally-marked lexemes 

relating to food occur frequently in the domestic settings of Maisog Ikkoku and 

Ranma 1/2. These indices tend to be neutralized more often in the French 

translations published by Tonkam and Glenat than in the English versions. This is 

despite the fact that the Tonkam edition of Maison Ikko1a retains the Japanese cover 

illustration and the Japanese direction of reading, and does not edit out some of the 

episodes, in contrast to the localizing formatting policy of the American publisher 

Viz. The following table shows the procedures used to translate items relating to 

food in Maison Ikkoku. 

Figure 3.1 Procedures in the translation of culturally-marked lexemes relating to food 

In Malson Ikkoku [Kenkyusha=Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary; American 
Heritage=The American Heritage Dictionary of the English language, 4t" ed. l. 

Japanese Gloss Translation Procedure 

(English, French) 

kappu rämen instant noodles in a cup instant ramen (partial) transfer 
(JC 1: 32) un bol de pates generalization 
taiyaki a fish-shaped pancake bean cake componential 
(JC 2: 57) filled with bean jam translation 

(Kenkyusha) [omitted] omission 
takoyaki #1 octopus dumplings octopus componential 
(JC 2: 57) translation 

boulettes de viande cultural substitution 
takoyaki #2 cakes cultural substitution 
(JC 2: 222) takoyakl transfer 

ramen Chinese noodles ramen transfer 
(JC 2: 108) (Kenkyusha) pates generalization 
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sobs buckwheat noodles soba noodles transfer +classifier 
(JC 2: 108) pr4tes generalization 

(toshikoshi) soba (New Year's) (New Year's) sobs transfer 

(JC 2: 114) buckwheat noodles pates generalization 

osenbei rice crackers rice crackers componential 

(IC 2: 118) translation 

biscuits generalization 

yakitori #1 bite-sized marinated yakitori transfer 

(JC 3: 34) chicken pieces grilled brochettes generalization 

on skewers (American 

Heritage) 

yakitori #2 grilled chicken componential 
(JC 3: 37) translation 

brochettes generalization 

yakitori #3 yakitori transfer 
(JC 3: 38) brochettes generalization 

gybza fried dumpling filled gyoza + potstickers transfer + intratextual 

(JC 3: 50) with minced pork gloss 

(Kenkyusha) gyoza transfer 

sukiyaki sliced meat, bean curd, suklyaki transfer 
(JC 3: 181) and vegetables sukiyaki transfer 

seasoned and fried 

together (American 

Heritage) 

The table shows that the English translators transferred 8 items from Japanese in 

comparison to only 3 items in the French version. By contrast, the most common 

procedure used by the French translator was generalization. The English dialogue 

thus conserves more local colour of the Japanese setting. 
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The following table shows the procedures used to translate items relating to food in 

Ranma 1/2. 

Figure 3.2 Procedures in the translation of culturally-marked lexemes relating to food 
in Ranma 1/2. 

Japanese Gloss Translation Procedure 

shbyu soy sauce soy sauce componential 
(IC 1: 162) translation 

sauce generalization 

okonomiyaki #1 various ingredients okonomiyaki transfer 

(JC 9: 71) mixed and grilled in okonomlyaki [+footnote: transfer + extratextual 

the form of a pancake "pizza japonaise "J gloss 

or pizza 

okonomiyaki #2 okonomiyaki... "Japanese transfer + 
(JC 9: 78) pizza" Intratextual gloss 

okonomiyaki transfer 

okonomiyaki #3 okonomiyaki transfer 
(JC 10: 153) okonomiyakls transfer 

yakisoba 41 fried noodles yakisoba noodles transfer + classifer 
(IC 9: 91) nouille sautce componential translation 

yakisoba #2 yakisoba transfer 
(JC 9: 92) [omitted] omission 

tenkasu deep-fried tempura tempura flakes componential 
(JC 9: 92) batter crumbs translation 

croutons cultural substitution 
hiyashi cht ka cold noodles chilled ramen componential 
(JC 10: 9) translation 

nouillesfroldes componential translation 

soba buckwheat noodles noodles generalization 
(JC 11: 23) nouilles generalization 

senbei rice cracker cracker generalization 
(IC 11: 32) biscuit au riz componential translation 

The table shows that the English translation retains a Japanese flavour in the dialogue 

by using more lexemes marked by Japanese origins, transferring yakisoba where the 
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French translation does not, and using Japanese words in componential translations 

such as tempura flakes and chilled ramen. As is the case with Maison Ikkoku, the 

Viz translation retains more local colour than the French translation. 

In Inu-yasha one of the most salient aspects of the setting is Takahashi's use of 

figures and elements from Japanese mythology. The French publisher of the comic, 

Kana, has sought to retain this local colour by transferring a number of terms from 

mythology and providing an extratextual explanation in a glossary at the back of the 

comic. Whereas the Viz translation provides a componential translation of 

hineaumi as fire rat, in the Kana translation the word is transferred with an 

extratextual gloss. However, in other cases where the French translator transfers 

Japanese words, for example kappa ("water sprite") and goshinboku ("sacred tree"), 

the English translation also uses transfer, but with an intra- rather than an 

extra-textual gloss. Moreover, the English translation also transfers two words 

relating to mythology which the French does not - muonna ("nothing woman") and 

on! ("demon"). So, even in the case of a French publishing company which adopts 

an explicitly foreignizing overall transfer (not flipping the art work, not replacing 

Japanese sound effects, providing a glossary of Japanese words), the strategy used 

with regard to culturally-marked lexemes is not clearly more foreignizing than the 

strategy adopted by the American publisher Viz. 
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Figure 3.3 Procedures in the translation of culturally-marked lexemes relating to 

mythology in Inu-yasha. 

Japanese Gloss Translation Procedure 

kappa water sprite "kappa" water-sprite transfer 

(IC 1: 12) + intrateztual gloss 
kappa [+ note in transfer 

glossary] + extratextual gloss 

goshinboku #1 sacred tree sacred "go-shinboku" transfer 
God-tree +intratestual gloss 
le goshin-boku [+ note transfer 

in glossary] + extratextual gloss 

goshinboku #2 old god-tree componential 
(JC 1: 23) translation 

arbre goshinboku transfer + classifier 

tamashizume no spirit word which subduing spell componential 
kotodama (JC 1: 66) subdues the soul translation 

phrase tamashizu transfer + classifier 
hinezumi #1 fire rat fire rat componential 

(JC 1: 179) translation 

hinezumi [+note in transfer+ extratextual 

glossary] gloss 

hinezumi #2 fire rat componential 
(IC 2: 53) translation 

hinezuml [+note in transfer 

glossary] + extratextual gloss 

oni #1 ogre oni... as in... an ogre transfer 
(JC 2: 17) + intrateztual gloss 

demon generalization 

oni #2 oni transfer 
(JC 2: 22) demon generalization 

oni[bigushi] #3 ogre's comb oni['s comb] transfer 
(JC 2: 26) [feu] demonlaque generalization 

muonna #1 nothing woman muonna, "the nothing transfer 
(JC 2: 113) woman" + intratextual gloss 

femme sans visage componential 

translation 
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muonna #2 nothing woman the nothing woman componential 

(JC 2: 124) translation 
femme sans visage componential 

translation 

With regard to proper names, there are almost no differences between English and 

French strategies in Maison Ikkoku and Ranma 1/2. However, in the case of 

Inu-yasha the French translation published by Kana shows a clearer tendency to 

foreignize the dialogue by transferring proper names. For example, out of three 

references to the historical period of civil wars between 1467-1568 known in 

Japanese as the Sengoku jidai ("the war-country-period"), the proper noun Sengoku 

is transferred on all three occasions into French, once with an extratextual gloss, once 

with an intratextual gloss and once with no gloss. By contrast it is only transferred 

into English on one of these occasions, followed by an intratextual gloss. The 

French translator also chooses to transfer motivated names, such as the names of 

demons, the name of the mythical jewel at the centre of the story, and the names of 

mythical weapons. In contrast the English translators have preferred to make the 

semantic meanings of these names clear in the text by using componential translation 

or on one occasion transfer followed by an intratextual gloss. 
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Figure 3.4 Transfer of motivated names in the French translation of Inu-yasha. 

Japanese Translation Procedure 

Mukadej6r3 (JC 1: 38) Mistress Centipede componential translation 

Mukadej8r6 transfer 

Raijü no kyadai (JC 3: 187) The Thunder Brothers componential translation 
Les freresRarjr7 transfer 

Shikon no Lama (JC 1: 5) The Jewel of the Four Souls componential translation 

La perle de shikon transfer 

Benikazumi (JC 2: 22) "Crimson Mist" componential translation 

le 'Benikazuml"[+note in transfer + extratextual gloss 

glossary] 

Tetsusaiga (IC 2: 134) Tetsusaiga... my steel cleaving transfer+intrateztual gloss 

fang 

le "Tessatga" [+note in transfer + extratextual gloss 

glossary] 
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3.3.3 Character Voice 

3.3.3.1 Stereotyped Chinese Characters 

Viz's translation recreates in English the stereotypical Japanese of Chinese characters 

in Ranma 1/2, whereas this aspect of language variety is neutralized into standard 

language in Glenat's French version. The main Chinese character is Shampoo, a 

glamorous Chinese girl besotted with the protagonist of the story, Ranma. The 

American version transfers Shampoo's Chinese greeting nihao!, whereas it is 

replaced in French with saint!, and recreates her incorrect verbal construction with 

aru in Japanese by means of deficient verbal and interrogative constructions in 

English: 

Similarly the speech of Ranma's guide on his ill-fated trip to China is marked in 

English by deficient grammar such as the omission of pronouns and verbal elements, 

whereas in French his speech is perfectly standard. In the original Japanese his 

speech representation is also stereotyped phonetically as typically Chinese 

(lsnkalenai rather than standard tsukallenai): 
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Figure 3.5 Shampoo's stereotyped English in Ranma 1/2 (Shögakukan, Viz, Glenat) 
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3.3.3.2 Regional Dialect 

Another comedic character appearing in Ilummi 12 is Ukyö, whose speech is 

characterized by elements of Kansai dialect such as nrhi (instead of was/ii) For 

first-person reference, ya (instead of da) as a copula, and heil (instead of' mii) for 

negative verb morphology. However, neither American nor French translators 

attempt to reproduce the effect of these dialectal forms in the target-text dialogue: 

(3: 5) Zlkvöö 

(JC 9: 132) 

Leave it to me (gloss) 

Just letwe i/ to me. (EC 8: 69) 

Laisse-moi faire. (FC 9: 134) 

But whereas the Viz translators do not attempt to `translate' the clearly locatable 

Kansai dialect, they do recreate the more general and stereotypical dialect of rural 

dwellers who appear briefly for humorous purposes in Ru mu / ., and the 

Sengoku-period (1467-1568) peasants who appear in lim-. ls/ u. In contrast again, 

the French translators standardize this language variety. 't'hus stereotypical dialectal 

Iex Is in the English version of Runina (limn, º "/an, i Jin/') Iºas a standard i OI I nti i pal l 

; H) 



in French (Sauve-gor! ). The English translation uses orthographic devices to 

suggest American rural pronunciation corresponding to the rural pronunciations 

represented in the Japanese original: 

In the English version of Imi-yashir the peasants are voiced with stereotypical 

olde-worlde dialect which combines dialectal lexis, dialectal verb tbrms, 

grammatical postposing of the subject, and orthographic representation of 

non-standard pronunciation. In contrast, they speak in standard French in the 

translation published by Kana: 
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In the same comic, the minor character of liken is given what seems to he a 

mock-Burnsian Scottish voice although there is no regional marking in the Japanese 

original: 
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Figure 3.6 Rural talk in Ranma 1/2 (Shögakukan, Viz, Glenat). 
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3.3.3.3 Social Register: the Hostess, the Affected Eccentric, the Uncouth 
Demon 

With regard to the socially stereotypical roles played by other characters in 

Takahashi's comics, a similar difference can be observed in the strategies used in the 

English and French translations. Whereas the French translation tends to neutralize 

the social information contained in the original Japanese dialogue, the English 

translation uses a strategy of domestication to the American social context. One of 

the young protagonist Yiasaku's fellow residents in Alai. %7o, r Ikkoku is Akemi, if 

hostess at the bar Chachamaru, who is often depicted by Takahashi as wandering 

about the house in her flimsy night-dress, always ready to offer advice to the priem 

widow Kyöko about how to deal with men. The stereotypicality of her character is 

reinforced by her family name Roppongi, which is also the name of a district of 

Tokyo known for its clubs and nightlife. tier Japanese dialogue is informal with 

strong associations with femininity, for example the repeated use of nw as a 

sentence-final particle, and her frequent use of the particle irr. Akemi's 

woman-of-the-world informality is recreated in English by the use of address terms 

(honn, kit/do) and orthographic devices that emphasize the spoken nature of her lines 

(otnission of letters - okay - 'kay, blending of words - /ei me lemme, spelling of 

vowel sounds - you "yci): 

(3: 15) : "I kemi 

So warul wa ne (JC 2: 223) 

So (I'm) sorry SF (gloss) 
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Really? Thanks, hon. (EC 2: 161) 

Aferci, desolee (FC 2: 223) 

Another of the assortment of secondary characters who share Maison Ikkoku with 

the procrastinating lovers Yüüsaku and Kyöko is the ecccnti ie and mysterious Yotsuya, 

whose hobbies include peeping through a hole into YOsaku's room and offering 

caustic comments, that is when he is not cadging food, magazines and other items 

from his young neighbour. In Japanese he always uses polite verb and copula forms 

(e. g. i, o: o nimmen, dcxri and deshilu), as well as occasional honoritics (e. g. 
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go-ufnsihrii), but because he uses them with people who might be expected to be 

junior or equal to him in social terms, including Yüsaku, who is it young student, his 

speech appears affected and unintentionally humorous. Whereas his dialogue is 

neutralized in this regard in the French translation, his affected level of speech is 

recreated in the English dialogue by the use of expressions which sound too 

longwinded or literary for everyday conversation: 

(3: 23) }utsuva 

('h(5do ii tokoty ni kaette kite kuretnushita (JC 3: 70) 

Right at a good tithe (you) came back (gloss) 

You have come al a mint fortuitous moment indeed. (EC 3: 116) 

Tu toinbes Kien! (EC 3: 70) 
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Figure 3.7 Yotsuya's affected talk in Maison Ikkoku (Shögakukan, Viz, Tonkam). 
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While Miaiso» Ikkoku's Yotsuya is characterized by an eccentric use of polite 

language, in Takahashi's more recent series inn-rushii, Inu-yasha himself is a brash 

and aggressive young half-demon whose dialogue is characterized by impolite tenor, 

such as the interjection chikus/u3 ("damn! "), the drastic descriptor huka%'ur o ("idiot"), 

and the verb ending yagarli, conveying contempt for the subject of the verb. The 

English version moderates his tone somewhat by inserting pseudo-archaic oaths and 

drastic descriptors into his English dialogue, whereas the French translator uses 

contemporary impolite French: 

Out of eleven instances of Inu-yasha uttering the interjection c/ ikus/u3 in the first 

three volumes of the comic, seven are translated by a contemporary myrtle in French, 

whereas the English translators, perhaps influenced by the fact that Inu-yasha is a 

demon From the Sengoku period, use on five occasions a more archaic sounding 

formulation with an explicit curse (curse the thing!, curse Ihr girl_ , curse tou.. , 

curse this..., curse him). On other occasions, chikushö; is reformulated in such a 

way that it loses most of its impoliteness (Mother!!, Whin... rare _vo, .. 
) and once it is 

omitted altogether. The English version thus softens a little the aggressive tone of 

the Inu-yasha's character voice and adds a hint of origins in a previous century that is 

not present in the corresponding Japanese lines. 
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Figure 3.8 Inu-yasha, the uncouth demon (Shögakukan, Viz, Kana) 
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3.4 CLAMP: Magic Knight Rayearth, Cardcaptor Sakura, Clover 

3.4.1 Background 

CLAMP is a collective of four women artists most of whose comics are aimed at a 

young female readership. Originally, they started out as a larger group of amateur 

artists, before turning professional with seven members and eventually reducing to 

four in the early 1990s. The leader of the group is Ökawa Nanase, who is 

responsible for the stories. The principal artist is Mokona Apapa who is assisted by 

Nekoi Mikku and Igarashi Satsuki. CLAMP's first professional work, RG Veda, is 

not available in translation, but later works in the `magical girl' genre such as Magic 

Knight Rayearth and Cardcaptor Sakura have been published in English by Mixx 

Entertainment/Tokyopop and in French by Pika Edition. In Magic Knight Rayearth 

three girls on a high school outing to Tokyo Tower suddenly find themselves 

transported to the magical world of Cephiro where they are called upon to become 

knights and save the kingdom. In Cardcaptor Sakura, the hero, Sakura, is a 

primary school student who, on opening the Clow, an enchanted book, is charged by 

the guardian of the book with returning the Clow cards to the book before they can 

do evil in the human world. A later comic by CLAMP, Clover, again features a 

protagonist who is a young girl, but it is a darker work, aimed at a readership of older 

girls and women. In an unnamed future world, SU, a young girl with special powers 

and designated a "clover", is escorted to Fairy Park by the retired soldier, Kazuhiko, 

while being pursued by the soldiers from Azurite under the command of the 

villainous Balusu. The progression of the story is non-linear and sad, only 

gradually revealing the secret of the "four-leaf clover" and the reasons behind Sü's 

ultimate demise. 
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3.4.2 Setting 

Cardcaptor Sakura is set in Japan, but in the few culturally-marked lexemes which 

occur one cannot detect a difference of strategies between the English and French 

translations. Both translations, for example, substitute omelette for okonomiyaki, 

and both generalize obentö ("boxed lunch"), the English translation into lunch and 

the French translation into repas. But when we turn our attention to Magic Knight 

Rayearth, the English translation is clearly more domesticating than the French. 

The French translators transfer five Japanese lexemes, whereas the English does not 

use transfer at all, and on the contrary on one occasion autonomously inserts the 

culturally-marked square dance as a translation for the culturally-neutral fo-kru dansu 

("folk dance"). 

Figure 3.9 Transfer of lexemes in the French translation of Magic Knight Rayearth. 

Japanese Gloss Translation Procedure 

ojasama (JC 1: 14) girl from well-to-do rich girls from snobby componential 
family families translation 

ojousama transfer 
kendö (JC 1: 182) Japanese fencing martial arts generalization 

kendo transfer 

dajb martial arts drill hall class generalization 
dojo transfer 

seijü mythical creature pct generalization 
setju transfer 

seirei mythical spirit spirit componential 
translation 

setrel transfer 

This indication of stronger domestication of indices of setting is confirmed when we 

look at the translation of proper names in the three comics. With regard to character 
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names, the Japanese family names of the three heroes of Magic Knight Rayearth are 

omitted in the English version, and the name of the enchantress Cardina is modified 

to Gardina. In Cardcaptor Sakura, Yukito is shortened to Yuki, whilst in Clover the 

spelling of the hero's invented name Sü is assimilated in transliteration to produce a 

recognizable English name, Sue. Other character names in the same comic are also 

slightly modified in transliteration: Balusu becomes Bols, and Oruha becomes Ora; 

and the fictional toponym ofAzuraito is modified to Azaia. None of these changes 

occur in the French translations. While Selo kökö in Cardcaptor Sakura is 

translated into French as lycee Seijo, in English it becomes Northwest High School, 

and in the English version of Magic Knight Rayearth a reference to the Tsujiki fish 

market in Tokyo is transformed into Safeway s Seafood Section. The English 

versions thus show a greater tendency to domesticate than their French counterparts. 

But this is a tendency rather than a rule. On other occasions, both target texts show 

generalizations of cultural referents: the Kokugikan - the "national sports hall" used 

for sumo tournaments - is translated as Sports Arena in English and stade in French. 

And some cultural referents are substituted in both English and French translations: 

the Japanese hamburger chain Mossburger becomes McDonald s in English and 

MacDo in French, and a reference to the T. V. detective show Hagure Ke ji Ju jö-ha 

is substituted in English by a reference to NYPD Blue, and in French it becomes Le 

Sensible InspecteurMagret (sic). 

There is no specifically Japanese element to the setting of Clover and there are few 

culturally-marked lexemes in the dialogue. However, we can observe in the English 

translation a process of autonomous insertion and assimilation with regard to indices 

of the futuristic world in which the story plays out. It domesticates the text using 
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the rich conventions of popular American science fiction. For evilliple, tile 

American translators borrow neologisms such as warp and nepp/w a,,! (the fiornucr 

from the T. V. series S/ar Th_''k and the latter from the film Black, liruinrr) when 

translating anglicisms in the original Japanese dialogue. In contrast, technological 

resonances are neutralized in the French translation: 

In the following example, the technical terms eneigy i"adialioiº and trucking device, 

although they might be implied from the story, have no corresponding terms in the 

Japanese dialogue and thus can be considered as insertions into the Fnglish 

translation. The French translation adapts the line completely, with no reference to 



(3: 30) Kazuhi/w 

Omaera ore no moto(Mrv(" ) ka (JC 1: 121) 

You (are) my former colleagues Q (gloss) 

(EC 1: 121) 

Flbus ete<s des coNegues, ou quoi? (FC 1: 121) 

(3: 31) Kazuhiko 

Tokushu chöhä/ u no omae ga dete hure to wa taiso do na (JC 1: 71) 

You from the Special Intelligence Department coming (here) TOP is too much SF (gloss) 

So what brings the Special Forces out here? (EC 1: 7 I) 

Tu as fais beaucoup dc choses depuis clue tu as quitte les services secrets. (FC 1.71) 
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3.4.3 Character Voice 

3.4.3.1 Regional Dialect 

There are two characters who speak Osaka dialect in the three comic-book series by 

CLAMP which we are examining. One is the enchantress Carolina (renamed 

"Gardina" in the English version) in Magic Knight Raycurth, and the other is 

Sakura's magical mascot, Kero, in ('anzlcaplor Scrkura. Cardina is a feisty 

adversary of the three schoolgirl heroes, and her Osaka accent is explicitly referred to 

in the girls' dialogue. In the French translation, Umi merely notices that she has un 

accent provincial, while in English the reference to dialect is adapted to a reference 

to her assertive character (She doemi 1 seem very modest) Both the English and 

French translations omit the regional marking of her speech (for example her use of 

�rchi for first-person reference, and ya rather than da for the copula), but retain 

something of its assertive character, emphasizing its spoken oral quality by means of 

omission of words and orthographic devices: 

(3: 32) Cardina 

Uclti wa Karudina Ojösania no nanwe wir? (JC 3: 5 1) 

I am Cardina (what are the) young ladies' names (gloss) 

Name's Garcina:.. What are your nauws, girlies? (EC 3: 49) 

Moi, j'. %uis Cardina. Ft vous, k's muntzelles, C'esf comment? (F(' 3: 49) 
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standard. Les habitants dc cettc region sons tiers dc Icur diRrcnce culturelle, un pcu comme 

les Marseillais en France, c'est pourquoi sous aeons donne cel accent .i Kelo dans cetic 

traduction. I In the region around Osaka, to the west of Tokyo, they speak a dialect w Inch is a 

little different from the standard language. The inhabitants of this region are proud of their 

cultural difference, a little like the inhabitants of Marseille in France. 't'hat is why we gave 

this accent to Kclo in this translation. (FC 1: 31, Translation added) 

Kero's Marseille accent is indicated in his dialogue by orthographic representation of 

non-standard phonology: 

In the English translation, Sakura's explicit reference to Kero's Osaka speech is 

retained, but his speech itself is not translated using an American dialect, but by 

humorous colloquial register: 

(3: 34) 

Thanky -owinky! 

- Osaka dialect?? (EC 1: 27) 

Although the translators of the American version do not use dialect substitution in 

the case of either Cardina or Kero's Osaka dialect, they do on the other hand 

autonomously assign dialectally-marked speech to the character of Fei-lo in A, higic 

Knig{il Rayearlil. Ferio is a boy encountered by the three heroes, I likaru, L 11111 and 

Fü, in Volume 2 of the series. Ills Japanese dialogue is not regionally specific, but 

is marked by elements of non-polite speech, such as the address term nmucw, the 

sentence-final particle zo, and the plain term of the copula (lit, This social marking 

is neutralized in the French translation, but in the English version it is transförmed 

into a stereotypical American `country' dialect by means of devices such as lexical 
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choice (darr-tootin'), address terns (y'all) and orthographic representation of 

non-standard phonology (aiil Y ya): 
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Figure 3.10 Translating Cardina's Osaka dialect in Magic Knight Rayearth (Kodansha, 

Mixx Entertainment/Tokyopop, Pika Edition). 
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Figure 3.11 Translating Kero's Ösaka dialect in Cardcaptor Sakura (Ködansha, Mixx 
Entertainment/Tokyopop, Pika Edition). 
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Figure 3.12 Creation of dialect: Ferio as an American country boy in Magic Knight 

Rayearth (Ködansha, Mixx Entertainment/Tokyopop, Pika Edition). 
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3.4.3.2 Social Register: the Cruel Villain 

Balusu is the villain in ('/over who takes a cynical pleasure in hunting down and 

taunting Kazuhiko and the mysterious `four-leaf clover', Sü. I Its rough-sounding, 

non-polite Japanese dialogue (the use of ore for self-reference and the assertive 

particles : e, yo, nu) is recreated in English using orthographic representation of 

non-standard speech (arty Y), interjections (raun), and address terms (baby), but in 

contrast is neutralized in the French translation: 

(3: 38) Balu. cu 

Ma xlzuratto'no kekkci ii tokoro da ze (1C 2: 102) 

Well Azurailo too quite good place COP SF (gloss) 

flew... 1l zaiea uin'I such a bad place. (EC 2: 102) 

ilaisýlzlrtht crustal es! im be uu pat's. (FC 2: 102) 
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Figure 3.13 Balusu, the villain in Clover (Ködansha, Mixx Entertainment/Tokyopop, 

Pika Edition). 
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3.5 Summary of Chapter 3 

In this chapter it has been pointed out that dialogue translation in Japanese manga is 

part of a more general process of transfer, which may involve localizing the whole 

comic to the conventions of the receiving culture. The translated dialogue is itself 

the result of a rewriting likely to involve a number of people, including `raw' 

translators, scriptwriters and editors. However, as in other forms of dialogue 

translation, the translation of dialogue in comic books involves an intercultural 

negotiation with regard to narrative indices. Statements by editors and scriptwriters 

indicate that this intercultural process is influenced by the desirability of easy 

readability, that is to say conformity with what are perceived to be the generic 

conventions within the receiving culture. 

The chapter investigated the translation strategies adopted with regard to narrative 

indices in English and French translations of comic books. With regard to 

culturally-marked lexemes and proper names indexing setting, differences are 

evident between different publishers in the two languages. Among American 

publishers, the translations published by Viz domesticated indices less than those of 

Mixx/Tokyopop. Even when compared with the most foreignizing of the French 

publishers, Viz used transfer relatively often in translating culturally-marked lexemes, 

with the use of intratextual glosses being the preferred method of maintaining 

intelligibility. The most noticeable difference between the two American publishers 

is the tendency in Mixx/Tokyopop translations to domesticate proper names by 

means of procedures of modification and cultural substitution. By contrast, the 

most foreignizing of the French-language publishers is Kana. Its strategy is to 
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emphasize the Japanese origins of the dialogue by transferring lexemes and proper 

names using extratextual explanations in a glossary at the back of the comic. In 

Takahashi's Inu-yasha Kana also transferred semantically motivated proper names 

which its American counterpart Viz did not. Pika Edition, the French publisher of 

the three works by CLAMP, transferred lexemes more often than its American 

counterpart Mixx/Tokyopop, but in the case of Takahashi's comics, the French 

editions by Tonkaro and Glenat neutralized more of the culturally-marked lexemes 

than the American dialogue translated by Viz. In CLAMP's comic Clover, 

military-scientific register indexing the futuristic setting was domesticated in the 

English translation to the corresponding register of American science fiction, using 

procedures of modification and autonomous insertion, but such a strategy was not 

evident in the French translation. In general, therefore, it is difficult to identify a 

consistent interlingual difference when we compare the translation of indices of 

setting in the two target languages, English and French. Much depends on the 

strategy adopted by the individual publishing company that produces the translation. 

However, a general distinction does seem to emerge when we compare the 

translation of indices of characterization. The use of language variety to create 

stereotypical characters in the Japanese dialogue was subject to a more radical 

cultural domestication in the English translations. This applied to both 

geographically and socially-marked language variety. National, regional and social 

stereotypes were all recreated in the English translation, whereas they tended to be 

neutralized into a destylized standard form of speech in French translations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DUBS 

4.1 The Popularity and Practice of Dubbing 

Dubbing has traditionally been the favoured mode of screen translation in the most 

populous European countries - Germany, France, Italy and Spain. And despite the 

technical and economic advantages of subtitling with respect to digital broadcasting, 

recent articles published in the entertainment-trade magazine Variety suggest that 

increasing importance is also being given to dubbing by global media corporations. 

Disney, for example, was able to increase its profits in the Malaysian cinema market 

by switching from subtitling to dubbing (Khan 2000). The same company, in 

efforts to better localize its product, required the singer Phil Collins to record in 

French, German, Italian and two dialects of Spanish for their animated feature Tarzan 

(Groves 1999). Hollywood studios have taken legal action in Mexico to secure the 

right to show dubbed rather than subtitled versions of films in cinemas (Tegel 2000). 

The technical procedures used in dubbing vary to some extent, for example between 

the French bande rythmo and the looping techniques used in other countries such as 

Germany (Whitman-Linsen 1992). But, in general, dubbing can be defined as "the 

technique of covering the original voice in an audiovisual production by another 

voice" (Dries 1995: 9). Like its alternative in screen translation, subtitling, dubbing 

is a constrained form of translation. In dubbing, the foreign language audio track is 

required to be in synchrony with the visual images of the original film. In 

live-action films this creates a number of phonetic problems, especially in close-up 

shots where the lips of the actor are in clear view. In such cases lip-synchronization 
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is desirable, so that ideally, for example, bilabial sounds in the original are matched 

with labial sounds in the dubbed version. What Luyken et al. (1991: 160) call 

nucleus sync is also desirable. Movements of the body, whether gestures or smaller 

movements such as slight nods, should coincide with stressed sounds in the dub. In 

animated cartoons the complex patterns of human movement are not reproduced 

fully - animated lip flaps are not identical to human lip movement - and therefore the 

constraints of live-action lip-sync apply to lesser degrees. Nevertheless, the need 

for isochrony remains. Isochrony is identified by Whitman-Linsen as the most 

important type of synchrony in dubbing, and defined as the "temporal 

correspondence or disparity between visually and acoustically perceived beginning 

and end of utterances" (Whitman-Linsen 1992: 20). 
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4.2 Dubbing and Translation Strategy 

Antje Ascheid describes dubbing as "cultural ventriloquism". She draws on an 

analysis of dubbing by the Hungarian scholar Istvän Fodor, who points out that while 

denotative narrative functions tend to remain unchanged in dubbing, the connotative 

functions must undergo adaptation to a new social structure (Fodor 1976: 13). For 

Ascheid, dubbing is a transformational mode of language transfer in which a 

"culturally-specific text" is "reinscribed into a new cultural context" (Ascheid 

1997: 33). This reinscription is particularly important with regard to the characters 

in the film who, according to the author, "change their national identity and context" 

and take on a hybrid quality, for example "Germans playing Americans, or better, 

their characters are what Germans would be like were they Americans" (Ascheid 

1997: 35-36, original author's italics). This converges with the general view of 

fictional dialogue adopted in this study, that there is a transformation under 

translation of its integrational functions within the narrative in which it is set. 

While Ascheid herself suggests that dubbing may be a powerful technique for 

relatively small language communities, she also cites the negative view of cinema 

scholars Shohat and Stam that dubbing represses awareness of translation, and results 

in "bastardized versions in which cultural specificities are flattened" (cited in 

Ascheid 1997: 33). It is certainly the case that, with regard to the issue of visibility 

of translation, most prescriptive writings on dubbing stress the need to create the 

illusion in the reception of the film that the dubbing script is an original. According 

to Bakewell: 

- The ideal end-product would be the perfect illusion. The best possible response from the 

audience would be for them never to be aware that we had done anything at all. Dubbing, 

after all, is the art of being totally inconspicuous. (quoted in La Trecchia 1998: 116) 
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A similar advocacy of invisibility is expressed by Dries, although at the same time 

she expressly warns against diminishing the cultural specificities of the original: 

- Dubbing should create the perfect illusion of allowing the audience to experience the 

production in their own language without diminishing any of the characteristics of the original 
language, culture and national background of the production... This work is well done when no 

one is aware of it. (Dries 1995: 9) 

This goal of transparency in translation of dialogue accords with what Robert Kolker 

identifies as a fundamental convention in realist film-making per se: 

- With relatively few and important exceptions, films from all over the world are constructed on 

a principle of radical self-effacement - of rendering their form invisible... (Kolker 1999: 29) 

Published studies of dubbed film dialogue support the notion of dubbing as an 

intercultural transposition resulting in changes to connotative narrative functions. 

For example, Goris studied movies dubbed from Dutch and English into French, and 

found evidence of a general tendency towards standardization, naturalization and 

explicitation in the transfer process. With respect to standardization, dialectal 

elements tended to be replaced by standard language and a multiplicity of markers of 

oral language in the original dialogue was reduced to just two markers of spoken 

French (Goris 1993). However, as Germany is the biggest market for dubbing in 

Europe, it is perhaps not surprising that much of the research literature available in 

the U. K. is concerned with dubbing into German. The findings of this research 

will be summarized in the next section. 
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4.3 Research on Dubbing into German 

One of the earliest major studies in the field was an investigation by Otto 

Hesse-Quack comparing movies dubbed into German with the originals in English 

and French (Hesse-Quack 1969). Against the theoretical background of 

contemporary writings in the sociology of mass communication, he traced the 

significant changes in the dialogue when the movies were released in German 

cinemas. On the basis of his research, Hesse-Quack ascribed to dubbing a 

gate-keeping function whereby certain elements of foreign cultures deemed inimical 

to the values of the target culture could be eliminated or at least diluted. In the case 

of post-war West Germany, he noted social controls on dubbing exercised by 

censorship, economic pressures and critical feedback. He compared the dialogue 

lists of a total of twelve American, British and French feature films with dubbed 

dialogue in German, and found that dialogue referring to sex and violence tended to 

be toned down in the dubbed versions. Slang was usually standardized. Dialects 

too were standardized, although they were also sometimes replaced by Berlin dialect. 

Negative references to Germany or Germans were usually eliminated. Four general 

trends were isolated in the changes undergone in dubbing: shifts from individuality 

to standardization, from differentiation to stereotyping, from social criticism to 

neutralization, and from culture-specific allusions to explicitation. Hesse-Quack 

provides detailed examples from the twelve films analyzed. For example, in the 

German version of Louis Malle's Les Amants, the fact that the leading character has a 

love affair and leaves her family is rendered less shocking because her husband is 

depicted in a less sympathetic light and because her daughter is completely removed 

as a character from the film. In Serge Hanin's Le Scorpion Dutch-speaking 

characters are dubbed using German. In Le Salaire de la Peur dialogue critical of 
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the colonial practices of the oil company is deleted; and in A Hard Days Night the 

humorous small-talk of the Beatles becomes flatter, rougher, and less funny. This 

tendency for dubbed versions to stylistically neutralize the original dialogue is also 

highlighted by Niemeier's study of the German film version of A Streetcar Named 

Desire where the distinction between Marlon Brando's northern accent and Vivien 

Leigh's southern accent was erased because both spoke standard German (Niemeier 

1991). 

Pruys (1997) provides further examples of censorship in early post-war German dubs, 

for example the removal of references to Nazis in American films such as Notorious, 

and also in Casablanca, where the character of Major Strasser was edited out, and 

the character of Victor Laszlo changed from heroic Czech resistance leader to 

Scandanavian weapons researcher. That these kinds of alterations are not only a 

phenomenon of the immediate post-war era is shown by Wehn's description of the 

transformation of Nazis into Palestinian terrorists in the 1980's TV series Magnum P 

I. (Wehn 1998). Another recent example of the sensitivity of German dubbing to 

negative portrayals of Germans can be detected in the name changes of the brutal 

German villains in the film Die Hard from Hans, Karl and Heinrich to Jack, Charlie 

and Henry. In contrast to Hesse-Quack's findings, Pruys also notes that references 

to sex and violence may sometimes be added in dubbed dialogue, citing the example 

of the German version of the British TV series The Persuaders. He concludes that 

dubbing, which is carried out against a background of specific technical constraints, 

should not be evaluated by the criterion of equivalence often used in the discussion 

of literary translation, but rather that it should be seen as a creative art in its own 

right. 
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Evaluative analyses of German dubbing have been carried out by Whitman-Linsen 

(1992) and Herbst (1994). According to both authors, the aim of the dubbing script 

is to create the illusion of original dialogue. They both highlight the large amount 

of `unnatural' German found in dubbing scripts: anglicisms, unusual collocations, 

defective cohesion, and unmotivated changes in style levels. They both lay much of 

the blame for this on the over-reliance by poorly qualified scriptwriters on 

quickly-made and literal raw translations, and suggest that a one-stage translation 

process would be likely to produce more faithful translations of higher quality. 

Whitman-Linsen discusses the problem of translating culturally linked allusions, and 

criticizes the "ladling of nondescript gravy over films of pungent socio-cultural 

flavor" (Whitman-Linsen 1992: 136). Neutralizing procedures such as explicitation 

are to be avoided when the cultural allusion has a "rhetoric and dramatic effect" 

(Whitman-Linsen 1992: 131). But neither should culturally linked allusions be 

simply transferred if they are not easily understandable in the target culture. Instead 

they should be "creatively and imaginatively transposed" (Whitman-Linsen 

1992: 128), but in a way which does not jar with the foreign setting of the film. 

Herbst advocates a "pragmatic strategy" for dubbing. In such a strategy, the scene 

rather than the individual sentence would be the basic unit to be translated faithfully. 

Each scene would be analyzed for intended and "accidental" elements of meaning, 

with regard to the dual addressee-level of characters within the film and the audience 

outside the film. All these elements of meaning would then be reverbalized in the 

target language in the same scene, although not necessarily in the same order. 

Herbst also points out the importance of the voice quality of the dubbing actors in 

conveying connotative information. This important factor is not considered in the 

textually-oriented case analyses in this chapter. In short, both these evaluative 
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studies of German dubbing are hostile to what they see as an over-accommodation to 

the English source text, and instead advocate a much greater degree of domestication 

to the textual norms of non-translated German. 

Thus these studies illustrate the transformative potential of dubbing as a mode of 

translation. They indicate that, in the case of German dubbing, while there is a 

strong anglicizing tendency with regard to character voice, neutralization has also 

been a common strategy with regard to a variety of narrative indices. 
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4.4 Anime Dubbing 

In the language transfer of anime into English, dubbing is carried out using 

technology known as Automated Dialogue Replacement (ADR). In this technique 

each voice actor records his or her lines in an isolated booth, independently from the 

other characters. American dialogue recording differs in this respect from the 

original Japanese recording, in which actors usually perform in a group. The text 

spoken by the actors is called the ADR script and is usually the result of a 

multi-stage process involving raw translation, scriptwriting and further editing. 

ADR may also make use of digital editing software, for example to alter the length of 

spoken dialogue to better match the lip flaps of the animated characters. The 

makers of WordFit, used in anime series such as Ranma 1/2 and SilentMObius, claim 

that it allows actors to concentrate on their performance rather than synchronization. 

Invisibility and the "seamlessness" (Clements and McCarthy 2001: 112) of the 

translation process are generally thought to be desirable qualities of the dubbing 

script. In comments by scriptwriters recorded by fan literature, this goal is made 

explicit. For example, Neil Gaiman, the English scriptwriter for Miyazaki's 

Princess Mononoke ("Mononoke no Hime"), described his aim as follows: 

- My job was to deliver dialogue that didn't sound like Saturday morning cartoon dialogue and 

more importantly didn't sound like a translated dub dialogue. (reported comment 1999) 

In interview comments, Matt Greenfield, a scriptwriter and producer with the 

Houston-based anime distributor ADV, stresses the difference between literal 

translation (which he anomalously calls "transliteration") and the creation of 

natural-sounding dialogue: 
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- The real key is learning the difference between making a transliteration, which is a 

word-for-word regurgitation of the original Japanese dialog, and writing something that flows 

and sounds natural, but still retains the basic meaning and sounds in character. (quoted in 

Contino 2001) 

Another anime scriptwriter, Jason Lee, places even more stress on the changes from 

the original Japanese, especially with regard to characterization: 

- We engage in script-doctoring. We re-write a character in a way that opens up his/her 

behavioral dynamic into a more believable and more engaging realm. There's no way a mass 

audience is going to watch a script for which the words are literally translated from the 

Japanese and delivered with falseness. (quoted in Reyes 2001) 

A distinction can be drawn between dubs for the home video/DVD market and dubs 

for broadcast television. When Japanese anime is dubbed for TV, it is sometimes 

part of a wider process of Americanizing adaptation, which includes editing for the 

purpose of matching U. S. conventions on numbers of episodes, editing for the 

purpose of changing the character focus, censorship of violent and sexual content, 

and the renaming of characters. One of the relatively early Japanese shows to be 

Americanized was Kagaku Ninjatai Gatchaman (literally "Science Ninja-Squad 

Gatchaman"). In the 1978 American version, Battle of the Planets, the character 

names were changed, deaths and violence were heavily edited, and the number of 

episodes was reduced, with new animation being commissioned to bridge gaps 

(Clements and McCarthy 2001: 29). Anti-american resonances were edited out in 

the 1979 show Star Blazers ("Uchü Senkan Yamato") (Amos 1994). The science 

fiction saga Robotech was edited together by producer Carl Macek out of three 

originally separate Japanese series, Macross Saga, Southern Cross and Mospeada, so 

that the original 36 episodes of Macross Saga could be expanded to the number 
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needed for U. S. syndication (Clements and McCarthy 2001: 330), Captain Harlock 

and the Queen of 1000 Years was the product of a similar editing together of two 

separate series directed by Matsumoto Leiji (Poitras 2001: 21). The shöjo 

(girl-oriented) series Cardcaptor Sakura was adapted in 2000 by Nevlana Studios, 

who renamed it Cardcaptors, and attempted to add equal focus to Sakura's rival male 

character by beginning the series at episode 8. Japanese cultural references were 

also excised (Clements and McCarthy 2001: 55). 
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4.5 The Castle of Cagliostro 

4.5.1 Background 

The Castle of Cagliostro ("Kariosutoro no Shiro"), directed and co-written by 

Miyazaki Hayao, was released as an animated feature film in Japan in 1979. It is 

based on the manga series Lupin III by Monkey Punch (Katö Kazuhiko), which was 

in turn partly inspired by French novelist Maurice Leblanc's character Arsene Lupin. 

The film can be classified in terms of genre as an action-comedy, and tells the story 

of Lupin's rescue of the innocent Clarisse from the clutches of the evil Count 

Cagliostro. Lupin is aided by his loyal partners Jigen and Goemon, and is, as 

always, pursued by Inspector Zenigata, seconded to Interpol by the Tokyo 

Metropolitan Police. Two dubbed English versions are available on DVD. The 

first dub was released by Streamline Pictures in 1992 in VHS format, but it is still 

available on the bilingual DVD version released by Buena Vista (Disney) in Japan. 

The original Japanese dialogue is also readily transcribable from the verbatim 

Japanese subtitles on this DVD. The writing credits, for this first English version 

are translation by Fred Patten and Robin Leyden, and dialogue by Robert Barron. 

The second dub was released in America by Manga Entertainment in 2000. The 

credits for this version are translation by Neil Nadelman and ADR script by Mary 

Mason. Although the film had been released in France in the 1980s (McCarthy 

1999), the only French version currently available is the DVD version on the Patho 

label released in 2000, in which the uncredited translation uses the intermediary of 

the early English Streamline dub. 
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Figure 4.1 Cover of the Japanese DVD release of The Castle of Cagliostro (Buena Vista 

Entertainment). 
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4.5.2 Adapted Lines 

4.5.2.1 Semantic Alterations 

The translators of the earlier English dub are by no means concerned to reproduce 

the semantic content of every line in the Japanese dialogue. For example, in an 

early chase scene, Lupin's sharp-shooting partner Jigen tries unsuccessfully to shoot 

out the tyres on the car of the evil count's henchmen and exclaims in Japanese- 

(4: 1)Jige, r 

Kuso tada no kuruma ja ne ao! (Japanese) 

Shit (tlot's) not an ordinary car SF (gloss) 

The early dub retains the pragmatic force of exclamatory surprise in the line, but 

adapts the semantic content. The French translator in turn uses this English 

adaptation as an intermediate translation from which they then translate literally: 

(4: 1) 

11ev, those are hullelprooftires! (fl English English Dub (Stream) ine l) 
Afenle, ces Pneus sont a /'epreuve des bales! (French Dub IPathcl) 

By contrast the Manga Entertainment dub retains the concept of "no ordinary car", 

but expresses the concept humorously: 

(4: 1) 

vif the lot! (#2English Dub IManga Entertainment l) Damn. They didn Y buy that 

Sometimes the early dub translators rewrite lines in order to turn them into funnier 

wise-cracks, as for example when Lupin is surrounded by henchmen and preparing 

for a struggle: 
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Another example is when Goemon rescues Lupin from a crashing autogyro and cuts 

off his scorched clothes with one stroke of his samurai sword, exclaiming; 

This example has been cited by anime fans as a particularly reprehensible case ol'the 

removal of references to Japanese culture in dubbing. 

4.5.2.2 Inserted Lines 

In the Manga Entertainment dub, nine lines are added which are not in the Japanese. 

Of these, all but two lines are inserted jokes, for example added one-liners: Now 

chats what I call upscale living! (Jigen on seeing the castle for the first time), and, 

This brings a whole new meaning !o "home busine. s " (Lupin on discovering the 

castle machinery for making counterfeit money); or ironic wise-cracks: 11 cloe. s have 

a certain charm... some flesh pail I, etii"Jaiitc, afw p/ants, mcrvvhe track lighting 

(Lupin on first entering the castle dungeons). The earlier English dub also inserts 

eight lines of dialogue into the audio track, but, although at least one insertion (We're 

nut just living on easy street, hell, we can hit, it! ) is humorous in its word-play, 

usually no clear stylistic function of the insertion can be perceived. It may be that 

the producers felt that certain silent actions in the Japanese animation, such as the 

Count signing with his hand that Fujiko could leave the room (771aß wi// he till), or 

Jodö the chief servant leaving the room (I shall await you in /he /ihrarl; sirre), would 

have dialogue in an American film. On other occasions, lines are inserted when 

translating Japanese ritual illocutions. For example, in Japanese Count Cagliostro 
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does not reply to Inspector Zenigata's leave-taking illocution, 
. ºhiý. ýýnci . cfiiiýýcý, ýn ("I 

am being rude"), whereas in the dub he replies to %{u nk. v. jni". yourr 1w/pp by saying in it 

sarcastic tone, You're more than welcome, hr. vpechnr 

4.5.2.3 Deleted Lines 

Whereas both English versions add lines to the dialogue, only the older Streamline 

dub deletes lines, albeit a small number of short lines. The same four lines listed 

below (with their Manga Entertainment translations) are also absent from the French 

dialogue: 

(4: 4) Jigen 

Nan da kono supea marubüzu Gla. yo (J) 

What is (this) this spare tyre bald COP SF (gloss) 

Christ Lupin, the spares balder than the flat (#2ED) 

(4: 5) Jigen 

Dehan no nai manta taikyaku ka yo (J) 

Without a turn (making a) retreat Q SF (gloss) 

Alan, we 're pulling out even he/öre we get to join in! (#2ED) 

(4: 6) Policeman 

5ä51n küsha! Seiretsu! (J) 

All hands get down forma titre (gloss) 

4/I right, eº'eqhody out. Break. formation. (#2ED) 

(4: 7) Lupin 

Ana ga aru zo (J) 

There is a hole SF (gloss) 

1 fougot to mention the hole! (#2ED) 
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4.5.3 Setting 

4.5.3.1 References to Exotic Europe 

The film is set in the fictional European country of Cagliostro, "the smallest country 

in the United Nations". According to Helen McCarthy this setting represents an 

exoticized view of historical Europe (McCarthy 1999). It is a setting common to 

other Miyazaki films such as Castle in the Sky ("Tenkü no Shiro Laputa") and Kiki s 

Delivery Service ("Majo no Takkyubin"). This exoticized historical setting is 

reflected and intensified in the Manga Entertainment dialogue, but is somewhat 

neutralized in the Streamline dialogue. For example, in the Streamline and Pathe 

dubs, Clarisse has returned from university, rather than from a convent ("shüdöin") 

as in the original. Taikö and sesshö are translated as prince and new ruler, rather 

than the more precise and literal grand duke and regent. In the Manga 

Entertainment dub, the translators autonomously insert stereotypical German into the 

lines spoken by Gustav, the head of the castle guard, and the voice actor speaks his 

English lines in imitation of Arnold Schwarzenegger. They also add to the 

`exotic' European flavour in the scene where Zenigata is reprimanded by his Interpol 

superiors. This is achieved by using stereotypical phrases and English and French 

accents: We have a sticky wicket here and Sacre bleu! It is a plot of some kind. 

There is no corresponding exoticism in the Japanese dialogue, the nationality of the 

characters being marked only by lapel badges. A similar autonomous insertion 

occurs in the disrupted wedding scene, the archbishop (in fact Lupin is disguise) 

stereotypically exclaims Mamma mia! in the English script. 
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4.5.3.2 References to Japan and Asia 

Contrasting with this exotic and sometimes threatening setting, are the basically 

kind-hearted Japanese characters, in particular lenigata, Lupin and Goemon. 

I lowever, retcrences to Japan, Japanese people and Asian culture are sytitennatically 

deleted in the Streamline dub, and hence from the French dub which uses it as an 

intermediate translation. In the later Manga Entertainment dub, they are mostly 

retained. 

The character of Inspector Zenigata is described by Lupin as 

The Streamline and Pathe dubs both delete this reference to his old-fashioned 

Japanese qualities, while although in the Manga Entertainment dub the reference to 

the historical Showa period is not transferred, the implicature that Zenigata is 

typically Japanese is translated: 

(4: x) 

Inspector Ze nigala, what a grw Nothing gets past him. (# I ED) 

L 'inspecteur Zeni ata. ca c 'ext une pointu e, Rion ne ! ui eclurppe. (1: 1)) 

Yup! You can n/wir vs rely on good old Zenigata. Devoted archetypal Japanest" wurher («' I I) ) 

Similarly references in the Japanese dialogue to the Interpol police squad as ni/loll/Nl 

("Japanese"), their car as nippoll no Initokc7 ("Japanese patrol car"), and kL'i. s/lkhn 

("Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department") are deleted in the French and earlier 

English dubs. They also delete a disparaging reference by Gustav, the head of' 

Cagliostro's palace guard, to k3yöjin ("orientals"), and a somewhat disparaging 

reference to Korean won is substituted by a reference to Italian lira. The Streamline 
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dub also deletes other Asian references such as okayu ("rice gruel") and the Buddhist 

invocation nanmandabu nanmandabu ("homage to Amida Buddha") uttered by both 

Lupin and Zenigata amongst the corpses in the castle dungeons (it is translated as 

Rest in peace and May your soul be at rest in the later dub). 

4.5.3.3 Proper Names 

In all three dubbed versions, most character names are transferred from the Japanese 

original: Cagliostro, Jigen, Goemon, Zenigata, Fujiko, Jodö, Gustav and Karl. 

However, the name of the hero is changed to Wolf in the Streamline and French dubs. 

The name change was prompted by fears of legal action by the estate of Maurice 

Leblanc over the character name Lupin. In an earlier French dub, he had been 

renamed Vidocq (McCarthy 1999). The Streamline dub also adds names to minor 

characters (Clarisse's old servant, Walter, and the chief of Zenigata's police squad, 

Sam), who are unnamed in the Japanese dialogue. The French translator transfers 

Sam from the English, but not Walter. The Manga Entertainment dub also adds a 

name (Christopher) to Clarisse's servant. All three versions delete the name of 

Goemon's Japanese sword, Zantetsuken. 
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4.5.4 Character Voice 

The ADR script written for Manga Entertainment assimilates the dialogue to meet 

American dialogue conventions, in comparison to the more neutralizing script 

written for Streamline. This is most clearly evident in the lines written for two 

supporting characters, Jigen (Lupin's sharpshooting partner) and Jodö (the count's 

chief servant and henchman). 

4.5.4.1 Jigen 

The naturalization of Jigen's speech to meet American conventions is perhaps 

unsurprising, since the character is said to have been inspired by the actor James 

Coburn and to have supposedly lived in America, before fleeing to Japan to escape 

the mafia (McCarthy 1999: 56-7). In the Manga Entertainment dub, assimilation to 

American register conventions is pursued by two salient procedures: the insertion of 

jokes and the use of vulgar vocabulary. As mentioned above, humour is the 

primary stylistic function of line insertions in the Manga Entertainment dub. In all, 

Jigen cracks jokes at least five times where there is no line in the Japanese dialogue: 

(Lupin: I've got a lot of spending to do before I die. ) 
Jigen If you don't kill us with your driving first! 

(Lupin: ]forgot to mention the hole! ) 

Jigen: I forgot to mention the piranhas and crocodiles! 

(Lupin: Where'd my bride go? ) 

Jigen: She left you at the altar! 

Jigen: (on seeing the castle for the first time): Now that's what I call upscale living! 

Jigen: (on discovering the swag is all counterfeit): Well, what the hell! 117io wants to sit around 
getting fat on fine wine and gourmet food with beautiful women in some lush tropical setting 
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any) vtgr? 

As well as playing the role of a wise-cracking sceptic, Jigen is a lough guy'. With 

his hat always pulled down over his eyes and a cigarette constantly on his lips, he 

totes a Magnum revolver and is an expert sharpshooter. In line with his look of a 

stereotypical Hollywood gangster, the Manga Entertainment writer, Mary Mason, has 

him talk of broads and domes. A noticeable difference, however, with the other two 

dubbed versions is that in the Manga Entertainment dub, Jigen's vocabulary is 

rougher. He uses taboo lexis such as bastards, as. v, and f n-1, and the interjection 

('ht-is!! twice. For example, in a scene beginning with Jigen and Goemon keeping 

an early-morning watch on the castle, in Japanese Jigen uses a colloquial variant of 

the word meaning cold (somit rather than samt) In the Manga Entertainment dub, 

his exclamation of discomfort is expanded and intensified using mildly taboo lexis: 

(4: 9) Jiiýeu 

Uu sarml! (J) 

Oh cold. (gloss) 

13rrr! (#I ED) 

13rrr! (FD) 

Gehrist, its cold out here! 1 'rn freezing mvfriggin' ass o(%? (#2ED) 

In another scene Jigen replies to it grumpy old gardener with phonologically 

non-standard Japanese herbei ("yes, yes"). The Manga Entertainment dub makes 

his dissatisfaction lexically explicit in a sotto voce drastic descriptor ON coot!, 

whereas the other two versions have simply lh onks ca lot and Xkrci heaucou p. 

In the Streamline dub, Jigen's tough, gangster-like aspect is expressed most saliently 

in lexical terms through his use of address terms: boss, pa/, hueko (once to Lupin) 

and kid (once to Clarisse). Out of a total of QK lines, Jigen uses the address term 

"boss" 16 times. This frequent use of Koss is routinely translated directly into the 
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French version by patron. 

4.5.4.2 Jodö 

Address terms are also used in the Streamline dub to help convey the servile 

character of Count Cagliostro's chief servant and henchman, Jodb. In the original 

Japanese dialogue, Jodö, when speaking to the Count, uses honorific forms of 

Japanese, including self-humbling ritual illocutions such as möshiwake arimasen 

("there is no excuse") and kashikomarimashita ("certainly, sir"), and the archaic 

isshö no fukaku desu ("my whole life is negligent") and menbokushidal mo 

gozaimasen ("I have no excuse to offer"). The Streamline dub does not translate 

these expressions directly, but compensates through the use of the English address 

term sire. Out of a total of 36 lines, Jod6 uses the term sire eight times (as well as 

once using the term your excellency). Sire is routinely translated in the French dub 

by monsieur le comte. The Manga Entertainment dub employs the same 

compensatory procedure, but uses the address term my Lord in place of sire. Unlike 

the Streamline version, it does on two occasions translate Jodö's ritual illocutions: 

möshiwake arimasen ("I beg your forgiveness, my Lord") and menbokushidai mo 

gozaimasen ("I have no excuses, my Lord"). Jodö does not of course use honorific 

Japanese to the henchmen under his command, as in the following example, where 

he uses the imperative form (sagase - "search") and the plain form of the copula (da). 

This aggressive register is recreated in the Manga Entertainment dub by the use of 

vulgar lexis: 
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4.6 City Hunter: the Secret Service 

4.6.1 Background 

City Hunter originated in a comic-book series by HBjö Tsukasa which ran from 1985 

to 1991 in the manga magazine Shönen Jump. It was turned into an animated TV 

series which ran for four seasons. City Hunter: the Secret Service, written by Endö 

Akinori and Kodama Kenji and directed by Kodama Kenji, is one of a number of 

feature length TV specials and was produced in 1996. In 2000 a French DVD 

version was released by Sony Music Entertainment (France), with translation credits 

by Dominique Glasser. In 2000 an English VHS version was released with a 

dubbed audio track by ADV Films. The credits for the English translation are 

Arakawa Masako and Chris Hutts for translation and Charles Campbell and Don 

Foreman for the ADR script. 

The main protagonists of City Hunter are freelance bodyguard Saeba Ryö and his 

female partner Makimura Kaori. In the Secret Service special they are assigned to 

protect Anna Shinjö, the estranged daughter of James McGuire, the likely next 

president of a fictional South American republic, who is visiting Japan. Anna is 

under threat from Gonzalez, the boss of a drugs racket, but the story ends happily, 

thanks to Ryb, with the demise of Gonzalez and the reconciliation of Anna and her 

father. City Hunter can be classified generically as action-comedy. The film 

features shoot-ups and chases that are typical of action movies, but is also 

characterized by slapstick comedy centred on Ryö's relentless but never apparently 

successful pursuit of mokkori ("nookie"), a lecherous quest which is usually 

punished by Kaori thumping him with a huge wooden mallet. 
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Figure 4.2 Cover of the French DVD release of City Hunter: Services Secrets (Sony 

Music Entertainment). 
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4.6.2 Setting 

The film is set in Tokyo and features Japanese characters interacting, with foreigners 

from the fictitious Guinam Republic. The Japanese script includes references that 

point out some differentiating aspects of Japan and the Japanese in comparison to 

other countries, ranging from lines somewhat proudly highlighting the achievements 

of 1980s Japan, such as low crime and social harmony, to comic allusions to smaller 

bra sizes. Over the course of the movie, altogether ten explicit references are made 

to Nihon ("Japan") or Nihonjin1 ("Japanese [people]") in the original Japanese 

dialogue. While five of these ten references are omitted in the English dub, all ten 

are removed in the French dub. For instance, in the first example below, the 

English dub does refer to "the Japanese", reminding the viewer by explicit verbal 

means that the film is set in Japan. However, in the second example it does not 

reproduce the explicit reference in the original script to Japan's (Nihon urn) successtül 

manufacturing industry. Both indices of the original Japanese setting are excised 

In contrast both these references to Japan are translated in the French subtitles, 
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highlighting the systematicity of the neutralizing dubbin; strategy 

With regard to anthroponyms, there is some degree of assimilation of certain 

character names in the English dub. Some, but not all, Japanese given names are 

changed, notably that of the main figure who becomes Joe Sae her rather than S'ueha 

Kyýý. Nogcnni Saeko becomes Sandra Nogtitni, and the ex-mercenary llmihOzn is 

always called by his alternative nickname of Falcon ("Farukon"). McGuire's 

deceased ex-comrade Piilo is, confusingly, referred to as Peler by one character 

(Rosa Martinez) and as Ruiz by everyone else. In the French dub all Japanese 

character names are thoroughly westernized, the main figure being renamed Nickt 

Larson. 

Figure 4.3 The translation of character names in City Hunter: the Secret Service. 

Japanese 

Saeba Ryö 

English dub 

Joe Saeba 

French (lull 

Nick), Lars( 

Makinuua Kaori Kaori Laura Marc 

Nogaini Sacko Sandra Nogami Helene 

Piito Peter/Reiz Peter 

Dankeruku Dunkirk I. onqueast 

Shinjö Anna Anna Shinjo Anna 

Umiböru/ Farukon 

Gen 

Falcon 

Gen 

Falcon 

Name cleleo 

Hikage Hikage IIan Ington 

Ruriko Ruriko Name clcleti 

n 

ºni 

d 

d 
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In the French dub, in comparison with the French subtitles which transfer all 

Japanese names, it is clear that Japanese names have been systematically removed. 

Mentions of minor characters such as Rye's friend, (; en, and McGuire's deceased 

Japanese wife, Ruriko, are not transferred in the trench dub, but replaced by general 

kinship terms or deleted altogether. In the following example, Ruriko is transferred 

Sankvü Gen-san (J) 

Thank you Gen (gloss) 

I hope you know how much I appreciate this Gen. (ED) 

AJerci heaucoup. (FD) 

On the two other occurrences of the name in the Japanese dialogue, it is also absent 

From the English dub. The most obvious example of removal of Japanese names in 

the French dub, however, is the elimination of Anna Shinjö's Japanese family narre, 

which appears in the Japanese dialogue fourteen times. Whereas in the English dub, 

Anna is frequently addressed as Ageºº/ S/, injo, in the French dub her Japanese fitmily 

narre is deleted and she is referred to exclusively by her given name Amu:. 
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4.6.3 Character Voice 

When we compare the English with the French (hit) against the background of the 

original Japanese dialogue, we find that, whereas the French dub has been much 

more radical in eliminating all verbal references to Japan, the Fnglish dub makes 

greater changes in adapting lines towards what the scriptwriters presumably thought 

an American audience would expect from an action comedy. Thus a number of' the 

lines spoken by `Joe' Saeba are rewritten in a comic register that differs completely 

from Japanese dialogue that is relatively neutral in stylistic terms. In other words, 

the American scriptwriters have inserted verbal jokes where there are no verbal , 
jokes 

in Japanese. The same applies to Saeba's partner Kaori. Similarly, the lines 

spoken by the villain Gonzalez are adapted in the English dub to make him conform 

to the way villains speak in American movies. 

4.6.3.1 `Joe' Saeba 

In the American version, `Joe' Saeba is represented as a skirt-chasing butloon not 

just in terms of his bevaviour, but also by chat-up lines till of comic irony 1`01. the 

character of Joe, the lines are presumably serious, but for the audience they are 

ridiculous. When McGuire's secretary Rosa Martinez asks Joe on their first 

meeting if he is indeed Mr. Saeba, in the Japanese original he replies with 

humorously exaggerated formality. The French dub writers reproduce most of the 

propositional content of the line: 

(4: 15) Joe'S'aeba 

SC) Saeha shüji daihyö torishimariyaku. rhachü , S'achu IN 5 (J) 

That's right representative chairman of Saeba Enterprises Sacba Ry0 (gloss) 

Dui, je suss le paimn de mon agence arcs spkciale de (leteclwesprivk, Nickt' pour lea chimes. (FD) 

The American writers, by contrast, rewrite the line completely insertini humorously 
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of the original Japanese dialogue, reveals a process of radical rewriting, in these 
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(4: ºK) 

4.6.3.2 Kaori 

In the case of Joe's female partner too, lines, notably lines coming at the end of a 

scene, are rewritten in the English dub to enhance the comic situation. As a 

passenger suffering Joe's wild driving in a car chase, whereas in Japanese Kaori says, 

This is bad. for the heart (and in the French dub, c'est mullºwiS ! pour Ic cnt'Ur), in 

English she makes a comic reference to vomiting (1)o your wcn l io see my hreukfil. w''). 

Similarly, at the end of a slapstick scene in which Kaori feels intimidated by the bust 

size of Rosa and Anna, a joking reference to a Wondei-bru is added to the English 

dub: 

4.6.3.3 Gonzalez 

Gonzalez is the villain of the film, the drug-dealer threatening the life of' James 

McGuire's daughter, Anna. When we compare the English with the French dub, 

there is a noticeable difference in that his language is more vulgar in English than in 

French. Further comparison with the Japanese dialogue indicates that vulgar words 

have been added to the English version, presumably to create a stronger impression 
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of Gonzalez as an evil villain who says the kind of thini! s we are used to hearing 

villains say in American movies: 
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4.4 Summary of Chapter 4 

The dubbing scriptwriters of The Castle of Cagliostro and City Hunter have 

employed a number of domesticating procedures such as changing the semantic 

content of individual lines, as well as adding and deleting lines. The purpose of 

these procedures is often to enhance the humour of the dialogue. Names of major 

characters are substituted, and names of minor characters are added and deleted. 

References to Japan are systematically deleted in certain of the dubs studied, in both 

English and French. In the case of The Castle of Cagliostro, indices of an 

exoticized European setting are sometimes deleted and sometimes autonomously 

inserted. The textual investigations of this chapter are thus convergent with the 

findings of German research that dubbing functions as a kind of cultural gatekeeper, 

which may in some cases remove indices of the original setting. However, in 

contrast to the neutralization and foreignization reported in the case of dubbing into 

German, the dubbing of these two anime films into English involves a strong 

domestication of character voice. And in contrast to findings that taboo lexis had 

been neutralized in German, the case studies in this chapter show that vulgar lexis is 

added in English dubs, creating characters who are arguably more tough and 

aggressive than in the Japanese original. This is a finding that is repeated when we 

investigate the dubbing of science-fiction anime in Section C. 

When we compare the overall strategies of the English and French dubs, we can say 

that a variety of strategies is found in both languages, The French dub of The 

Castle of Cagliostro employs a strategy of literal translation from a strongly adaptive 

English intermediary translation. The French dub thus reflects the neutralization of 

Japanese indices carried out by the English translation on which it was based, The 
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direct French dub of City Hunter is also strongly neutralizing of indices such as 

character names and references to Japan. In comparison the American City Hunter 

dub is less domesticating with regard to such overtly cultural markers, but more 

strongly domesticating in terms of character voice. The same overall strategy - 

domestication of character indices, but foreignization with regard to indices of 

setting - is adopted in the more recent American dub of The Castle of Cagliostro, 

contrasting with the earlier version which neutralized many cultural markers. 

The two case studies in this chapter thus support the view that film dubbing does not 

fundamentally change the denotative functions of film narrative, but tends to adapt 

connotative functions to the social context of the target audience. It should be 

remembered, though, that while this may be true for feature films, alterations in plot 

sequence have frequently occurred in the dubbing of T. V. anime series. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUBTITLES 

5.1 Subtitling as Constrained Translation 

Academic literature on subtitling has stressed the technical constraints of this mode 

of translation. Titford (1982), noting the physical limitations of space and time 

imposed by technical factors, coined the term "constrained translation" for subtitling. 

De Linde (1995: 9) explains that subtitlers have to "minimize the loss of image" and 

also ensure that titles can be read by the viewers. If the title is too long and appears 

on the screen for too short a time, it may not be able to be read by the average viewer. 

For the case of intralingual subtitling in Britain, De Linde and Kay (1999: 11) report 

the Independent Television Commission's conclusions that average adult reading 

speed is 66% of speaking speed and so subtitles should be reduced by one-third in 

comparison to audio dialogue. Yet on the other hand, as Marleau (1980: 279) points 

out, if a subtitle appears on the screen for too long, viewers may be distracted and 

irritated by a natural tendency to re-read the title. Dollerup (1974: 202) reports 

research revealing three procedures used to shorten subtitle texts in comparison to 

original dialogue: omission (of words and speeches unnecessary for viewers' 

comprehension); concentration (of longer speech into a few words); and fusion of 

several utterances into one. De Linde (1995) reports Irena KovaW's findings that 

linguistic items carrying interpersonal and textual functions are omitted more readily 

than carriers of the representative function, and goes on to describe further the types 

of reductions in subtitles in comparison with the original dialogue. Her description 

is similar to that made by Dollerup, distinguishing between total reductions 

(deletion) and partial reductions (condensations or paraphrases). However, De 
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Linde breaks new ground by suggesting that patterns of reduction may depend on the 

type of film, many more reductions occurring in the English subtitles for the 

fantastical comedy Delicatessen than in the more written-style dialogue of La 

Lectrice. 

Another constraining aspect of subtitling as a type of translation relates to the shift 

from the oral-auditory channel of communication to that of the written channel. 

This shift has been highlighted by Gottlieb, who schematizes what he calls the 

"diagonal", diasemiotic quality of subtitling in the following way. 

Figure 5.1 The "diagonal", diasemiotic quality of Interlingual subtitling (from Gottlieb 

1995: 1006). 

Foreign Language Domestic Language 

Spoken form Original dialogue 

Written form ------------ Subtitles 

As Fawcett (1983: 187) points out, using the example of 1980s BBC subtitling, there 

may be different tolerance norms for taboo language depending on whether the taboo 

item is delivered in the oral-auditory channel or in written (subtitled) form. 

Nedergaard-Larsen (1993: 213) is another commentator who suggests subtitles should 

in some cases be "toned down! 'because of the stonger effect of written forms. 
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5.2 Procedures and Strategies In Subtitling 

In view of the constraints outlined above, it is perhaps not surprising that subtitling is 

often seen strategically in terms of certain functional deficits. However, with regard 

to culture-bound items, which index the setting of narratives, Nedergaard-Larsen 

found in her study of Danish subtitling that they are usually translated using 

foreignizing procedures such as verbatim transfer and loan translation, thus retaining 

the local colour of the original dialogue. In addition, she argues that their omission 

or condensation does not always have a significant effect on comprehension of the 

narrative. This is due to the semiotic richness of the medium: 

- In many cases such elements are redundant or of lesser importance so that omission or 

condensation does not impair the overall picture of either characters or environment. 
(Nedergaard-Larsen 1993: 235) 

However she found that culture-bound items were rarely omitted when they had an 

important function in the advancement and comprehension of the plot. According 

to Nedergaard-Larsen, in these cases a translational procedure of explicitation of the 

culture-bound item is often necessary in order for the audience to understand the 

significance of the item, even though this may be at the expense of the idiomatic feel 

of the subtitle. Because of this loss of idiomaticity, she adds, "explicitation should 

be avoided in cases where it is merely a matter of preserving local colour" 

(Nedergaard-Larsen 1993: 233). In her discussion of other procedures, she suggests 

that loan translations (e. g. Assemblde Nationale>Nalional Assembly) have "the 

advantage of retaining local colour without seeming unduly exotic" 

(Nedergaard-Larsen 1993: 226) whereas cultural substitutions (e. g. Rite 

Saint-Denis>Soho) may lead to a loss of credibility in the eyes of the viewers, all the 

more so in subtitling because the original dialogue can still be heard. 
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With regard to indices of character, Marleau suggests that subtitles may fail to fulfil 

the same emotive function as the original dialogue: 

Le texte dcrit vehicule 1'afectivitb de cclui qui parle: cc qu'il manifeste ordinairement grace 

au debit, i I'intonation at au rythme. Le fait qua cc dialogue subisse, dans bien des cas, une 

compression, pourrait &tre un obstacle pour eveiller ces emotions. [The written text is a vehicle 

for the emotions of the person speaking: usually manifested by speed, intonation and rhythm. 

The fact that this dialogue undergoes a compression in many cases may be an obstacle to 

conveying these emotions. ] (Marleau 1980: 274, translation added) 

Becquemont (1996: 153) writes that cinema subtitles sometimes only provide a 

skeleton of information to accompany the visual elements of films, and stresses their 

"aspect sec et schematique, centre sur la fonction referentielle" ["dry and schematic 

aspect, centred on the referential function"]. Mason (1989) and Hatim and Mason 

(1997) emphasize that one of the most important aspects of reductions in subtitling 

has to do with interpersonal pragmatics, in particular the omission of features of 

politeness such as the use of boosters and down-toners. The opinion is expressed 

that reductions are likely to have a significant effect on the narrative function of 

conveying the personality and interrelationships of the characters: 
Cumulatively, the absence of the politeness features which we have discussed cannot fail to 

convey a different idea of the personality of the characters on screen and of their attitudes 

towards each other. Items which, taken in isolation, appear to be of relatively little 

significance turn out to be powerful indicators of rhetorical purpose and the dynamics of 
interaction. (Mason 1989: 24) 

Lorin Card's study (Card 1998) focuses on the capacity of subtitles to attain a 

"balanced equivalence" in respect to the register of the original dialogue and its 

connotations. Investigating English subtitles for two French films, All revoir les 

enfants and 37 °2 le matin, Card, like other commentators, notes the tendency of 

subtitles to attenuate the orality of the original dialogue, particularly in the case of 

taboo elements. However, it is contended that equivalence is possible if the 
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subtitler uses an English register that corresponds to the French original. Card also 

points out the possibility of graphical compensation for the switch to the written 

channel in subtitles: both by devices of spelling, as in the orthographic representation 

of a German accent (e. g. "Your jam `ist konfzkated'I") and by typographic devices 

as in the use of capitalized words or bolder typeface. Finally, Card also presents 

some examples in which, far from being diluted, the connotational impact of the 

English subtitles is stonger than the French dialogue. 

With regard to overall strategy, subtitling has been described by Guardini as a 

source-oriented type of translation: 

- ... it preserves the original version in its entirety and offers the viewers direct access to it. The 

translation is superimposed on the original, but does not delete any component of it, except for 

the minor image loss caused by the one or two lines of text at the bottom of the screen. (Guardini 

1998: 97) 

By contrast, dubbing is target-oriented, and, as Danan (1991) points out, has 

sometimes been used by authoritarian nationalist regimes as a means to counteract 

undesired foreign influences. According to the scholar of Asian cinema, Abe Mark 

Nornes, "ultimately dubbing is mired in corruption because it completely erases the 

experience of foreign sound, one of the most crucial material aspects of language" 

(Nornes 1999: 34, footnote 39). The main argument of Nornes' article, however, is 

that mainstream professional subtitling is also "corrupt" because: 

It is a practice that smoothes over its textual violence and domesticates all otherness while it 

pretends to bring the audience to an experience of the foreign. (Nornes 1999: 18) 

Rather than submitting to an "ideology of fidelity", subtitles should be "abusive", 

revelling in textual and graphic experimentation, allowing the film audience to 

perceive an "experience of translation". Nornes claims that we are already entering 

a new "epoch" of "potential and emerging subtitling practice" (1999.28). Indeed he 
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points to the fan-subbing of Japanese animation, which disregards some of the `rules' 

of professional subtitling, as an example of abusive subtitling. His championing of 

abusive subtitling builds on an argument originally proposed by Lewis (1985) and 

has similarities with Venuti's call for an end to the "invisibility" of the translator and 

a foreignizing strategy of translating literary works (Venuti 1995). It is certainly the 

case that subtitling professionals have proclaimed the aim of invisibility. In 

addition to Nornes' quotation of the words of the Japanologist and translator Donald 

Richie, we can also find in writings on subtitling comments such as the following, 

explicitly advocating invisibility: 

- Le sous-titrage n'est en somme qu'un truquage cindmatographique comme tous les autres. Mais 

execute de main de maitre, il doit rester... invisible. [Subtitling is after all only a cinematic deceit 

like all the others. But performed by an expert hand, it should remain... invisible. ] (Maricau 

1980: 284; translation added) 

- The best subtitles are unobtrusive and should be barely noticed. (Mueller 1995, Section: What is 

subtitling? ) 

- Ac «bon» sous-titrage est un sous-titrage qui ne se remarque pas, qui donne l'inlpression qu'on 

suit le film sans le lire. [... good subtitling is subtitling that isn't noticed, that gives the impression 

one is following the film without reading it. ] (Cornu 1996: 163-4; translation added) 

In summary, academic writing on subtitling suggests that indices of setting are 

usually translated using foreignizing procedures, but that when they are neutralized, 

for example by being omitted in translation, this is not detrimental to the overall 

comprehension of the narrative. Studies on indices of character have produced 

diverse results: some findings show that interpersonal meaning tends to be lost in 

subtitling, whilst others suggest that connotational information about characters can 

be recreated in the target text. Finally, Nornes claims that we may be entering a 

new epoch of `abusive', visible translation in subtitling, in contrast to the traditional 
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`professional' view that subtitles should not draw attention to themselves as 

translations. 
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5.3 Grave of the Fireflies 
5.3.1 Background 

Grave of the Fireflies ("Hotaru no Haka") is an animated feature film directed in 

1988 by Takahata Isao, based on a story by novelist Nosaka Akiyuki. Set in the 

Western Japanese city of Köbe during the closing stages of the Pacific War, it tells 

the sad story of two children, Seita and his younger sister Setsuko, whose mother is 

killed in an American bombing raid and who go to stay with an unsympathetic aunt 

in the countryside. They leave their aunt's house to live by themselves in an unused 

bomb-shelter, but eventually die from the accumulated effects of malnutrition just 

after the Japanese surrender in 1945. It gives a sentimental yet powerful reminder 

of the terrible suffering that the war brought to many Japanese people, including 

children. 

Three sets of subtitles were investigated for the purposes of this study. The main 

focus of interest are the subtitles produced for the American market on the Central 

Park Media DVD released in 1998, and translated by Neil Nadelman. These differ 

quite substantially from the English subtitles on the Warner Home Video DVD 

released for the Japanese market in 2000 (the translator of these subtitles is 

uncredited). A French DVD, Le Tombeau des Lucioles, was released by the 

distributor Kaze in 2000, with subtitles translated by Catherine Cadou. 
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Figure 5.2 Cover of the Japanese DVD release of Grave of the Fireflies ("Hotaru no 

Haka") (Warner Home Video). 
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5.3.2 Setting 

With its setting in the area round the industrial port city of Köbe, a strong part of the 

film's appeal is its depiction of wartime Japan. This is reflected in the dialogue in 

the use of culturally-marked lexemes, especially references to the basic rations of 

traditional Japanese foodstuffs available to the general population during the war, 

and in the use of proper names, especially references to places in the Köbe area. 

5.3.2.1 Culturally-Marked Lexemes 

Out of a noted total of seventeen occurrences of culturally-marked lexemes in the 

script, Neil Nadelman, the translator of the CPM subtitles, uses the neutralizing 

procedure of generalization on eight occasions, losing the specific meanings of food 

items such as zösui, okayusan, okara, and tokoroten. However, compared to the 

other two sets of subtitles, he nevertheless retains more of the local colour of the 

Japanese setting by using more procedures associated with foreignizing textual 

strategies and fewer domesticating procedures. Whereas the other two sets of 

subtitles neutralize the local colour of words such as futon and tenpura - by 

generalizing futon into bedding (WHV) or literie (Kaze), explicating tenpura by fried 

fish or generalizing it into beignets - Nadelman transfers these words into his 

subtitles. He uses transfer or adaptive transfer on five occasions compared to only 

two instances of this procedure in the subtitles in the Warner Home Video release. 

The CPM version completely omits only one culturally-marked word - okara 

(bean-curd lees) - while the other two versions omit two (Kaze) or three (WHV). 

Nadelman does not use the procedure of cultural substitution - he retains the old 

Japanese measure of volume to whereas the French subtitles substitute an old French 

measure, boisseau - and he explains yökan as sweet bean jelly rather than adapting it, 
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as occurs in the Kaze DVD where it is translated as creme de marrons. 

Figure 5.3 Procedures for translating culturally-marked lexemes in three sets of 

subtitles for Grave of the Fireflies (Warner Home Video (#1ESJ, Central Park Media 

[#2ES], Kaze-Arte Video [FS]) [Kenkyusha=Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary]. 

Japanese Gloss Translation Procedure 

zbsui #1 a porridge of rice and to eat (WYIJ generalization 

vegetables (Kenkyusha) lunch (CPM) generalization 
[omitted] (Kaze) omission 

zbsui #2 porridge generalization 

rice porridge componential 
translation 

la bouillie generalization 

zbsui #3 [omitted] omission 

food generalization 
la bouillie generalization 

yakan sweet jelly of beans bean jelly componential translation 

(Kenkyusha) sweet bean jelly componential 

translation 

creme de marrons cultural substitution 

tenpura Japanese deep-fat fried fried fish componential translation 

food (Kenkyusha) tempura transfer 
beignets generalization 

otsukuri = sashimi (slices of raw roast fish (mistaken) componential 
fish) (Kcnkyusha) translation 

sashimi (adaptive) transfer 

Poisson cri componential translation 

tokoroten gelidium jelly jelly generalization 
(Kenkyusha) jelly generalization 

gelle generalization 

okara lees of bean curd [omitted] omission 
(Kenkyusha) [omitted] omission 

des pois generalization 
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okayusan rice gruel (Kenkyusha) gruel generalization 
rice generalization 

gruau dc riz blanc componential translation 

daizu no karg soya bean husks beanstalks generalization 
beanstalks generalization 

haricots de soja generalization 

gets Japanese wooden shoes clog generalization 

shoe generalization 

sandale generalization 
futon thick bed quilt bedding generalization 

(Kenkyusha) futons transfer 

literie generalization 

sanjo three-tatami-mat-size your room generalization 

room your room generalization 

14-haut generalization 

to Japanese measure toh transfer 

= 4.765 US gallons toh transfer 
boisseau cultural substitution 

kamikaze divine [providential] [omitted] omission 

wind (Kenkyusha) "divine wind" componential 

translation 

[omitted] omission 
tokuto special attack kamikaze adaptive transfer 

kamikaze adaptive transfer 

kamikaze adaptive transfer 

5.3.2.2 Proper Names 

The names of the main characters and locations are simply transferred in all three 

sets of subtitles, but the original Japanese dialogue contains at least thirteen instances 

of names of people, places and institutions that are incidental to the story. 

Nadelman omits or generalizes four of these thirteen markers of local colour, for 

example references to the Köbe Steel Corporation and the large naval base at Kure. 

However, as is the case with culturally-marked lexemes, the CPM subtitles use these 
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neutralizing procedures less often than the other two translations, thus retaining 

slightly more of the local colour provided by incidental references. The procedures 

used are listed below. 

Figure 5.4 Procedures for translating proper names in 3 sets of subtitles for Grave of 
the Fireflies (Warner Home Video r#IESJ, Central Park Media [#2ES], Kaze-Arte Video 

[FS]). 

Japanese Translation Procedure 

Names of Sakamaki-san Sakamaki transfer 
People [omitted] omission 

[omitted) omission 

Tett-chan ya Ken ba mo our friends generalization 
nobody l know generalization 
les dvacuees generalization 

Names of Nihonmatsu the pine trees componential 
Places translation 

Niponmatsu (sic) transfer 

Nihonmatsu transfer 

Kuminaka, Kaminishi, Kaminishi andlchirizuka (partial) transfer 

Ichirizuka Ichirizuka and Kaminishi (partial) transfer 

(no minna-san) quartier generalization 
Nishinomiya #1 [omitted] omission 

Nishinomiya transfer 
Nishinomiya transfer 

Nishinomiya #2 Nishinomiya transfer 
Nishinomiya transfer 
Nishinomiya transfer 

Nishinomiya 43 [omitted] omission 

Nishinomiya transfer 
Nishinomiya transfer 

Nishinomiya #4 We omission 

WE omission 
lei, on omission 
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Nonofuki [omitted] omission 
Nonobuki transfer 

[omitted] omission 
Names of Kobe Seiko (Kobe Steel steel factory generalization 

Facilities [factory]) steelworks generalization 

acidrie generalization 

Kure chinjufu naval office generalization 

(Kure naval base) naval office generalization 
la Base navale de Kure transfer 

Nishinomiya no Kaisei Kaisei hospital (partial) transfer 

Bybin Kaisei hospital in transfer 
(Kaisei hospital in Nishinomiya 

Nishinomiya) L'HÖpital Kaisei (partial) transfer 

Kaisei #2 the hospital generalization 

Kaisei transfer 

1'hbpital generalization 
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5.3.3 Character Voice 

Grave of the Fire/lies is set in the western Japanese city of Köbe and almost all the 

characters use dialectal Japanese. The narrative function of the dialect is not to 

develop character stereotypes or character relationships but to provide local colour. 

Dialectal elements are standardized in all three sets of subtitles (as indeed they are in 

the two dubbed audio tracks), and local colour is neutralized. however, whereas 

there is no difference between the three sets of subtitles with regard to dialect, the 

translator of the CPM subtitles makes wider use of tenor resources to help convey the 

relationships between the characters in the film. The French subtitler, Catherine 

Cadou, makes use of grammar and lexis to convey tenor, but there appears to be a 

wider range of resources used in the CPM titles. These include orthographic and 

typographic devices, address terms, interjections, and the choice of register-marked 

lexis. 

The CPM subtitles contain thirteen instances of a capitalized word to indicate that 

that particular word in the line would be read with more stress than others. The 

WHV and Kaze subtitles do not have any examples of this kind of capitalization. 

For example, when Seita takes his ill sister Setsuko to the doctor only to be told that 

all she is needs is a good meal, he exclaims in exasperation- 

(5. I)Seita 

Eiyö nanka loko ni aru n desu ka! (J) 

Where is nourishment SF Q (gloss). 

In the CPM subtitles, Neil Nadelman conveys Seita's exclamatory raising of his 

voice by using capital letters in the subtitled translation. In comparison, the 

corresponding titles in the other versions are neutral in terms of tenor, omitting; some 

of the emotional meaning conveyed by the exclamation in the Japanese audio track: 
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(5: t) 

ffhere; +" nourishment'? (#I ESQWarncr Hone Vidco: Japanese nº; ºrket) 

bt'here do 

I (; ETfi>od' (##2ESICentral Park Media: American ºuarket1) (hold print added in all examples) 

Les burns ailments, oü sou! -u s? (FS) 

The CPM titles also use pronunciation spelling on three occasions to indicate 

informal spoken register in dialogue between Seita and Setsuko, where in contrast 

spelling is standard in the other two subtitle-sets (although in example S4 the French 

subtitle signals informality using grammatical means, omitting the negative particle 

ne): 
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We also find address terms used in the CPM subtitles where they are not in the other 

(5: 6) Seita 

Ifni (J) 

Yes (gloss) 

(omitted in #lES) 

Yes maam. (#2ES) 

(omitted in FS) 

Although there are no address terms in the Japanese dialogue in these examples 

Nadelman has included the term ma'am, to create a polite exchange in the American 

dialogue. Nadelman also supplies an old-tashioned English address term (t'uri, lg 

lady) to translate the dialectal term for "younger sister" (kai-suer), which is used by 

Seita and Setsuko's aunt: 

(5: 7) . -I unt 

hvhsan nro okuni no tame kinr5 clüin ya man (J) 

Youngest sister also worker for the country COP because (gloss) 

Your (sic) work loo 
, 
for the country (#I ES) 

You work /r our countrys 
deli ? Se too, young lurhy. (112 ES) 

Toi aussi, tu travailles dur 

pour la patrle. (FS) 

To translate the affectionate address-term 'iii-chat, (used to older brothers), 

Nadelman uses the natural English equivalent address-term, which is the given name, 

Seila. The uncredited WHV subtitler translates irii-chcrn literally by brother This 

is a foreignizing procedure which is unidiomatic in English. Catherine ('adou, the 
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French translator, uses a similar fioreignizing procedure (gruººcl. ft, c) on one, occasion 

and on another translates an exclamatory nü-c/Ia n in a more domesticating way by 

replacing the address term with an alternative interjection (File! ). 

Another aspect of tenor found in the CPM subtitles is the use of' interjections, for 

example in exclamations by Seita. In the tbllowing lines interjections are absent 

from the other two sets of subtitles, although in the first example the French title 

adds a colloquial adverb (rudemenl) for the same effect: 

Choice of lexical register is also another resource used by the ('PM subtitler 

Nadeluran in creating interpersonal meaning. In the following examples, from the 

lines of secondary and incidental characters, the ('PM subtitles stand out from the 

other English set by virtue of' their more informal lexical register (e. g. u goner vs. 

clyiiig, gohhling down vs. eat, knocked urwund vs. he, a): 
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It is perhaps not incidental that there is a significant difference between the Central 

Park Media and the Warner Home Video subtitles in terms of textual quantity. As 

shown by the simple tally represented in Figure 5.5, although both translations have 

approximately the same number of subtitles, the subtitles written specifically for 

American viewers are much denser, comprising over 40% ' more words and many 

more double-lined subtitles. In the light of the differences in character voice noted 

above, this suggests that there is a correlation between quantitative aspects of the 

subtitles and their ability to reproduce integrational narrative functions. 

Figure 5.5 Quantitative Differences in Two Sets of English Subtitles for Grave of the 

Fireflies. 

Grave of the Fireflies (Warner Grave of the Fireflies (Central 

Home Video) [Japanese Park Media) [American 

market] market] 
Number of subtitles 569 560 

Number of words 2 312 3 339 

Number of double-line subtitles 56 (10%) 294 (53%) 
(percentage of total) 
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5.3.4 Subtitles compared to the dubbed dialogue 

The Warner Home Video DVD released in Japan does not have an English audio 

track, but we can compare the differences between the dub text and the subtitles in 

the CPM and Kaze DVD releases. Comparison shows that the CPM subtitles are 

indeed reduced when set against the voice-acted dialogue text. For example, modal 

expressions such as it seems that and I guess are omitted in the subtitles. 

Nevertheless, in terms of the stylistic points presented in the examples above, there is 

very little difference between the dub and the subtitles in the procedures used in 

translation. In fact, many of the subtitles are exactly the same as the corresponding 

lines in the dub. And in view of the variety of register resources mentioned above, 

it would seem that the main difference has to do with textual rather than interpersonal 

functions. Discourse connectives such as well, so, but are absent in a number of 

subtitles where they are present in the same line of the dubbed dialogue. Tags, 

notably okay?, are similarly absent. The subtitled text also tends to display ellipsis 

when contrasted with the dub text: thus Right here vs. I have it right here and Cold! 

vs. It 's cold!. The CPM subtitles achieve further textual reduction by omitting the 

initial verb go in to go and... verb constructions: We'll go and meet her there (in the 

subtitle, We'll meet her there); We'll go and visit her grave sometime (in the subtitle, 

We'll visit her grave sometime); and 1'11 just go and ask someone else (in the subtitle, 

I'll ask someone else). Furthermore, if the response in dialogue lines representing 

adjacent pairs is short, it is sometimes omitted in the subtitles: 

- You saw her? 

[- Yes. ] 

and; 

- Is she at Kaisec? 

[- Yeah]. 
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However, the absence of an adjacent response in the subtitles is not always a sign oI 

reduction vis-ä-vis the Japanese dialogue. On the contrary, on one occasion a 

response is added in the dub where there is no line in the Japanese (Yes, il is is added 

to the remark Fire rice, isn'I ii? ). Similarly, address terms are another linguistic: 

feature that are sometimes absent in the subtitles but present in the dub, but, while 

sometimes this represents a reduction from the Japanese, on at least two occasions it 

is the dub which has inserted an address term into the English line: 

(5: 15) Mother 

Other small additions are also made to the dub text. When Seita thanks a local 

farmer for the loan of his wagon, in the Japanese dialogue he simply says, urigcili) 

gozaimushila ("thank you"). This is translated straightforwardly in the subtitle as 

Thanks for the wagon, but in the dub it is expanded to 7lurnks a lot. Where do. ti'oi 

want the wagon?. 

The differences between the subtitles and the dub are greater in the French than in 

the American DVD. There are few lines which use exactly the same text. Some 

subtitles show a large reduction vis-ä-vis the dub e. g. 
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Textually, the subtitles sometimes use simple declarative sentences when the dub 

uses a freer, more `spoken' pattern: 

(5: 17), Aunt 

! Vn hure ga batü ya nai no 

INTJ isn't this butter (gloss) 

ll ya meine du heurre! (FS) 

Ah 4a, mais qu'est-ce que c'est? Du heurre! (FD) 

By way of contrast, the CPM sub and dub are exactly the same for this line: 

(5: 17) 

And l do believe this is butter! (#2ES and ED) 

Grammatically, the dub uses constructions that are typically associated with the 

spoken language more often than the subtitles. Notably, the esi-ce que construction 

is used in questions, whereas the subtitles always have the shorter and more literary 

construction of verb-subject inversion. Thus, on the three occasions when the 

dubbed dialogue contains the question (9ii'es/-ce qu'ii v u?, the subtitles have 011 '. VP 

ti-l-il?, and when the dub contains the question Qu 'es! -ce que fit 
_T 

tis?, the 

corresponding subtitle reads Que. fais-tu'?. 
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5.4 Revolutionary Girl Utena and Slayers Try 

5.4.1 Background 

In order to extend the coverage of the study of translated speech as represented in 

subtitles, two other works were investigated in addition to the case study of Grave of 

the Fireflies. These were the first three episodes respectively of the animated TV 

series Revolutionary Girl Utena ("Shojo Kakumei Utena") (henceforth Utena) and 

Slayers Try (henceforth Slayers). Utena, produced in 1997 by TV Tokyo, tells the 

story of Tenjö Utena, a ̀ tomboy' student at a fantastical private boarding school, and 

her relationship to the mysterious Himemiya Anthy, the "Rose Bride". The show 

can be categorized in terms of genre as shöjo anime. As Clements and McCarthy 

(2001: 425) point out, the swordplay and cross-dressing of the show continue the 

tradition of shöjo classics such as Ikeda Riyoko's 1972 manga Rose of Versailles. A 

VHS-cassette with English subtitles by Neil Nadelman was released by the 

distributor Software Sculptors in 1998. A French subtitled cassette was released in 

2000 by the Belgium-based distributor Dynamic Visions, with translation credited to 

"S. M. " and adaptation to Charles Lewis. 

Produced in 1997 by TV Tokyo/SOFTX, Slayers Try is the third TV series of the 

Slayers franchise. 'Categorized by its American distributor Software Sculptors as 

comedy/adventure and by its distributor for the French-speaking world, IDP, as 

heroic fantasy, it continues the adventures of the teenage sorceress Lina Inverse and 

her friends Gourry, Zelgadis and Amelia, as they encounter a mysterious companion, 

Filia, and set sail beyond the Kingdom of Seyruun. A cassette subtitled by Neil 

Nadelman was released in 2000 and a cassette with French subtitles by an uncredited 

translator was released in the same year. 
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5.4.2 Culturally-marked Lexemes and Proper Names 

Both narratives are set in fantasy worlds and there are few lexemes in the dialogue 

that are markers of Japanese culture. In the case of the few that are present, for 

example the Japanese martial art of kendö in Utena or the raw fish dish of sashimi in 

Slayers, there is no difference in the translation procedures used in the English and 

French versions. With regard to anthroponyms, in the French subtitles for Utena 

character names are always transferred in their original Japanese order, whereas in 

the English subtitles family name and given name are always reversed to the normal 

English order - Tenjö Utena becomes Utena Tenjo, Himemiya Anthy becomes Anthy 

Himemiya, and so on. Although there are some differences in transliteration, 

proper names in the English and French subtitles for Slayers do not differ in any 

significant way. There are thus few differences between the subtitles in regard to 

indices of setting. The main differences that do emerge from a comparative reading 

of English and French subtitles have to do with the more substantial use of resources 

of tenor by Neil Nadelman to assimilate the characters' lines towards how we might 

expect American characters to talk. 
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Figure 5.6 Cover of the French VHS release of Utena la Fillette R6volutionnaire 

(Dynamic Visions). 
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Figure 5.7 Cover of the French VHS release of Slayers Try (IDP). 
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5.4.3 Character Voice 

Salient differences emerge in the tenor of the subtitles in English and French, 

specifically with regard to typography and spelling, interjections and terms of 

address. In Dena capitalization is used for emphatic effect on 14 occasions in 

English, but not at all in the French subtitles. And in Slayers it is found 2I times in 

English, but not in French. Using the typographic device of capitalization enables 

the American subtitler to convey the forceful `tomboy' personality of Utcna Tenjo 

and compensate somewhat for the loss of sound in the diasemiotic translation from 

oral to written language (in example 5: 18 below, Utena's `tomboy' characterization 

is reinforced by her use of the self-referent Wit, which is normally used by young 

men and very rarely by women). The French subtitles, although they do not employ 

capitalization, sometimes make use of other means of adding stress, tier example, in 

the third of the lines cited below, by adding the adverb º'rcrimeiN (bold print in these 

and all following examples is added). 

(s: 19) (Zw ,, u 
4m ne boku wa joshi (J) 

INT! I am a girl (gloss) 

I happen to he o GIRL! (ES) 

Je suis uneß! le. (FS) 
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Nadeluran uses the same procedure to help convey Lina's strong personality in 

emphatic lines in Slayers: 
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He also employs pronunciation spelling in Utena's and Lina's lines, helping to 

recreate their informal colloquial speech style. The French subtitles in contrast do 

not use spelling as a compensatory procedure in this way, and sometimes seem 

comparatively formal in tenor: 

(5: 25) (Itena 

Yurusenai Wa Saionji no yatsu (J) 

Unacceptable SF that Saionji guy (gloss) 

gonna payfor this! (ES) 

Ce Saioi ji ne sen tirera 

pas comme ca. (FS) 

Je ne sais pa. +' 

ce que tu imaginais (FS) 

(5: 29) Gina 

TTtteiickr ni aite sHitar6 ja nai no! ) (J) 

I will light all out, I will (gloss) 
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Then I'm not gonna pull 

any punches either! (ES) 

Finissons-en! (FS) 

Whereas interjections are rarely used in either set of French subtitles, Nadelman uses 

them five times in (Rena and more than twenty times in Slcryers. Again this adds an 

element of interpersonal meaning to Utena's English lines that is absent from the 
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(5: 34) (ltena 

('he! Wakaha no vut. SU ocloka. chlVagaIIe (. 1) 

INTJ I}hat girl Wakaba (was just) frightening (ºne) (gloss) 

Sheesh. Wakaba must've 

been pulling my leg. (ES) 

if'akaha m 'a raconte 

n 'irnporte quasi. (FS) 

In Lina's titles, interjections are sometimes combined with the typographic and 

orthographic devices mentioned earlier: 

Nadeluran is able to recreate the tenor associated with the use of address-suftixes in 

Japanese. Address plays an important role in character relations in l //rim Anthy 

addresses Utena honorifically as Utena-swna when the two girls become 'betrothed', 
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after Utena defeats the villainous Saionji in a duel. In the English subtitles Anthy 

addresses Utena as "Miss Utena", while in the French subtitles, she uses "vous" verb 

forms. In the story, Utena is displeased by this honorific and the topic of address is 

raised in the dialogue itself: 

(5: 38) Utena 

Sono [heia-soma tu' iu iikata wa gantete yo ne (J) 

That "Utena-süma" style of address TOP stop SF (gloss) 

And another thing. Would you 

stop calling me "Miss Ufrna' ? (ES) 

Et arrete de me vouvayer, d'accord? (FS) 

Address forms are also drawn attention to in the Japanese script when Anthy 

pointedly changes her style of address to Saionji atter he is defeated by Utena in a 

duel, and loses his right to her as the Rose Bride. Before the duel she addresses him 

as Saionji-soma, using an honorific name suffix, but afterwards she deliberately 

addresses him as a normal senior student with Saionji-, venpmi. The English subtitles 

make the change clear, while in the French subtitles, although Anthy uses In, there is 

no immediately previous use of vors forms with which to form a contrast: 

(5: 39) Anthv 

(. 1 %ter the duel) 

Goklgenya3 Saiurji-senpai (J) 

Farewell tipper-classmate Saionji (gloss) 

Cheer up, Saiorji... 

my Classmate. (1, S) 

Ne t 'inquiele pas, Saiunji. (FS) 
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In Slayers, although address terms are not highlighted in this way in the dialogue 

itself, there is also differentiation between the characters in the way they address 

each other. Amelia, a polite and somewhat stuffy `princess', always addresses other 

characters using the -sann suffix, normally associated with polite, respectful, but 

distant usage. In the English subtitles, the -sail form is translated by using the 

old-fashioned combination of the title Mr. or Miss with the given name of the 

character being addressed. The French subtitler uses the tu/vous distinction as is 

the case in Utenu: while the tomboyish Lina addresses Amelia with tit, Amelia uses 

the vous"-form with Lina: 

The same procedures are used respectively by the American and French subtitlers to 

translate priestess Filia's polite and reserved use of -sun. 
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5.5 Summary of Chapter 5 

None of the sets of subtitles investigated in this chapter could be described as 

`abusive' subtitles in the style advocated by Nornes (1999). They are commercial 

products that read smoothly, and are not radically foreignizing in that they do not 

conspicuously draw attention to themselves as translations. 

With regard to indices of setting, the subtitles for the DVD of Grave of the Fireflies 

released on the American market show some tendency to neutralize the local colour 

conveyed by incidental names and cultural markers of Japanese life-style at the time 

of the Pacific War. However, they do show more accommodation to 

culturally-marked lexemes than the French subtitles or the English subtitles released 

on the Japanese market. With regard to proper names also, the American subtitles 

for Takahata's film retain more indices of the Japanese setting. However, in the T. V 

series Revolutionary Girl Utena, the American subtitles reverse the Japanese order of 

family-name-followed-by-given-name, whereas their French counterparts do not. 

With regard to character voice, in Grave of the Fireflies, geographical dialect is 

standardized in all three sets of subtitles. More use is made of tenor resources in the 

American subtitles to create interpersonal meanings that correspond to the stylistic 

cues of the original Japanese text. In Revolutionary Girl Utena and Slayers 7iy, 

orthographic and typographic devices, interjections, and address terms are used more 

richly in English, although the French subtitlers are also able to create interpersonal 

meaning in character relationships using other linguistic resources such as the tu/vous 

distinction. These findings are important because some professional comments and 

reaearch findings on subtitling might suggest an inevitable impoverishment of 
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interpersonal meaning in this mode of translation, leading to a serious functional 

deficit in terms of characterization. On the other hand, the noted tendency for 

subtitles to delete words and expressions fulfilling a textual function was confirmed 

when we compared subtitled and dubbed texts. 
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Summary of Section B 

In Section B we have examined the translation of fictional Japanese dialogue in three 

modes: comic books, dubbing and subtitling. If we make an interim general 

comparison between the intercultural strategies found in the three modes in the 

works studied, we can say that the dubs were the most domesticating and the 

subtitles the least domesticating. Subtitles represent an overt mode of translation in 

which the original soundtrack is retained, and they are thus in a sense inherently 

foreignizing. The retention of the original dialogue means that local adaptations of 

the dialogue risk becoming obvious and disconcerting to the audience. In the anime 

studied in this section, subtitlers did not make use of domesticating procedures such 

as cultural subsitution and autonomous insertion to translate indices of setting, but on 

the contrary tended either to preserve such indices by procedures such as transfer, or 

to neutralize them by procedures such as generalization and omission. Although 

textual functions in the dialogue were often lost, interpersonal meaning in character 

voice was able to be recreated in this mode by using a variety of compensatory 

procedures. No examples were found of radically foreignizing, `abusive' subtitling. 

Dialogue in Japanese comic books was translated by one French publisher (Kana) 

using an explicitly foreignizing strategy, which involved the heavy use of transfer 

and extratextual glosses to translate cultural markers. On the other hand the 

substitution and modification of indices of Japanese settings such as character names 

also occurs in this mode of translation, for example in some (but by no means all) 

American comic-book translations. A clear feature of American translations is that 

character voice is domesticated, recreating the socio-cultural connotations of 

language variety in the Japanese dialogue by using corresponding stereotypical 
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representations of language variety in English. Stereotypical dialects were 

substituted, and social stereotypes built up using tenor resources such as address 

terms, interjections, lexical register. In addition, orthographic devices such as 

pronunciation spelling are comparatively common in American comic-book 

translation. 

The dubs studied in this section, while they clearly could not have recourse to 

orthographic and typographic devices in the same way as translation using written 

channels, used more radical domesticating procedures such as the adaptation, 

deletion and insertion of entire lines of dialogue. It was particularly noticeable that 

these kinds of procedures were used in the English dubs to generate humorous effects. 

As well as the addition of humour, a vulgarization of character voice could also be 

noted in the English dubs. Examples were also found in dubbing of radical 

domestication and neutralization of indices of setting by substituting and modifying 

the names of main characters and systematically deleting references to Japan and 

Japanese people. 

In making an overall interlingual comparison between English and French 

translations in all modes (in these case studies), we can make the following three 

interim points: 

-A variety of strategies - domestication, foreignization and neutralization were 

used in both languages to translate indices of setting. Domestication and 

neutralization can certainly be found in the work of American publishers and 

distributors, but, as the French dubbing of City Hurter shows, they are not 

exclusively American strategies. 
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- However, what did distinguish translations into English from translations into 

French in all three modes, was that indices of character were domesticated more 

strongly to an American socio-cultural context, whereas in French translations social 

and geographical markings of character were often neutralized. 

- Another clear and interesting difference that emerges between the two languages 

is that in French there is intermediate translation from English (usually 

unacknowledged), whereas the reverse is not the case. 
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SECTION C 
GENERICALLY-FOCUSED CASE STUDIES: SCIENCE FICTION 

Outline of Section C 

Section C consists of three chapters. Each of the three chapters studies the 

translation of narrative indices in commercially successful works of science fiction 

with reference to the three modes of dialogue investigated in Section B, comic-book, 

dubbing and subtitling. The works were chosen for the pragmatic reason that they 

were available in dubbed, subtitled and comic-book translations in both English and 

French. However, all the works have been both commercially and critically 

successful, and are among the best known examples of science fiction anime and 

manga in the 1980s and 90s. 

Chapter 6 describes translations of two manga by Shirow Masamune (Ghost in the 

Shell and Appleseed) and their animated film versions directed by Oshii Mamoru and 

Katayama Kazuyoshi. 

Chapter 7 investigates Akira, originally written and drawn as a manga by Ötomo 

Katsuhiro, before being made into an animated movie directed by the artist himself. 

Chapter 8 studies Neon Genesis Evangelion, a highly successful T. V. anime series 

directed by Anno Hideaki, and its manga spin-off of the same name, written and 

drawn by Sadamoto Yoshiyuki. 
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Introduction to Science Fiction Anime and Manga 

Science fiction (SF) is an important genre of narrative in modern Japanese culture, as 

it is in modern Anglo-American culture. Quoting a 1989 figure that 25 per cent of 

all novels published in America are science fiction, Peter Stockwell suggests that SF 

is "the most singly-identifiably popular genre of literature in the Western world" and 

that "science fiction matters because it is popular and it is influential. " (Stockwell 

2000: 2). With regard to manga and anime in particular, Gilles Poitras writes that 

"science fiction is the major genre of anime, and this is especially true of anime titles 

released overseas" (Poitras 2001: 34). Tezuka Osamu, often regarded as the father 

of modern manga, initiated a particularly Japanese interest in the subgenre of robot 

stories by creating a comic-book series about a robot-boy called Tetsuwan Atomu. 

The comic was also made into a cartoon show, and under its American name, Astro 

Boy, became the first Japanese animated series to be broadcast on American T. V. 

Tetsuwan Atomu established a precedent in Japanese anime and manga for many 

more SF stories featuring mecha ("mechanical [robots]"), for example Gigantor 

("Tetsujin 28-go"), Tranzor-Z ("Mazinger Z"), and one of longest-running anime 

franchises of all, Mobile Suit Gundam ("Kidö Senshi Gandamu"). Mecha anime 

were able to find ready sponsorship from toy manufacturers, notably Bandai, who 

used anime as a way of marketing their products. 

Most of the earlier anime shows shown on U. S. television were SF stories: Star 

Blazers ("Uchü Senkan Yamato"), Battle of the Planets ("Kagaku Ninjatai 

Gatchaman") and Robotech (edited together from three Japanese series by producer, 

Carl Macek). The case analyses presented in this study all deal with more recent SF 

works, available in both manga and anime versions, and in English and French 
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translations. They are Appleseed, which originated as a manga by Shirow 

Masamune, published in four books between 1985 and 1989, and the same artist's 

Ghost in the Shell, the original manga of which was published in book-form in 1991; 

Akira, which originated as a manga by btomo Katsuhiro, published in the form of six 

books between 1984 and 1993; and Neon Genesis Evangelion ("Shinseiki 

Evangerion"), which originated as an anime series written and directed by Anno 

Hideaki, airing in 1995-6. 

With regard to spatial setting, with the exceptions of Appleseed and the film version 

of Ghost in the Shell, all of these SF narratives are set in Japan, and most of the 

anthroponyms and toponyms found in the dialogue are indicative of this setting. 

However, the settings are mostly urban metropolitan, and there is not much emphasis 

on specifically Japanese local colour. Proper names making cultural references and 

culturally-marked lexemes are relatively rare. With regard to temporal setting, the 

narratives are, like most SF stories, set in the future, and indeed in a future relatively 

near the time of writing (although Shirow's Appleseed takes place in 2127, Ghost in 

the Shell is set in 2029, Otomo's Akira in 2019, and Anno's Neon Genesis 

Evangelion in 2015). And again, like most SF stories, they are premised on some 

kind of scientific or technological development: Ghost in the Shell and Appleseed on 

the rapid growth of cybernetic technology, Akira on the malevolent development of 

`psionic' powers by irresponsible scientists, and Evangelion on the development of 

huge biomechanical robots. The futuristic setting is indicated to varying degrees 

(strongly in Ghost in the Shell and weakly in Akira) by references to military and 

scientific register, which, according to Stockwell (2000: 101), has appeared so often 

in SF that it has become "the default register of the genre". As Stockwell goes on 
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to describe, one of the characteristics of this register is the relatively frequent 

occurrence of neologisms, "the totem use of new words to signal to the reader that 

something very clever, advanced and technological is happening" (Stockwell 

2000: 117). In Chapter 3 examples were given of how in CLAMP's science-fantasy 

comic, Clover, the English translators replaced Japanese neologisms with neologisms 

familiar from American SF, as well as autonomously inserting military register. 

The SF works studied in this section will also reveal a domestication of military and 

scientific register to generic conventions in English. The domestication 

encompasses modifications of and additions to the Japanese dialogue, involving the 

use of shortening (acronyms and abbreviations) and compounding (multi-word 

lexical items). These terms are taken from Stockwell's "detailed typology of 

neologism in science fiction" (Stockwell 2000: 124). 

With regard to characterization, it is significant that the works of all three artists are 

dystopian. In Shirow's future world, technology is the tool of cynical power-elites, 

while Ötomo depicts a society shattered by nuclear holocaust. Anno's Neon 

Genesis Evangelion portrays a world recovering from a massive explosion caused by 

irresponsible experimentation at the South Pole. All three artists extrapolate from 

social phenomena which they perceive in contemporary Japan - disenchantment with 

manipulative political elites, rejection of the aspirational myths of post-war 

reconstruction, unease with technological progress, and the apparent increasing 

alienation of individual members of society from each other. As dystopian 

narratives, these stories do not feature the triumphant and one-dimensional male hero 

common to the early tradition of `hard' SF. On the contrary, the main figures in 

Shirow's work are cynical, hard-bitten outsiders, and the narrative of Akira is centred 
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on members of a delinquent gang of teenage bikers. In Evangelion the characters 

are not delinquent, but most of them are outsiders and socially dysfunctional in some 

sense. This outsider status of the main characters in the works of the three artists is 

indicated, amongst other means, by the varieties of language they use. In line with 

what we found in Section B, in these SF stories too, the English translations make 

use of familiar generic conventions to recreate - and indeed autonomously create - 

aspects of language variety, thus tending to domesticate the social context of the 

narrative. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SHIROW MASAMUNE: GHOST IN THE SHELL AND APPLESEED 

6.1 The Works of Shirow Masamune 

Shirow Masamune is a manga artist born in 1961 in Hyögo Prefecture, Japan. The 

name "Shirow Masamune" is a pseudonym and the artist is known for his intense 

privacy. Shirow's work can be categorized generically as cyberpunk. Cyberpunk 

is a subgenre of science fiction originating in the 1980s, the prototypical cyberpunk 

work being William Gibson's 1984 novel Neuromancer. As indicated in the 

composition of the word, cyberpunk style combines an emphasis on technology, 

particularly information technology, with the aggressive anti-establishment attitudes 

espoused by punk music. Cyberpunk works tend "to portray the future as a dirty, 

grim and exhausting urban jungle, and to be populated with hard-boiled, streetwise 

characters" (Roberts 2000: 186-187). 

His breakthrough (though unfinished) work is Appleseed, published between 1985 

and 1989 by Seishinsha in four tanköbon volumes. Appleseed is published in 

English by Dark Horse Comics, translated by Dana Lewis and Toren Smith, and is 

published in French by Glenat, translated from English by Yvan Jacquet. A 

feature-length cartoon based on the manga was produced in 1988, directed by 

Katayama Kazuyoshi, and released in DVD format in English in 2000 and in French 

in 2001. 

The other major work by Shirow which is available in English and French is Kökaku 

Kidötai: the Ghost in the Shell ("Assault-Armour Mobile-Unit: the Ghost in the 
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Shell"). After originally running in Young Magazine from 1989 to 1990, a 

tanköbon edition was published in 1991 by K6dansha. Dark Horse Comics 

published an English version in 1995 with translation credits by Frederik Schodt and 

Toren Smith; Kodansha Bilingual Comics published an English and Japanese version 

in 2002 in Japan; and Glenat published the French version in two volumes in 1996. 

In 1995, an animated film adaptation was released, with screenplay by Ito Kazunori 

and direction by the well-known anime director Oshii Mamoru. The film was 

simultaneously released in English by Manga Entertainment, who co-funded the 

project, and by 1998 it had sold over 250,000 copies in video (Schodt 1999). A 

French DVD version was released by Pathe Video in 2001, and a film comic-book 

with a translation of the script was published by Kana in French translation in 1996. 
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Figure 6.1 Cover of the French DVD release of Ghost in the Shell (Pathe Video). 
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6.2 Ghost in the Shell 

6.2.1 Background 

Set in the year 2029, Shirow's manga relates the adventures of Section Nine of the 

Public Security Bureau in the fictional Japanese metropolis of New Port City 

("Nyupöto Shiti") in `Shinhama' Prefecture. The special operations team of 

Section Nine is led by Kusanagi Motoko, a glamorous but lethal cyborg. She has a 

cybernetically-engineered body combined with a human soul, the `ghost' within her 

shell. The English translation published by Dark Horse Comics flips the artwork so 

that the comic can be read in the Western direction, and replaces the Japanese sound 

effects with English ones. The French version published by Glenat uses the Dark 

Horse English version as a primary source text. The artwork is also flipped, the 

English title is used, the English sound effects are retained, censorship is identical, 

and the dialogue, when read alongside the English version, reveals the heavy use of 

transfer and loan procedures from English. The intermediate nature of the 

translation is not made explicit by Gldnat, although acknowledgment of Dark Horse 

is made alongside the Japanese publisher Ködansha for the arrangement of French 

publication rights. The French version is not, however, the same as the Dark Horse 

version in all aspects. Whereas the American comic omits 39 of Shirow's copious 

footnotes explaining various aspects of the background to the action, the Glenat 

edition translates all of them. The Japanese-English bilingual edition retains the 

Japanese direction of reading, and the English dialogue consists of Frederik Schodt's 

original translation direct from Japanese before it had been revised by Toren Smith. 

A comparison of the two translations is therefore an interesting source of information 

about what kind of editorial rewritings are involved in the commercial translation of 

a Japanese comic for an American audience. 
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The film version of Ghost in the Shell is based on episodes of the comic featuring a 

computer hacker called the Puppet Master ("ningyötsukai"). The Puppet Master is 

in fact a government-generated computer program which gains self-awareness, 

claims to be a life form, and seeks merger with Kusanagi's cyborg body. The 

dialogue of the film is stylistically different from the comic in at least one respect. 

The salient narrative indices of Shirow's comic are the military-scientific neologisms 

and the rough masculine tenor of the language used, not just by villains, but also by 

the main protagonists of the story, the members of Section Nine's special operations 

team. The film dialogue, on the other hand, highlights quite long meditations on 

philosophical aspects of computer and cyborg technology, and as the reviewer Brian 

Camp points out, it therefore dilutes Shirow's "obvious fetish for weaponry and new 

technology" (Camp: 1997). Comparing the translations of the film script, there are 

clear stylistic differences between the English subtitles and the English dubs with 

regard to narrative indices. However, in the French translation, it is apparent that 

both subtitles and dub have used the English dubbed dialogue as the principal source 

text and there is little stylistic difference between them. 
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6.2.2 Setting 

6.2.2.1 Lexemes and Proper Names 

Comparing the English ADR script with the English subtitles, we can see that in 

certain lines the scriptwriters have adopted neutralizing and domesticating 

procedures of translation with regard to the Asian setting. Firstly, the English dub 

tends to erase the Asian perspective of the characters such as Chief Aramahi and 

Kusanagi by neutralizing their description of the incidental American character, Dr. 

Willis, as a Caucasian. This happens twice in the dialogue, suggesting it is a 

conscious strategy: 
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Connncncez par verifier /' enregistrenrent dc I'arrivee de 1'umericain qui accompagnait Nakamura 

(FACIFrench Ani nie Comics) 

Secondly, an American perspective is given to the setting by autonomously creating a 

reference to English as the vernacular of the Asian city in which the film version is 

set (the animation of exterior locations is explicitly modelled on t long Kong): 

(6: 3) Trash [blleclor 

fF'uhö shürü de pakurareta mae no arhÖ no ho ga mashi datta zel (J) 

(My) former partner who was nabbed for illegal working SUBJ was better SF (gloss) 

Nlv last partner, the one they 

busted fvr working without... 

... a permit, was a better 

worker than you! (ES) 

itIv last partner got busted working as an illegal alien. Couldn't speak English but he was a lot better 

than you are. (ED) 

This American perspective is again transferred directly into the French subtitles, but 

not however to the French dub: 

(6: 3) 

N1on Bernier collcgue 

s'est fait arreter. 
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The French manga translations also retain the American perspective of their 

immediate source by transferring address terms from the English version, as in the 

following examples from the manga translation: 

In the French film versions too, Kusanagi is addressed simply as rnajor, and whereas 

the viii ryöt. vrikar is translated in the French anime comic and in the manga as le 

rnurionnettiste, in the French DVD the translators transfer le Puppet Master horn 

English. 

As far as the English comic-book translation is concerned, explicitly cultural 

domestications are rare and incidental. However, at least two cultural markers are 

inserted. The lexeme pizza is autonomously inserted into both the bilingual and 

American versions of the comic, and also transferred into the french translation: 

(6: 7) Bulou 

Köfai r»o sachiirc mo nani nun ua. shi (JC: 5 I) 
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An idiom alluding to the Lone Ranger is also inserted into the English dialogue, but 

this is not transferred into French: 

6.2.2.2 Military and Scientific Register 

When we compare Frederik Schodt's original comic-book translation (printed in the 

Japanese bilingual edition) with Schodt's and Toren Smith's American edition, we 

find that the latter translation uses many more acronyms and abbreviations to create 

the military-scientific register associated with cyberpunk writing in English. These 

acronyms and abbreviations in the target text often represent modifications of or 

additions to, the original Japanese. For example, the acronym ice ("intrusions 

countermeasures equipment") is autonomously inserted into the American translation. 

There is no corresponding technical term in the Japanese or the more literal bilingual 

Similarly in the following example, the abbreviation simex ("simulated experience 

is added to the American dialogue, whereas the original refers simply to a dream 
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In other lines, the American version enhances the hi-tech resonances of the dialogue 

by substituting register-marked abbreviations, oplo-ccim, sig, sitrep ("optical 

camouflage", "signal", "situation report") and an acronym II? ("infrared") for words 

which are comparatively register-neutral in both the Japanese original and the 

bilingual edition, sugata ("shape"), nelsu ("heat"); jökyö ("status"): 

The use of acronyms in the target text may involve altering the meaning of 

source-text words, as for example where in the original Japanese teanm-member 

Ishikawa describes himself as the tushiyori of the group (literally o%/ person, 

bilingual translation senior member), but in the American version (page 48) he 

designates himself using the acronym, xo (executive officer). At another point in 

the American text (page 90), the Japanese piimgn ("[spark] plugs") (bilingual 

translation plug) is transformed into the acronym ('PU (central processing unit) 
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In the French version of the Ghost in the Shell manga, which uses the American 

translation as a source text, this domesticating stylization of military and scientific 

register in the English version is largely neutralized. The French translator 

accommodates the English stylization to a small extent by transferring some 

abbreviations: com-links, simex, hypno-voice. But other abbreviations are explained 

or generalized: 

Type 17 opto-cam > camouflage optique du type 17 

Opto-cns > circuits optiques 

VR sim > simulation virtuelle 
False intel > renseignements faux. 

The American military jargon, R&R, compares with register-neutral en vacances in 

the French version, and B&E with cambrioler. No audio / IR sig is translated as 

Pas de signature audio ni infrarouge? The acronyms EMF and CPU compare with 

defense electromagnetique and processeur central. Once you crack his ice 

compares with des que tu auras ouvert une breche. Xo in the English translation 

corresponds to ancien in the French. 

As mentioned above, Shirow's techno-fetishism is substantially toned down in 

Oshii's film in favour of an atmosphere of dark, philosophical brooding, and as a 

result military and scientific register is less salient in the film dialogue than it is in 

the comic-book dialogue. Moreover, unlike the comic-book translators, the 

translators of the subtitled and dubbed English dialogue do not autonomously insert 

acronyms and abbreviations into the translation. For example, they translate puragu 

straightforwardly as plugs and do not transform them into a CPU. The film 

translators show less inclination to use abbreviations to translate technical 

expressions which appear in the dialogue of both the comic book and the film. For 
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example, kögaku meisai ("optical camouflage") is not translated as opto-cam, but as 

thermoptic camouflage or thermoptic camo. And although giji taiken ("virtual 

experience") is translated as simex, the alternative comic-book translation of VR sim 

is not used in the film dub. When we compare the English dub and subtitles, it does 

not seem possible to discern any clear pattern of difference with regard to military 

and scientific register. Sometimes the dub translation is more register-marked 

compared to the more literal translation of the subtitles, and on other occasions, the 

translations used in the subtitles have a more technical resonance. 

Figure 6.2 Scientific register in the English dub and subtitles for Ghost In the Shell. 

Japanese Gloss English Dub English subtitle 

nbha no shutsuryoku brainwave output EEG output brainwave output 
denwa kaisen telephone circuit data-line telephone connection 

giji talken mödo virtual experience 

mode 

simex mode virtual experience 

mode 
dennöka making electrical brain brain augmentation cyber-net implants 

demo ishi electrical-brain doctor neurosurgeons cyberbrain 
technicians 

kokyu myakuhaku 
tomo dachö seijb 

synchronization of 

respiration and pulse 

normal 

respiratory and pulse 

normal 

cardiovascular synch: 

nominal 
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6.2.3 Character Voice 

Alongside the "cyber" element of the cyberpunk style in Ghost in the Shell, there is 

also the "punk" side to the characters in the comic. The represented speech of the 

`heroes' - Major Kusanagi and the fellow members of the special operations team of 

Section Nine - differentiates itself not chiefly from the villains they pursue, but 

rather from the cynical establishment politicians and bureaucrats for whom they 

work. The heroes use the same kind of social register as the villains. In the 

original Japanese dialogues, linguistic resources associated with male language 

between intimates are used to convey this register: sentence-final particles such as ze 

and zo; terms of address and self-reference such as omae and ore; imperative forms 

of directives; representations of non-standard pronunciation, such as ne instead of 

nai; as well as vulgar lexis. In order to reproduce the style of the dialogue, the 

translators into English make compensatory use of a range of tenor resources in 

English: orthographic devices, address terms, interjections, and lexical register 

(including lexical items considered to be vulgar). 

6.2.3.1 Major Kusanagi 

As the violent action of the story makes clear, Major Kusanagi is a highly trained 

military operative in charge of a team of tough men, and her speech style reflects this 

role. When we compare the bilingual version of the comic released in Japan with 

the version localized for the American market, we can see that the latter domesticates 

more intensively aspects of her assertive style. In the following example, the 

American edition adds a vulgar interjection to Schodt's translation, corresponding to 

the interjection of and particle ze in the Japanese. This English interjection is then 

translated literally in the French translation: 
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(6: 13) husanagi 

The American version also adds terms of address, for example when translating the 

interjection o110. Again the American dialogue is calqued in the French version 

(6: 14) Kusanagi 

Otto (JC: 92) 

Stop! (gloss) 

Hold it there. (BC: 92) 

1101(1 it, buddy. (EC: 94) 

A rNe, guignol! (FC: 90) 

Lines of dialogue are adapted using vulgar lexis where there are no vulgar words in 

the Japanese. For example when Kusanagi shouts Buchö!! ("section chief!! ") at her 

boss Aramaki, the American version is more vulgar than either the Japanese or 

Schodt's original translation: 

(6: 15) tiusanagi 

This use of vulgar lexis is also an aspect of tenor which distinguishes the dubbed 

English translation of the film version from the English subtitles, as in the following 

insertion into the English ADR script: 

(6: 16)Kusanngi 

Togusa. if you're still alive, 

arrest those two garbage men. (ES) 

Thgus'a, if: yuu're still alive, get (. tf/'. 'our ass and arrest those garbage men. (ED) 
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The original Japanese dialogue is not marked lexicogrammatically as vulgar, and the 

French dub is less marked in this respect: 

Incidentally, this line (Yallo de Dankire ka? ) also appears in the manga (JC: 229) and 

is rendered without vulgar lexis in both English comic-book translations as - Ein uih' 

oil/ of ammo?! 
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Figure 6.3 An angry Major Kusanagi in Japanese, Bilingual, American and French 

versions of Ghost in the Shell (Ködansha, Kodansha International, Dark Horse Comics, 

Glenat). 
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6.2.3.2 Batou 

Batou is Major Kusanagi's right-hand man in Section Nine. Although he has a 

caring bond with Kusanagi, he is a hard action-man with a cybernetically enhanced 

body, and has the social register of a `tough guy' in the original Japanese, where his 

dialogue is marked by typically masculine terms of self reference and address (ore 

and onr(ie), non-standard pronunciations (tsrimarani instead of tsunun-cmai), 

imperative forms of directives (renke . shim, nukasri na), interjections (ku. +o), and 

emphatic sentence-final particles (na, sa, ze). Again, a comparison of the 

Japanese-English bilingual and the American editions shows how a variety of 

compensatory tenor resources are used in English to recreate the character voice for 

the American version. One such procedure is the use of an English term of address 

Vulgar lexical register, combined with orthographic devices, is used in the following 

examples to recreate in English Batou's `tough-guy' Japanese (his non-standard 

pronunciation, the particle ze, the interjection kuso). The lexical register employed 

in the English translation is then recreated in the French translation: 
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(6: 2 I) liatou 

Kuso muda hatarakishichimatta!! (JC: I1 1) 

Stilt ended up working for nothing (gloss) 

l 1) 
.4 1/ that work fnr nothing... I1 1) 

(EC: 113) 

(FC: 109) 

As was the case with Major Kusanagi, a comparison of subtitled and dubbed 

dialogue in the film translation shows that the dub tends to use vulgar lexis for 

characterization in lines where by contrast the subtitles are register-neutral. The 

French dub tends to reduce or eliminate the vulgar language that appears in Batou's 

lines in English. In the following example, a drastic descriptor is used to recreate 

the aggressiveness of lexis (yarö ["bastard"], hakes ["idiot"]), non-standard Japanese 

pronunciation (shirainc% instead of shir(i, ai), and grammatical form (the negative 
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Figure 6.4 Batou admonishes his subordinate in Japanese, Bilingual, American and 

French versions of Ghost in the Shell (Kddansha, Kodansha International, Dark Horse 

Comics, Glenat). 
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This procedure of using register-marked lexis also occurs in other lines spoken by 

Batou in the English ADR script: 

(6: 24) Batou 

wa na (J) 

TOP SF (gloss). 

i )pecia//v the lind with red 

blood running= through them. (ES) 

. -Ind this poor bustards been ! tucked preite badly (ED) 

Regarde-le, celui-lc. Il est quand mime dre le, m'nt alleins. (ED) 

The English dub also inserts one vulgar line into the scene where Batou is pursuing a 

gunman. The line, addressed to bystanders -- (; el oil! of the fuckiirg wuy - is not 

present in the original or in the English subtitles, and is moderated in the French dub 

to J o,, s vez-vozis! 
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6.2.3.3 Trash Collectors 

It is an interesting reflection of cyberpunk style in Ghost in the Shell that the main 

characters' speech is not radically different from minor characters representing the 

lower social classes of the future metropolis, such as the two trash collectors who 

appear briefly in both the comic and the film. They too use emphatic sentence-final 

forms, the particles ze and na and the exclamatory rr da construction. They also use 

interjections (oi! ), imperative forms of directives (namelor,, na), and non-standard 

pronunciation (ne instead of raai). In recreating such tenor in English the 

comic-book translators and dubbing scriptwriters use the same kinds of procedures 

adopted for the characters of Kusanagi and Batou. As far as the comic book is 

concerned, comparison shows that in the American version drastic descriptors and 

interjections have been added in lines where there are none in the bilingual edition: 
(6: 25) Trash collector 

Tntaru de 40 byö mo okureteru n daze (JC: 65) 

SF (gloss) 

U ße 're forty seconds late ý! (BC: 65) 

fit'e're already 40 seconds late, idiot?! (EC: 67) 

(6: 26) Trash collector 
Atsuniete mo atsumete mo fiele kure mon nJ (JC: 65) 

No matter how much (we) collect (more) comes out because SF (gloss) 

in ' no natter how much we collect, they keep making more,.. (BC: 65) 

Christ, no matter how much we collect, they keep making more... (EC: 67) 

In other lines, the interjections used by Schodt in the bilingual edition are replaced in 

the American edition by stronger interjections which create vulgar register: 
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Figure 6.5 Trash collectors in Japanese, Bilingual, American and French editions of 

Ghost in the Shell (K6dansha, Kodansha International, Dark Horse Comics, Glenat). 
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In all these examples, the French comic-book translator also uses a drastic descriptor 

and interjections directly translated from the American version: 

(6: 25) On ci dejd 40 secondes de retard, abruti!! (FC: 63) 

(6: 26) Ban Dieu, on a beau en ranrasser, yen a lauf ours plus... (FC: 63) 

(6: 27) Bordei de merle! Lc ilr exagerent! (FC: 63) 

(6: 29) Borde! (Je merdel Its urrt clecauvert man piratac e! (FC: 73) 

A similar set of procedures is used in the English dub, but by comparison the English 

subtitles are more neutral stylistically. In the following two examples, the absence 

of interjections is a noticeable difference between the subtitle and the dub: 

(6: 29) "Trash collector 

T' taru de 40 hyü mu okuretcru n da ze1(J) 
(We are) already 40 seconds late in total SF (gloss) 

If i! 're already 40 , Seconds 

behind , s'chedulel (ES) 

For Christ tiakes, we're alreac/y 40 seconds gate. IfW you hurry it up? (ED) 
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In the next two examples, the subtitles differ stylistically from the dub in that they 

have no address term (6: 3 I) and no register-marked lexis (6: 32): 

The French dub shows a clear dependence on the intermediate English ADR script 

and uses words of a similar lexical level to create a corresponding social resister: 
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6.3 Appleseed 

6.3.1 Background 

Appleseed is set in a future city named Olympus, a would-be Utopia established as a 

means of rescuing humanity after the world has been laid waste by war. Olympus is 

governed by a management committee called Aegis and administration is perfomed 

by specially created half-human half-robot "bioroids". Unlike in the devastated 

outside world, there is no unemployment, poverty, and little open social conflict. 

The main characters in the story are Deunan and her cyborg partner Briareos, who 

are recuperated from the ruins of the devastated outside world to become members of 

the Olympus ESWAT team. The manga has been translated into both English and 

French. It is published in English by Dark Horse Comics, translated by Dana Lewis 

and Toren Smith. The French version uses the English translation as a source text, 

and is published by Glenat, translated by Yvan Jacquet. The feature-length anime 

adaptation of Appleseed, produced in 1988, draws on episodes from the comic book, 

but creates a new story-line pitting Deunan and Briareos against violent terrorists 

plotting to `liberate' Olympus from the bioroids and reinstate genuine human 

freedom. An English-subtitled version of the anime was produced in VHS format 

in 1991 by US Renditions, and a dubbed version was released by Manga 

Entertainment in 1994. Both translations are available on the DVD edition released 

by Manga Entertainment in 2000. In 2001, a French DVD version was released by 

Pathe Video with subtitles and dubbed dialogue translated using the intermediary of 

the English ADR script. 
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Figure 6.6 Cover of the American DVD release of Appleseed (Manga Entertainment). 
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6.3.2 Setting 

6.3.2.1 Proper Names 

The narrative of Appleseed is not set in Japan, but in a futuristic model city called 

Olympus. Shirow includes other classically inspired proper names in his dialogue 

(as pointed out by Clements and McCarthy 2001: 16), converging with neo-classical 

elements of the architecture in the visual depiction of the city itself. The head of the 

government is called Athena, her assistant is Nike, and the central government 

supercomputer is called Gaia. The above-mentioned proper names are transferred 

in all the translations - comic book, dub, and subtitles. However, it is noticeable 

that in the case of other classical names, the English dub tends to omit them (e. g. 

Cadmos, Brontos, Algos, Neleus) or modify them (Briareos Hecatonchires is 

changed to Bularios Hecatonicles). In the English comic-book translation we also 

find that at least one Japanese cultural referent and one toponym are substituted to 

make the dialogue more easily understandable for non-Japanese readers. The name 

of the Japanese national broadcaster NHK is substituted by CNN, and Honolulu (a 

holiday destinations with connotations of exotic luxury for many Japanese people) is 

substituted by the Riviera. The American comic-book also autonomously inserts 

the anthroponym Lieutenant Towers for one of the incidental characters. These 

English substitutions and insertions are transferred directly into the French 

translation. 
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6.3.2.2 Military and Scientific Register 

As is the case in Ghost in the Shell, military and scientific register is less salient in 

the film version ofAppleseed than in Shirow's original comic books Whilst at least 

one item of military jargon - 50 mni//irrretre laser-guided ºtwcrler-coo/ed machine gun. 

- is autonomously inserted in the English dub, this is an incidental one-off. Oil tile 

other hand, military and scientific register appears more frequently in the conic book, 

and the English translators have used the same kind of procedures timed in (. host in 

the She/l in domesticating the jargon to American conventions, The chiet'procedure 

is the use of abbreviations and other shortenings. Sometimes English shortenings 

(e. g. the abbreviations coin-Birk and nredi/ech) are transferred into the French 

dialogue, but this is not always the case. The following are examples of English 

abbreviations: 

(6: 34) E ti: 9Tmemher 

Ransu ni renraku (JC 3: 131) 

Contact Lance (1-doss) 

(let Loiwe on the cons-linkl (EC 3: n. p. n. ) 

Passuz-nnoi Lance , +ur le com-link. (FC 3 : 137) 

(6: 35) E. SJJ: 1T memher 
Sugu kvi g'thon ga kure karg na! (JC 3.140) 

Soon relief squad SU13J is corning because SF (gloss) 

Med-evac'. y OY the way, (EC 3: u. p. n. ) 

V quipe'1'evacuation arrive! (FC 3: 146) 
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Japanese terms may also be modified into acronyms or alphanumeric codings, as in 

the following examples: 

The procedure of autonomous insertion is also used toi intensity the 

military-scientific atmosphere of the narrative. In the liºIlowing example, the. 

English abbreviation rietel corresponds to the hearsay auxiliary . s"): 

(FC 3: 113) 
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In another line, the meaning of the original Japanese is replaced with military 

terminology: 
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6.3.3 Character Voice 

6.3.3.1 Deunan 

Deunan Knute is a deadly efficient, but hot-headed member of the F, SWAI' team in 

Olympus. When she uses the abusive address-term kisama in the comic-hook, 

American translators Lewis and Smith use vulgar lexis to recreate corresponding 

style in English. This is then translated directly in the French version: 

Vulgar lexis is also added to Deunan's English dialogue where there is no 

corresponding indication of tenor in the Japanese original: 
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In the film too, Deunan uses aggressive, impolite tenor in the torm of' Japanese 

interjections such as kusot/are and ku. co. These are translated literally in the l nglish 

subtitles, but disappear in the adaptive lines written for the English ADR script 

However, the English dub more than makes up for this deletion of interjections by 

autonomously inserting vulgar lexis in other lines: 
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Figure 6.7 An angry Deunan in Japanese, American and French editions of Appleseed 

(Seishinsha, Dark Horse Comics, Glenat). 
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The French dub is less marked with regard to lexical register, and does not replicate 

6.3.3.2 Vulgarization of Lexical Register in Dubbing 

In fact, the vulgarization of lexical register in Deunan's speech is symptomatic of it 

dubbing strategy related to the marketing of the film that Clements and McCarthy 

(2001: 16) identify as "fifteening": that is to say the insertion of "swearing purely to 

attain a more commercial rating". In linguistic terms, what this means is that many 

other characters, both major and minor, have some variation of the word fiic k 

inserted into their dialogue, despite the fact that the original Japanese does not 

contain lexicogrammar so strongly marked with regard to lexical register This 

strategy is particularly clear when the English dubbed dialogue is compared with the 

corresponding English subtitles, as can be seen in the examples in the following 

table. 
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Figure 6.8 Vulgar Lexis in the English Dub of Appleseed. 

Character English Dub 

Briarcos What the fuck'? 

Athena So conic on you fuckers. Let's 

see you try it. 

Athena's subordinate It would be a total fuck-up. 

Terrorist #1 You get us the fucking truck or 

the kids are going to eat lead. 

Terrorist #2 Stupid asshole! Thinks he 

fucking knows the lot. 

Charon (villain #1) It's just the suit got fucked in 

the firelight. 

A. J. Sebastian (villain #2) What the fucking hell! Oh 

Christ! 

Lieutenant Bronx What the fuck do they call this? 

English Subtitles 

What the... '' 

(no corresponding line in the 

subtitles) 

Of course the tank won't 

operate, but 
... oh. no! 

I'll give you felt minutes. 

then we waste [lie kids first! 

Who the hell does he think 

he is? 

The electronics went out 

when I got hit. 

What the...? 

Whit the hell is this', 

Although the French dub is translated using the English script, the vulgar lexis 

introduced by this strategy of "fifleening" is not reproduced in the corresponding 

French lines: 

(6: 51) Briareos 

Na.., nan da? (J) 

Wit... what is (this) (gloss) 
A qu01 est-Ce qu'on fore ! ä? (FD) 

(6: 52) fl thena 

(no corrrcsponding line in the Japanese script) 

Je suis curieuse dc voir comment ils vont r 'v pPefldre. (FD) 

(6: 53) Athena :v subordinate 

A1uron . satI6 w fukano na haxu Jesu ga h! (J) 
Of course operating (the tank) should be impossible IND (gloss) 

C'e 
. sera tine confusion totale. (FD) 
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(6: 54) 'l rrurist #1 

. 
4to Ill pure da. Fodor}o karg komm na (J) 

Ten more minutes (We will) kill starting with the children SF (gloss) 

nienez-nnu, s le camion, ou ce sont lesgorses qui vont trinquer en premiers, (FD) 

(6: 55) Terrorist #2 

Ontono ka nanka shirane ga erase ni (J) 

1 don't know if he is a big-shot but (he acts) big (gloss) 

Quel cretin, celui-! ä avec son air dc superwrite! (FD) 

(6: 56) Charon (villain 4 1) 

it hi o uarareta Loki ni c%nki keitr"a no ikareta rashii (J) 

When my leg was hit the electric system was broken it seems (gloss) 

Non, c'est I'arniure qui a prin. (FD) 

(6: 57) A. J. Sebastian (villain I#Z) 

Na... nan da kuso (J) 

Wil... what is (this) oil shit (gloss) 

Je n'ni plus d'energie. Qu'e, st-ce qui, r'est passe! (FD) 

(6: 58) Lieutenant Bronx 

Nan da narr da 4-ono he va ºva (. 1) 

What is (this) what is (this) this room TOP 

Mais quest-ce que c'est quo co chanrrer? (FD) 

Thus a comparison of the translations of the anime script shows that the insertion of' 

vulgar lexis is a phenomenon exclusively of the English dub. 
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6.4 Summary of Chapter 6 

Comparative analysis of translations of Shirow's works reveals patterns of difference 

both intermodally and interlingually. From an intermodal point of view, we found 

that the English subtitles did not domesticate indices of setting, whereas in contrast 

domestication did occur in both the film dub and comic-book translations of Most in 

the Shell. In particular, military and scientific register is strongly domesticated in 

the American comic-book translations by means of procedures of insertion and 

modification, using various types of linguistic shortenings (acronyms and 

abbreviations), but this kind of domestication is not salient in either the dubbed or 

subtitled translations of the film. With regard to character voice, the comic-book 

translations use compensatory procedures such as orthographic devices, interjections, 

address terms and choice of lexical register. Similar procedures are used to recreate 

tenor in English dubs, more fully than in the subtitles. But the English film dubs 

also show a tendency to autonomously create vulgar lexical register, and this is taken 

to systematic extremes in the dubbed version of Appleseed, in which many of the 

characters have swearing added to their lines. 

In terms of an interlingual comparison between English and French translations, the 

most noticeable difference is that, with the exception of a comic-book based on the 

film of Ghost in the Shell, all the French translations - subtitles, dubs, manga - were 

made via the intermediary of English, rather than directly from Japanese. Many of 

the stylistic transformations made in the English translations are transferred directly 

from English into French, for example inserted and deleted cultural markers in the 

film version of Ghost in the Shell, and deleted classical references in the English dub 

of Appleseed. However, although some abbreviations are transferred directly from 
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English in the comic-book translation, in general the English additions and 

modifications of military and scientific register are not transferred into French. In 

terms of character voice, English tenor resources such as interjections and address 

terms are translated literally in the French comic-books. But the autonomous 

creation of vulgar lexical register in English dubs is not replicated in the French film 

translations, and this is particularly noticeable in Appleseed. 
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CHAPTER 7 
ÖTOMO KATSUHIRO: AKIRA 

7.1 Otomo Katsuhiro and Background to Akira 
Ötomo Katsuhiro was born in Miyagi Prefecture in 1954 and began writing and 

drawing manga in 1973. His two best known works are Domu: A Childs Dream 

and Akira. Domu gave him his breakthrough to commercial success, and sold over 

500,000 copies in graphic novel form in Japan. It is the story of an old man who 

uses his `psionic' powers for malevolent purposes, In 1982 he started another 

manga story featuring psionic powers when Akira began publication in Young 

Magazine, reaching its conclusion ten years later after more than 2,000 pages of 

artwork. The entire work was published in six tanköbon volumes by KSdansha. 

An initial English version, colourized with Ötomo's cooperation, was produced by 

Marvel Comics. This version was published in the UK by Mandarin Books in 1994 

but is no longer commercially available. A complete colourized French version, 

which was translated directly from the first English translation, was published in 14 

volumes by Glenat between 1991-1993, with dialogue translation credits by Stan 

Barets. Glenat began publishing a black and white six-volume edition in 1999 with 

a translation by Sylvain Chollet which used both the initial French translation (from 

English) as well as the original Japanese as source texts. A complete black and 

white six-volume edition in English was published by Dark Horse Comics between 

2000-2002. This was essentially a re-edited version, based on the second French 

graphic adaptation and the earlier English translation of the dialogue, 

An animated film version of Akira was written and directed by Otomo, and became 

the highest grossing film of 1988 in Japan. The film was also given theatrical 
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release in the US and Europe, and is credited with sparking the major increase in 

interest in Japanese manga and anime which occurred in western countries in the 

1990s. The film was released in both dubbed and subtitled form on the UK home 

video market by Island World Communications, later to become Manga 

Entertainment, using a translation from the initial American release by Streamline 

Pictures. It was released in DVD format by Pioneer in 2001, with a newly 

translated ADR script and subtitles. Akira thus provides a rare opportunity to make 

an intralingual comparison between two English translations of the same anime. A 

DVD was released by Pathe Video in 2002, with French subtitles and dub translated 

through the intermediary of the earlier, (Streamline/Manga Entertainment) English 

dub. 

The story of Akira, set in 2019, is centred around two teenage delinquents, Tetsuo 

and Kaneda, in the quasi-totalitarian society of neo-Tokyo. Tetsuo, a picked-upon 

junior member of a biker gang, starts to develop ̀psionic' powers after crashing into 

what appears to be a prematurely aged child, one of a number of survivors of a 

government-financed experimental project, the most powerful and mysterious of 

whom is Akira. As Tetsuo's powers increase to a terrifying and cataclysmic extent, 

his gang-leader Kaneda seeks to find and kill him, allied with a group of 

revolutionary resistance fighters. In an apocalyptic ending whose meaning is not 

altogether clear, Kaneda and his friends are left to ride in freedom through the streets 

of the destroyed city, while Tetsuo and Akira are absorbed into what appears to be 

the creation of a new parallel universe. This basic outline is common to the comic 

and the film, the main difference being that the comic includes many intervening 

episodes, subplots and characters. Both comic and film are characterized by 
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fast-paced, violent action, but in comparison to the works of Shirow, there is little 

portrayal of a digitalized, cybernetic future. So, despite its focus on social collapse 

and rebellion, Akira does not, strictly speaking, belong to the subgenre of cyberpunk. 

As Clements and McCarthy (2001: 9) suggest: 

- Akira owes less to an alleged "cyberpunk" sensibility than it does to the young Otomo's 

perspective on 1960's counterculture - rioting students, crazed biker gangs, and corporate 
intrigue. 

Although set in a Tokyo of the future with characters who are clearly Japanese, there 

are few culturally marked lexemes in the dialogue, which is itself relatively sparse. 

Bouissou (1998 section 3: 2) points out that at one point in the comic there are even 

14 pages with no dialogue at all. 
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Figure 7.1 Cover of the American DVD release of Akira (Pioneer). 
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7.2 Setting 

7.2.1 Lexemes and Proper Names 

When we undertake a comparative reading of the various translations of Akira, the 

most domesticating translation in terms of indices of setting is the early English dub 

released by Manga Entertainment. It autonomously creates lexemes with American 

resonances such as senator, and inserts an allusion to the Gestapo which is not 

present in the original Japanese dialogue. It also depoliticizes aspects of Otomo's 

script, for example by deleting a reference to capitalists ("shihonka") and 

substituting a reference to spending on a freeway system instead of the original 

reference to spending on welfare ("fukushi"). In addition, it also neutralizes or 

domesticates a significant number of proper names. The names of incidental or 

minor Japanese characters - Omi, Shimazaki, Takanashi, Nezu - are deleted. 

Yamagata is shortened to Yama, and Ryii assimilated to Roy. It also deletes the 

incidental toponyms Kuwata and Kisarazu. There is also one instance of 

domestication of anthroponyms in the Manga Entertainment subtitles. The 

Japanese name Kei is assimilated under transliteration to the English name Kay. 

Except for the change of Ryü to Roy, these transformations introduced by the early 

English dub are then transferred literally into the French dub and subtitles. In short, 

whereas indices of the foreign Japanese setting are straightforwardly transferred in 

the second translation of the film (in Pioneer's remastered release), they are 

sometimes neutralized or domesticated in the early English translation and the 

French translation based on it. 

In the comic-book translations, Kei is assimilated to Kay in both the early English 

and French translations, but transferred without assimilation in the later versions. 
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The name of the male character Kai is transferred in the early versions, but is 

modified to Kaisuke (English) or Keisuke (French) in the later translations, possibly 

to avoid confusion with Kei. A reference to Hokkaido (JC 4: 123), the name of 

Japan's main northern island, is generalized to northern Japan in the Dark Horse 

English translation and le nord du Japon in the first Glenat translation, but is 

transferred with an extra-textual gloss in the later Glenat French version. With 

regard to culturally-marked lexemes, the Japanese currency yen is always 

transformed into dollars in the Dark Horse translation, whereas the second Gldnat 

translation domesticates to deux briques in only one instance. Thus a less 

domesticating tendency in this respect is evident in the later translations, especially 

the second Glenat translation. Apart from these instances, anthroponyms and 

toponyms are transferred in the comic-book translations. 

7.2.2 Military and Scientific Register 

Although it is a work of science fiction, Akira concentrates on action and social 

depiction rather than giving a futurist portrayal of a highly technologized world in 

2019. However, there is some focus on the authoritarian military that seeks to 

control neo-Tokyo and the irresponsible scientists who unleash the psionic forces that 

repeatedly devastate the city. The longer format of the comic book allows more 

scope for insertions of military and scientific register than the movie. For this kind 

of register, it is noticeable that the Dark Horse comic-book translation makes more 

use of acronyms and abbreviations than either of the Glenat translations. 

Acronyms occur in the English dialogue where they do not appear in the original 
Japanese or the French translations, e. g.: 
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In the following examples, in addition to an acronym (DSP), abbreviations (auto-nav, 

recon, ops) are also used for technical and military terms in the English version of 

the comic, but are not used in the French translations: 

(7: 3) Soldier 

(7: 4) Admiral 

Tokushu küsaku hutai no kolo Jesu na (JC 5: 140) 

a matter of COP SE (gloss) 

the special ops tann, you mean? (EC 5: 140) 

Un detachenºent des services speeiaux, dites-vous? (# I FC 9: 83) 

Uri detachement des services spciaux, Bites-%'ous? (#2FC 5: 140) 
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7.3 Character Voice 

7.3.1 Kaneda 

Kaneda is the leader of the biker gang around which the narrative of Akira is centred. 

As a gang leader, his social register (pronunciation, particles, verb-forms, 

interjections) is that of a stereotypical teenage `punk', although in comparison to 

Tetsuo he is a more sympathetic character because of his humour and underlying 

values of loyalty and courage. In the Dark Horse comic-book translation we see a 

familiar pattern in the use of vulgar lexis to recreate social register, which is cued in 

Japanese by non-standard pronunciations such as ne (instead of nai ["there is not"]), 

contractions such as su for 'mrii ("do"), and typically-male emphatic particles such as 

ze. Vulgar lexis is also used to translate Kaneda's dialogue in the Glenat 

translations, but less intensively so than in the English translation. This can be seen 

in the following three examples, in which the French lines are less , narked with 

vulgar lexis than the English: 
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The use of vulgar lexis in English may also involve an alteration of the semantic 

meaning of the Japanese dialogue: 

(7: 8) Kaneda 

Mn,. : modoröö to (JC 2: 213) 

Le.. Let's go back SF (gloss) 

(EC 2: 213) 

On s'tire.,, (#IFC 4: 43) 

1l fait tmp froic, faisons deali-tour! (#2FC 2: 213) 

Both English and French comic books also use orthographic devices in Kaneda's 

speech bubbles, emphasizing the rough spoken quality of the dialogue. 

(#2FC 2: 23) 
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Figure 7.2 An angry Kaneda in Akira (Ködansha, Dark Horse Comics, Glenat). 
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kdditionally, with echoes of the teenage John Conner in the film 7i'rin, nalor 2, the 

American translators insert some `cool' Spanish into Kaneda's lines, a domesticating 

procedure which is not used in the French translation: 

Turning to the translation of Kaneda's dialogue in the film version of Akira, as was 

the case with indices of setting, the early English dub occasionally adapts the 

semantic content of his lines. Because the French dub is based on a literal 

translation of the first English version, these adaptations are carried through into 

French. In contrast, the second English dub does not use such procedures of local 

adaptation: 

(7: 13) Kaneda 

Behi rhinu tie no wa loko da (J) 

Where is the baby room (gloss) 
6 'et out of our a vup, nnw! (N 1 FD) 

Ecurtez-voux. Laissez-uuus pasNcr! (FD) 

Where in the hay!! s Me frigtýrrt 'baby room? (#2ED) 

Another example of adaptation in the first dub occurs in Kaneda's showdown with 

Tetsuo at the Olympic stadium, in which Kaneda proudly insists that Tetsuo, his 
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junior in the hierarchy of the biker gang, address him with the polite suffix . sir. 

This encounter is translated using the English address term mister in the second dub 

However, in the first English and the French dub, this reference to address form is 

The subtitles for the first English version do not use adaptations in these lines. On 

the other hand, although they are semantically more `accurate' than the dub, they do 

not convey the tenor of Kaneda's speech: 

(7: 13) 

Where the /3abies'Room? (#I ES) 
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The loss of the interpersonal meaning conveyed by aspects of Japanese tenor such as 

assertive sentence-final forms (lie, yo) can be seen clearly when the dub translation is 

almost the same as the subtitles except with regard to tenor: 

However, this significant contrast between dubbing and subtitles in Kaneda's speech 

does not emerge when we compare the two modes in the later Pioneer DVD 

translation. If we look at the same examples, the only difference noticeable is a 

tendency for the dub to be slightly longer in textual terms. It is clear that the second 

set of Akira subtitles is more similar to the ADR script than is the case with the 

earlier titles. 

Figure 7.3 Similarity of dub and subtitles in the Pioneer translation of Kaneda's 

dialogue. 

#2 English dub 

(7: 15) My arms don't bend that way, you loser! 

(7: 16) By the way, your bike's still on fire. 

#2 English subtitle 

(7: 15) My arms don't bend that way, damn it! 

(7: 16) Hcy, your bike's still on fire, 

(7: 17) - What the hell do von call that? (7: 17) - What're you doing? 

- Cornering man. - Cornering, man. 
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In addition, orthographic and typographic devices are used to convey tenor in the 

second set of subtitles. One such device is pronunciation spelling 

The later subtitles also regularly use italicization to suggest emphatic pronunciation 

in the dialogue. Italics are used in over 25 of Kaneda's lines in the second subtitles, 

but only once in the first. This is an interesting procedure because italics are not 

used in this way in the French subtitles, and discussions of subtitling tend to suggest 

that italics should be restricted to off-screen voices (Hervey and Higgins 1992: 160, 

Becquemont 1996: 148, Cornu 1996: 160). The difference in the translation of tenor 

between the two sets of subtitles can be seen in the following example, in which a 

lexical intensifier (the he/! ) and phonological intensification represented by italics 

help convey the emotional tone of the exclamation (heul da) and the contraction of 

pronoun and topic particle (arc Kea aryu). 

In the next example, the rudeness of the imperative form, dokt, is again conveyed 

more stongly in the second set of subtitles, by means of an interjection and use of 

italics. 

(7: 20) Kaneda 

Doke (1) 

Move out of the way (gloss) 

Get out of my wayl (#I ES) 
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This final example shows a similar contrast between the two sets of subtitles in then 

treatment of the tenor of Kaneda's Japanese (interjection [chikushöö], non-standard 

pronunciation [kilane instead of kilanai], emphatic particle [: o]): 
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7.3.2 Tetsuo 

Tetsuo is a junior member of the motorbike gang and was brought up in the same 

orphanage as Kaneda. Looked down upon by other gang members, he has a 

pent-up desire to prove himself. When, as a result of a chance accident, he begins 

to develop massive psionic powers, he cannot control the process and vents his anger 

in the destruction of anything and anyone that gets in his way. Like Kaneda, but 

unrelieved by any hint of humour, his social register is that of a rough and aggressive 

`punk', cued by verb endings (yagarti), pronunciation (e instead of ai) and 

vocabulary (yarO), and in his use of imperatives (kwro), particles (zo), interjections 

(kitsO), and terms of self-reference and address (ore and lemiru). In the comic-book 

translations, both English and French versions make use of words belonging to 

vulgar lexical register to convey this aggression: 

(7: 23) Tetsuo 

Urusai kicro (J) 

Shut up get out (gloss) 

Get 
, your ass out of here! (EC 4: 234) 

Sum ton cul d'ici! (#IFC 7: 122) 

Sors dc cette piece... Bors ton cul d'lcil (#2FC 4: 232) 
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Un cadavre ambulant... (# l FC 1I: 109) 

Eranchernent, tu me fats pitie... regarde-toi! (#2FC 6.103) 

The English comic-book translation also makes frequent use of spellings 

emphasizing the spoken nature of Tetsuo's register. Similar orthographic devices, 

particularly omission of vowels, are also employed frequently in the earlier French 

translation: 

(7: 26) Iet. vuo 

As is the case with Kaneda's dialogue, the writers of the first English ADR script 

have recourse to the address term man to help recreate Tetsuo's characteristic tenor, 

for example his use of imperative forms (dace), non-standard pronunciation (nj), and 

the assertive sentence-final form (n da yo). They also insert maul as an interjection 

But these indications of tenor are not used in the first English subtitles, which by 
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Figure 7.4 Tetsuo exulting in his psionic powers (Ködansha, Dark Horse Comics, 

'iienat). 
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comparison are neutral with respect to tenor: 

(7: 31) 7etsuu 

anchirokku hureki to... (J) 

I anti-lock brakes and (gloss) 

('omputer-controlled 

anti-back brakes (#I ES) 

Man, it own has computer-controlled anti-lock brakes. (# IED) 

Again, as is the case with Kaneda's dialogue, there is no corresponding contrast in 

tenor between the dub and the subtitles when we compare the same lines in the later 

film translation released by Pioneer. 

Figure 7.5 Similarity of dub and subtitles in the Pioneer translation of Tetsuo's 

dialogue. 

#2 English Dub #2 English Subtitle 

(7: 29) You'd better get them now. (7: 29) Just hand'ein over. 

(7: 30) What is this, the science classroom? (7: 30) What is this, science class? 

(7: 31) And these are compuiter-controlled (7: 31) And these are... Computer 

anti-lock brakes. controlled anti-lock brakes. 

A noticeable feature of the second dub in comparison with the first is the use oflexis 

marked by reference to certain kinds of taboo subjects (sex, defecation, religion). 

In this respect, Tetsuo's speech is more vulgar in the second dub: 
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(7: 34) 7(, tSuu 

Dr) demo ii 
, va anna haiku (J) 

I don't care SF a bike like that (gloss) 

It choesn t matter any amore. (# 1 ED) 

It ca piece of shit aUVWnu (#2ED) 

As is the case with Kaneda, the subtitles in the second English translation regularly 

make use of typographic and orthographic devices: italics, capitalization, 

pronunciation spelling. These help to recreate the tenor of Tetsuo's exclamatory use 

of ii da, rough masculine terms of reference and address (a its ura, lcrr rcr), and other 

less polite forms such as the imperative (kann): 

(7: 35) 7c"l. cuo 

Na... nun du uitsuru... (J) 

Wh... What are those guys (gloss) 

What are they'? (#I ES) 

W-Who the hell are they? (#2ES) 
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7.4 Summary of Chapter 7 

As is the case with the works of Shirow Masamune, the English translations of Akira 

do not use intermediate translations, whereas the French translations (the first 

comic-book translation, the dub and the subtitles) are derived from English rather 

than the Japanese dialogue. With regard to indices of the setting in a future Japan, 

secondary and incidental proper names were systematically deleted in the early 

English dub released in 1991, but this did not happen in the newer dub released in 

2000. Although military and scientific register is not as salient in Akira compared 

to Shirow's cyberpunk style, the systematic use of acronyms and abbreviations which 

is a prominent feature of the comic-book translation of Ghost in the Shell can also be 

noticed in the English translations of Ötomo's manga. 

In the translation of character voice, similar procedures are used in recreating the 

`biker-punk' social register of both the main characters. Recourse to vulgar lexis 

and the use of orthographic devices are prominent among the procedures used in the 

second English comic-book translation. It is of note that these procedures are also 

found in the French comic-book translations, which are based to varying degrees on 

the initial English translation. There is a clear difference between the two sets of 

English subtitles in the translation of character voice. The earlier subtitles 

neutralized much of the tenor of the original Japanese dialogue, especially when 

compared to the dubbed dialogue. It may also be added incidentally that, as was 

suggested in the case of Grave of the Fireflies in Chapter 5, there appears to be a link 

between characterization and text quantity in subtitles. There is certainly a 

significant quantitative difference between the two sets of subtitles for Akira. The 

later Pioneer translation on DVD contains about 200 more titles than the earlier VHS 
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release, and almost 50% more words. This quantitative difference is illustrated in 

the following table. 

Figure 7.6 Quantitative Differences in Two Sets of English Subtitles for Akira. 

Akira [#1ES] 

(Manga Entertainment) 

Akira [#2ES] 

(Pioneer) 

Number of subtitles 1051 1240 

Number of words 4 797 7 195 

Number of double-line subtitles 

(percentage of total) 

341 (32%) 445 (36%) 

Finally, the newer DVD subtitles are much less different from their corresponding 

dub and make systematic use of typographic and orthographic devices to convey 

interpersonal meanings and recreate the social register of the two main characters. 
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CHAPTER 8 
ANNO HIDEAKI: NEON GENESIS EVANGELION 

8.1 Anno Hideaki and Background to Neon Genesis Evangelion 

Anno Hideaki was born in Yamaguchi Prefecture in western Japan in 1960, and after 

graduating from Osaka College of Art, he helped form Studio Gainax, one of the 

best-known Japanese animation studios of the 1980s and 90s. Gainax's debut 

feature was the imaginative and lavish production, The Wings of Honneamise 

("Oneamise no Tsubasa"), released in 1987, for which Anno was one of the chief 

animators. Anno's biggest success came with his direction of the animated TV 

series Neon Genesis Evangelion ("Shinseiki Evangerion"), 26 episodes of which 

were aired in Japan between October 1995 and March 1996. Although the series 

was highly popular, the concluding episodes - composed mostly of still shots with 

accompanying dialogue - left some viewers bewildered and unsatisfied, and it was 

rumoured that Gainax had run out of production money to complete the series with 

normal animation (Clements and McCarthy 2001: 116). After the TV episodes 

ended, feature-film versions of Evangelion were also produced on the back of the 

popularity of the original series. The first movie, entitled Death and Rebirth, was 

simply a synthesis of the first 24 episodes of the TV series, but the final End of 

Evangelion movie provided an alternative conclusion to the story, with a cataclysmic 

finish of imaginative animation depicting the end of the world. As a tie-in with the 

anime series, a manga version of the story, written and drawn by Sadamoto 

Yoshiyuki, has been appearing since 1995 in the comic magazine Monthly Shönen 

Ace, as well as in tanköbon format published by Kadokawa. Although in the 

manga the sequence of the action is re-arranged to some extent and there are some 
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non-major differences, the basic outline of the story and the characters remain the 

same as in the original anime version. 

The anime series and the manga have both been translated into English and French. 

The anime was released in English on DVD by the Houston-based distribution 

company ADV films. The ADV release includes English subtitled and dubbed 

translation, as well as a French dub. A French subtitled version was released by the 

Belgian company Dynamic Visions, but only episodes 1-12 were readily obtainable 

for the purposes of this study. My analysis of the anime series is therefore based 

only on the first twelve 25-minute episodes out of a total of 26. The comic-book 

version of Evangelion has been published in French by Glenat and in English by Viz, 

but as of April 2003, only the first six volumes of the tanköbon edition had been 

published in English. Thus, similarly, the analysis of the manga translation is not 

based on a complete edition of the story. 

At one level, Evangelion is simply another variation on the traditional Japanese SF 

subgenre of "mecha" stories in which mechanized robots fight off invaders to save 

humankind from an alien take-over. The series contains a lot of action in which the 

invading aliens known as "Angels" are fought and destroyed by huge bio-robots. 

The bio-robots are called "Evangelions" and can only be piloted by a select group of 

14-year-old children. The Evangelions are built and controlled by a special 

international agency called "NERV". The story is centred on the Japanese branch 

of NERV in the year 2015, headquartered in a specially constructed "geofront", 

located underground in central Japan. The setting is thus both Japanese and 

futuristic. However, as the series progresses, it becomes clear that it is more 
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complicated than a simple action narrative. It seems that NERV is actually being 

manipulated by a secret committee called "Seele", who are conspiring to bring about 

a new human society in the mysterious "human complementarity plan". Moreover, 

the `heroes' working at NERV to repulse the aliens turn out to be largely 

dysfunctional as human beings. The main character, 14-year old Ikari Shinji is 

unable to form close bonds with his father, his schoolmates, or his guardian, Captain 

Katsuragi Misato. Misato herself is an effervescent and glamorous young woman, 

but at the same time alcohol-dependent and in search of a father-figure to replace the 

scientist father who neglected her, but ultimately sacrificed his life for her. Of the 

other Evangelion pilots, the German-Japanese Asuka is engaged in an impossible 

psychodrama of proving herself to her late mother, who hanged herself when Asuka 

was an infant, while the silent and mysterious Ayanami Rei turns out to be a clone of 

Shinji's mother, created by his father. The resonances that the popular series had 

for mid-1990s Japan thus combine traditional concerns about foreign invasion with 

anxieties about distant and remote power structures within Japan itself, and anxieties 

about rapid and frightening social change. 
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Figure 8.1 Cover of the American DVD release of Neon Genesis Evangelion (ADV 

films). 
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8.2 Setting 
8.2.1 Lexemes and Proper Names 

The spatio-temporal setting of Evangelien is Japan in the future, but there are 

relatively few lexemes specific to Japanese culture in the dialogue. F lowever, 

where such items do occur, there are interlingual and intermodal differences in the 

procedures for dealing with them. For example, the English comic-book dialogue 

provides more Japanese local colour than its French counterpart by using procedures 

such as transfer and pseudo-transfer. The English-language translators transfer the 

term henl<ö, which refers to a lunch-box meal, either prepared at home before going 

off to work/school or purchased ready-made from a store. In French it is translated 

componentially as panier-repay: 

Another lexeme which is culturally specific to Japan is aidortu, referring to the 

Japanese style of cute, young entertainer ("idol"), strictly groomed and managed by 

show business agencies (William Gibson has used a transliteration of this 

culturally-marked word as the title of one of' his novels, Iclorn). Whereas this 

reference is omitted in an adaptive French translation of the line, the 

English-language translators retain the local colour of the Japanese setting by means 

of transfer explicated by a classifier, "singer": 
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Interestingly, using the procedure of pseudo-transfer, the English-language 

translators also autonomously insert the Japanese word olaku into the English 

dialogue. Oluku (literally meaning "your house") is used in Japanese to refer to 

"socially inept... obsessive fans of any subject" (Poitras 1999: 103): 

In the anime translations, we can notice an intermodal difference in the treatment of 

culturally-marked lexemes. Dubs tend to be more domesticating than subtitles in 

English. For example, when Asuka is battling an `Angel' inside a volcano, the 
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In the French translations too there is an intermodal difference with regard to indices 

of the Japanese setting. Whereas the subtitles use transfer for some 

culturally-marked lexemes, the dubbed translation does not. One example is jcurken. 

This is the Japanese version of the game of "rock, scissors, stone", which is often 

used to make arbitrary decisions in the same way as tossing a coin is sometimes used 

in the West. Usually the name of the game janke» is pronounced before the hand 

shape representing rock, paper or scissors is presented on the utterance of the 

interjection poii. In the French subtitles these Japanese sounds are transferred, 

whereas they are replaced in the dub: 

(8: 7) A/i. vatu and Shinji: Episode 2 

Janken pon (J). 

"Janken" INTJ (gloss) 

Jan-ken-pon (FS) 

Pierre, papler, ciseaux. (FD) 

In episode 9 Töji refers to Asuka as a gaijin ("foreigner" or componentially "outside 

person"). This word may have particular ethnic and cultural resonances and is 

usually substituted in official discourse by the more formal expression guikukujin 

(componentially "foreign-country person"). Again the word is transferred in the 

subtitles, but not in the dub: 
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In a scene at the end of episode 12 where Misato and the teenage pilots are ordering 

bowls of Chinese noodles after a successful mission, the culinary words i- amen (or 

Mimen in an alternative romanization) ("Chinese noodles") and ehäs/n ("slices of 

roast pork") are again transferred in the subtitles but not in the dub: 

(8: 10) Rei: lipisode /2 

R'inniku ramen ehäshü nuki (J) 

Garlic Chinese noodles without pork (gloss) 

Un Lamen ä fail sans parc. (FS) 

Un hol de nouilles chinoises ü Vail sans pore. (FD) 

When we look at the translation of anthroponyms -- the names of the characters - 

obvious patterns of interlingual difference are hard to discern. But it is clear that, in 

general, two kinds of domesticating procedures are used in both English and French. 

Firstly, the Japanese given name of a character is sometimes substituted for the 

family name. For example in episode 5, when Shinji is teased about staring at 

Ayanami Rei, the family name A innuni is replaced by the given name Rei in the 

English dub. In this particular case, the French retains the family name. But on 

the other hand, the reverse situation can also be observed in a comparison of English 

and French dubs. In episode 7 when Kensuke and TÖji greet Shinji with (Miq(J) 

Ikari-kun, this is translated in the French dub as Mhu Shinji, in contrast to the 

English (; ood morning, Ikwi. Indeed the French translations seem to use this 

domesticating procedure more often than the English. For example, in the case of 
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the secondary and incidental characters Kaji Ryöji and Hyuga Makoto, the original 

Japanese family names Kaji, and 11yuga are generally replaced by Ilyöji and Makutu 

in the French dub, whereas they are not in the English version. And in the 

comic-book translations, the French version replaces Ikari and Aywutmi by £/iiji 

and Rei in lines where the English translation does not. 

A second domesticating procedure is the reversal of the Japanese name order of 

family-name-followed-by-given-name. Although this is what happens in most of 

the translations, the Japanese order is retained in the French subtitles. For example, 

in the 9`h episode of the anime series, reference is made to Avanuri Rei in the French 

subtitles but to Rei Ayanami in the French dubs, the English dubs and the English 

subtitles. A similar pattern is found in episodes 7 and 9 with reference to Ak igi 

Ritsuko. Thus, in contrast to the domesticating trend of replacing family name by 

given name in the French comic and dub, we find that it is a French translation (the 

anime subtitles) that is the least domesticating type with regard to word-order 

reversal. While thus no clear pattern emerges interlingually with regard to 

anthroponyms, in intermodal comparison, subtitles seem in general to be less 

domesticating than dubs. This is perhaps not surprising as the viewer may be able 

to distinguish the Japanese form of the name from the audio track. This intermodal 

ditierence between subs and dubs is evidenced by contrasts such as the following 

example, in which family name is retained in both the English and French subtitles 

but replaced by given name in both dubs: 

(8: 11) tIisato: Episode 12 

Arigatö Suzuhara-kun (J) 

Thank you Suzuliara (gloss) 

I hank you Toji. (1 [) ) 
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F. t un nrerci . special ä Töji. (FD) 

Thank vou, Alister Suzuhara. (ES) 

Alerci, Yuzuhara. (FS) 

With regard to toponyms, these are mostly simply transferred from Japanese in all 

translations. However, two interlingual differences emerge from comparative 

reading. One difference is that the English comic-book translators insert the 

American place names Nevada and Massachusetts, which are not present in the 

original Japanese dialogue: 

These are not completely autonomous insertions however, because, although they are 

not present in these particular lines of the original Japanese comic, Studio Gainax 

made clear that these NERV facilities were supposed to be located in Nevada and 

Massachusetts, and explained so in the anime comics which accompanied the T V. 

series. There is one more example of toponymic insertion in a different number of 

the comic-book series: 
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in the other anime translations. 

A final difference with respect to proper names is that a cultural referent is inserted 

into the English translation of Vol. 5 of the comic book, which alludes to the film 

"Raiders of the Lost Ark". This referent is not present in the original Japanese nor 

in the French translation: 
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8.2.2 Military and Scientific Register 

Military and scientific register is more salient in the English than in the French 

manga translation. For example in Vol. 5, multi-word lexical items such as 

simulated transmission errors, switching control subroutine and acronyms such as 

ULF are autonomously inserted into an adapted and expanded English dialogue: 

(9: 17) A lava 

Sore ni purogurar tu sösa ni yorn kömyö na inpei kösaku ga jukkasho hakken sareinachila (JC 5: 139) 

And a clever cover-up operation using program manipulation SUM was discovered in ten places 

(gloss) 

Irr a further tea locations, the power was cut by means of a pnWrorn which fed simulated 

transmis. vion errors into the snitching control subroutine. (EC 5: 139) 

De plus, 10 coupures par manipulation du programme ont etch constatet s. (FC 5: 139) 

The use of acronyms to translate technical terms is clearly noticeable by comparison 

with the French translation. 

Figure 8.2 Acronyms in the English comic-book translation of Neon Genesis 

Evangelion. 

Japanese (+gloss) French English 

chüsüshinkci soshi (JC 3: 66) les elements constitutif's des nerfs CNS (EC 3: 62) 

(central nervous system) centraux (FC 3: 64) 

nöha (JC 3: 79) (brainwaves) ondes cerebrates (FC 3: 77) EEG (EC 3: 75) 

shituö massaji (JC 3: 82) massage cardiaque (FC 3: 80) CPR (EC 3: 78) 

(heart massage) 

kinkyü shochishitsu (JC 3: 84) urgences (FC 3: 92) ER (EC 3: 80) 

(enºergency room) 

tötatsu yosö jikoku (JC 3: 90) estimation de son heure d'arrivcc ETA (EC 3: 90) 
(estimated time of arrival) (FC 3: 88) 
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denpa kakuran (JC 5: 85) brouillage (FC 5: 85) ECM (EC 5: 85) 

(electric wave disturbance) 

The same kind of interlingual contrast also emerges in the film translation, for 

example where denpa shö ai is translated in the English dub as /, A/» interference 

and by interference radio in the French, and where denpa kakuran is translated as 

A Al jamming in the English dub and brouil/age eIectrornag11etujiie in the French. 

But the English comic-book translations use more acronyms than the film translation. 

Neither the English dub nor the English subtitles use acronyms for the following 

terms from the above table e. g. nOha ("brain waves"), chüsüshinkei sushi ("central 

nervous system"), shinzhh massäji ("heart massage"). The English comic-book 

translators also use abbreviations (regulations=-regs; observalioi, sate/li/c oh-sat) in 

two lines where there is no abbreviation in the Japanese original or in the French 

translation: 
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An interlingual difference can also be observed with regard to the lexical register of 

words and phrases used in the English and French comic-book translations. In the 

following line, in which Dr. Ritsuko Akagi is describing the Evangelion, the 

Japanese expression saikid(5 dekiru literally means aril reactivate, and is translated 

by the verb nctiver in French, but in the English comic-book it is translated by a 

more specifically technical word from computer science, reinitialize: 

(8: 22) Ritsuko 

Itsu demo saikidö dekiru wa (JC 1: 53) 

At any time can reactivate SF (gloss) 

-- it can he reinitialized at any time! (EC 1: 51) 

On peut 1 'activer quand on 1e desire. (FC 1: 51) 

In the following two examples, the French writer translates literally from the 

Japanese, while the English version uses the kind of compounded, multi-word lexical 

items that are commonly found in military and scientific register: 
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On another occasion the English writers choose to adapt the meaning of the Japanese 

in order to insert a more technically-marked wording, whereas the French text retains 

Rewordings using routine formula similar to those familiar from representations of 

American technical communication protocols (such as those used by NASA) are 

employed in the English translation, where the French writer uses more literal 

translation procedures. In example 8: 28 below, the formula Roger I/iul is 

autonomously inserted into the English dialogue: 

Procedures of substitution and autonomous insertion are not used in the anime 

translations of Evangelion. But there is a noticeable tendency for lexis to be 
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marked with regard to register in the English dub, when compared with the English 

subtitles. For example, in episode 5 the dub uses the Latinate word iniliale rather 

(8: 30) Shigeru: Episode 5 

Pairotto i; a setsugü ni heirirasu (J) 

Pilot SUBJ is beginning link-up (gloss) 

Pilot link-up initiated. (ED) 

Pilot has begun link-up. (ES) 

And in the same episode, similarly, the dub uses prirnawy where the corresponding 

subtitle has first, and uses cardiograph rather than pulse: 
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8.3 Character Voice 

8.3.1 Asuka 

Asuka Sohryu Langley is one of the select group of 14-year-old children who alone 

are capable of piloting an Evangelion. She is of mixed Japanese-German parentage, 

and with her red hair and fiery personality represents in some ways a stereotypical 

brash, Japan-bashing Westerner, for whom Japanese rooms are "miniscule" (EC 

5: 17) and Japanese school lessons are "so dull" (EC 4: 54). These two aspects of 

her character - her German origins and her fiery personality -- are dealt with in 

different ways by the various translations. 

Her German origins are emphasized in the original by the inclusion of snippets of 

German in the dialogue of both the manga and the anime. For example, her first 

line of dialogue in the Japanese manga is the German exclamation Sche /k !. This is 

transferred in the English translation, but translated as Merck! in the French edition: 

(8: 33)Asuka 

Scheiße! (EC 4: 21) 

Shit (gloss) 

Scheiße! (EC 4: 23) 

Merde! (FC 4: 21) 

In Vol. 6 of the comic book, the German exclamation, Schnell! - easily 

understandable for English-speaking readers from the familiar genre of war stories - 

is autonomously inserted into the English dialogue in a line where there is no 

German in the original or in the French translation: 

(S: 34). Lsuka 

Nartka ma (JC 6: 37) 

(You) said something (gloss) 

Schnell! (EC 6: 37) 

Tu as parN? (FC 6: 37) 

Similarly, later in the same book, the German adjective zerstört ("destroyed") is 
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Figure 8.3 Asuka's German (Kadokawa, Viz, Glenat). 
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inserted into Asuka's speech (although, anomalously, with an e added): 

(8: 35) Asuka 

L'occ i. Se du slecle! (FD) 

Quelle occase! (FS) 
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The drastic descriptor dummkopfff is inserted twice in episode 9 and once in episode 

1l, where the similarly stereotypical Lieber Gott im Himmel! is also found: 

(8: 40) Asuka: Episode 9 

Watashi ga vasotta no vn (J) 

I invited (her) SF (gloss) 

I invited her, dummkopf. (ED) 

Because 1 invited her. (ES) 

Eile, ce, c1; noi qui I'at invitee. (FD) 

Je I 'ai invitee. (FS) 

(8: 41) Asuka: Episode II 
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Non! 

C'est quoi ce true? (FS) 

The pronunciation and lexicogrammar of the German used by Asuka in the original 

Japanese dialogue plays a functional role in sounding exotic for a Japanese audience, 

but would not be convincing for an English-speaking audience with arguably a 

greater awareness of German than the Japanese. The English dub therefore makes 

changes to the Japanese-German. One procedure is to omit the German altogether 

by translating it into English. This is used in episode lI when Asuka shouts Gehen! 

(anomalous German in a strong Japanese accent) before charging to attack the 

`Angel'. The French translations retain the German from the original dialogue: 

(8: 43) , Lvuka: Episode 11 

Gehen! (J) 

Go! (gloss) 

Eva charge! (ED) 

CttARG[;! (ES) 

Gehen! (FD) 

Geher! (FS) )original italics) 

Another procedure is to modify the German in order to make it less anomalous 

This procedure is used in episode 8, when Asuka attempts to start up her Evangelion 

by voice activation in German. In the anime comic accompanying the series, which 

accurately reproduces what the Japanese voice actor says in the anime itself, her line 
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In addition to her use of German, Asuka's, forthright `Western' temperament is 

reflected in the style of her Japanese dialogue, which contains many contractions, 

assertive sentence-final particles and interjections. In the following line from the 

comic book, as well as the interjection irr! and an emphatic sentence-final no, Asuka 

uses a contraction (Istimanrtai instead of tsttmctratuti) and the prefix chn ("very"), 

commonly associated with high-school girl slang. The English translation 

stylistically evokes the social register of a recalcitrant teenage girl by means of 

orthographic representation of emphatic pronunciation as well as by the 

lexicalization of the interjection: 

(8: 45) A sutra 
al Chütsumannai no (JC 4: 55) 

Agh ultra-boring SF (gloss) 

God, that was soooo boring! (EC 4: 53) 

Ahhh! Ce queje ni'embete!... (FC 4: 53) 

Furthermore, even where Asuka's lines are not strongly marked stylistically in the 

Japanese dialogue, it is noticeable that the English translators use orthographic 

devices, such as pronunciation spelling, stressing the informal oral quality of her 
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(8: 48): 9suka 

Konnarrrnnsu! (JC 4: 112) 

(1) find it troublesome (gloss) 

You 've gotta be kiddingl (EC 4: 110) 

Objection (FC 4: 110) 

In addition to the interlingual difference, there is also a small intermodal difference 

between the English anime translations in the rendering of Asuka's style of speaking. 

In the following examples, Asuka's Japanese dialogue contains an interjection (ºtiu! ) 

and the particles yo ne. The interjection man! is used to add emotional emphasis to 

the corresponding lines in the English dub, but by comparison the subtitles are 

neutral in terms of tenor: 
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8.3.2 Misato 

Katsuragi Misato is the young woman who is in charge of NERV's operations to 

intercept and destroy the `Angels'. The style of her dialogue is informal, emotional 

and emphatic. She regularly uses the emphatic and assertive sentence-final 

particles wa and yo. Her job involves giving orders, with directive forms less polite 

than the request forms used in most everyday conversation (e. g. verb ending Masai, 

rather than le /kudasai/). She uses informal contractions, en ma (instead of analca) 

and ya (instead of iycr), and exclamations using the it der construction, as well as 

slightly vulgar expressions such as allila no shin ("woman's behind") and 

non-standard pronunciations such as taken ja ne ("fuzaken ja nai" ["It's no joke"]). 

This register is recreated more fully in the English comic-book translation than in its 

French counterpart, using the compensatory procedures of orthographic devices and 

choice of lexical register. In the following examples, the English scriptwriter has 

both omitted letters ('em vs. /hem, 'bout vs, ahout) and added letters (soooo vs. so), 

lending a more oral and informal tone to Misato's speech balloons: 

(8: 5 3) :4 /isaru 

Aruita wai (JC 1: 99) 

(He) walked SF (gloss) 

Ile up and at `ein. (EC 1: 97) 

fl a marche. (FC 1: 97) 
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(8: 55) Aiisato 

Sore ni shite mo attsui wu ne (1C 5: 125) 

And (it's) hot SF (gloss) 

I'm sooooo hot! (EC 5: 125) 

Qu'il fiiit chaud... (FC 5: 125) 

In the following examples, the lower lexical register of Misato's vocabulary 

(including slang expressions such as hitching me out and worry-wart) is a feature that 

distinguishes the English from the French translation: 
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There are also interlingual differences in the lexical register of Misato's dialogue in 

the English and French dubs of the anime series. In the following examples, her 

Japanese dialogue is stylistically marked by use of the the directive form -n a. sui, 

less polite (but not vulgar) lexicogrammar (vtMet*u rather than shire ins), and the 

particle of assertion y, o. In English she uses vulgar words related to traditional 

taboos (crap, crss, bastard) and slang expressions (yiimrnv lo the max), whereas the 

words she uses in French are neutral with regard to register: 
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Figure 8.4 A cynical Misato in Neon Genesis Evangelion (Kadokawa, Viz, Glenat) 
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(8: 65) .1 fisato. Episode 5 

Ya ne. lkeru no yö (J) 

INTJs (it's) okay SF (gloss) 

(: r`o oo. 1 lt yummy to the max. (ED) 

(FD) 

Another difference between Misato's speech in the English and French dubs is that 

she uses address terms in English, positioning herself socially, when speaking to 

employees and colleagues of lower rank 
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8.3.3 Töji 

Suzuhara Toji is another of the select group of 14-year-old children who can pilot the 

Evangelions. In the original Japanese dialogue of both the manga and the anirne 

versions of the story, he speaks in Osaka dialect, using Osaka forms such as HUVIIi 

instead of standard hoku (first-person reference), Iwiuma ni instead of hullo ni 

("really"), and ya instead of da (copula). Osaka dialect is sometimes stereotypically 

associated with non-polite and aggressive attitudes, and Töji is shown in the story 

bullying the timid main character, Shinji, and arguing with the class representative, 

Hikari. In the French comic-book translation, the dialect is neutralized by the use 

of standard French. But in the English translation it is substituted by stereotypical 

Brooklyn dialect: 

Also - more so than its French counterpart - the English comic-book translation 

makes use of taboo lexis to convey the aggressive edge MIT) 
. 
ji's Japanese speech - 

his rough second-person reference (oiuore), and use of lexis marked fier vulgarity 

(hcrharro) or informality (va/. vu): 

(x: 70) Trji 

Onore to iu. vut, u wa horn, ni kanjo hahairo ya na (K' 3: 13) 

You TOP really shit-coloured character COP SF (gloss) 
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Figure 8.5 Töji's dialect in Neon Genesis Evangelion (Kadokawa, Viz, Gltnat). 
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) rotten, rat-hadard chicken-shiI! (EC 3: 9) 

T'as vraiment rin , vale caraclEre! (FC 3: 11) 

There is no substitutive use of a target-language dialect in any of the anime 

translations. Instead Töji's speech tends to be rendered in the anirne using a general 

spoken style, not characteristic of any particular geographical region. The French 

subtitles translating Töji dialectal speech, are more stylized than their English 

counterparts. Interestingly, this is contrary to the general trend noted in the case 

studies of subtitles in Chapter 5. In the following examples, in which Thji uses 

dialectal first-person reference (wcrshi, washira) and the impolite word bernjo 

("toilet"), the French subtitles use resources of tenor such as orthographic devices 

(s'le te>1ir, ch'rris) and register-marked lexis (chiniles) to recreate the stylistic flavour 

of the lines. It is the English subtitles that are stylistically neutral in these 

examples: 
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A similar intermodal difference between English subtitles and dub to the one that 

was noted in the case of Asuka can also be seen in TOji's speech. This is that 

interjections (ice:! ) appear in the dub in lines where they do not in the corresponding 

subtitle, helping to recreate some of the speech register indicated by, among other 

things, Töji's address form (omae) and dialectal diction (tsuilon and huvo): 
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8.4 Summary of Chapter 8 

There is no clear overall interlingual difference between English and French 

translations with regard to lexemes and proper names indexing the Japanese setting 

of the narrative. Although one cultural referent is autonomously inserted into the 

dialogue, the English comic-book translation transfers and pseudo-transfers Japanese 

lexemes, and in addition modifies Japanese character names to a lesser degree than 

the French translation. The English comic-book translation is thus more 

foreignizing with regard to cultural markers than its French counterpart. However, 

perhaps the most foreignizing translation of Evangelion in this respect is found in the 

French subtitles, in which lexemes are transferred and the word order of Japanese 

names is retained. In general subtitles are less domesticating of cultural markers in 

both French and English. With regard to military and scientific register, the English 

dubbed dialogue is slightly more marked for technical associations than the English 

subtitles, using lexis of Latinate rather than Germanic origin in certain lines. But, 

as was the case with the works of Shirow and Ötomo, it is the comic-book translation 

that shows most domestication to English military and scientific register. The use 

of acronyms, abbreviations, multi-word lexical items and other scientific vocabulary 

is noticeable in comparison with the French translation. These kinds of technical 

jargon are on occasions autonomously inserted into the English comic-book 

dialogue. 

With regard to character voice, the English translations are more radically 

domesticating than the French. Stereotypical German expressions are 

autonomously inserted on a systematic basis into the English dub, emphasizing the 

German origins of Asuka Sohryu Langley, while in the English comic-book 
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translation, Suzuhara Toji's Osaka dialect is substituted by a stereotypical New York 

Brooklyn accent. In comparison with its French counterpart, the English 

comic-book is distinguished by its use of orthographic devices and informal lexical 

register. Intermodal comparison of English dubbed and subtitled translations shows 

a repeated, small tenor difference with regard to character voice in that the dub 

includes interjections in the lines of two characters where there are none in the 

corresponding subtitled translations. 
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Summary of Section C 

Although there are relatively few indices of Japanese setting in the SF works 

investigated in this section, in English dub translations such indices are sometimes 

neutralized or domesticated. Names of secondary and incidental characters and 

places are systematically omitted in the early dub of Akira, while lexemes are 

occasionally autonomously inserted in Ghost in the Shell, and culturally substituted 

in Neon Genesis Evangelion. However, in the case of Akira, the more recent dub 

does not adopt these kinds of domesticating and neutralizing procedures. A few 

examples were also noted in English SF dubs of heavier use (in comparison to 

subtitles) of military and scientific register to help convey futuristic, technological 

settings. But this kind of register is particularly evident in English comic-book 

translations, where acronyms, abbreviations and register-marked lexis are salient in 

comparison to French translations. A pattern emerges of autonomous insertion of 

military and scientific register in the English comics, examples occuring in the 

translations of Shirow's work (published by Dark Horse Comics) and of 

Anno/Sadamoto's Evangelion (published by Viz). 

The radical domestication of character voice in English translations that was revealed 

in Section B is confirmed when we look at the `outsider' characters who are the 

protagonists of the SF stories investigated in Section C. Examples of this 

domestication include dialect substitution in English comics (Evangelion), and the 

autonomous insertion of stereotypical phrases from foreign languages in comics 

(Evangelion and Akira) and, more systematically, in dubs (Evangelion). Systematic 

autonomous insertion of vulgar lexis can also be found in English dubs (Appleseed). 

In Akira we found that the tenor of the Japanese dialogue was able to be recreated in 
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English subtitles through compensatory procedures such as the use of orthographic 

and typographic devices. However, this was only the case in the subtitles supplied 

on the new Pioneer DVD version. 

As in Section B, there were no examples of English translators using intermediate 

versions as a basis for translation. But in contrast French translations had clearly 

often used English versions as their main source text. They are not, however, 

explicitly acknowledged as translations from English. Intermediate translation is a 

feature of all the SF anime released by Pathe Video and also of Glenat's editions of 

comic books by Shirow Masamune. These French versions use close, literal 

translations from English, and sometimes transfer address terms and interjections. 

It is also interesting that orthographic devices and vulgar lexis are more widely used 

in the French translations (from English) of Shirow's and Otomo's comic-books, 

compared to the translation of Evangelion (directly from Japanese). Dialogue in 

the latter translation is much more stylistically neutral than in the English version, 

with less use of target-language language variety - the same pattern we found in 

interlingual comparison of comic-book translations in Section B. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study has presented a descriptive profile of the procedures and strategies used in 

the translation of anime and manga into English, with particular reference to 

narrative functions of characterization and setting in the dialogue. Such functions 

are of particular interest because of the transformations they undergo in the transfer 

from one language and culture to another. And studying the strategies (foreignizing, 

domesticating and also neutralizing) used in the translation of these functions tells us 

about the overall conventions of translation within given languages and cultures. 

Chapter 2, Section A, presented an important part of the overall findings of the study, 

in the form of a general taxonomy of procedures used in anime and manga. Of 

particular interest is the description of the procedure of compensation by which 

translators can create social registers in English which correspond to those in 

Japanese, a language linked to a very different socio-culture. Although the notion 

of compensation as a systemic-stylistic translation procedure has been discussed 

theoretically within academic literature (Hervey and Higgins 1992, Harvey 1995, 

Hervey 1998), there have been few descriptions of how it is used in real translations 

between languages as different as Japanese and English. In Sections B and C, the 

procedures and strategies used in the translation of various works of anime and 

manga were investigated and described in more detailed case studies. By way of 

conclusion, I will make some generalizations and speculative interpretations drawing 

on these analyses, firstly as to what the case studies tell us about the translation of 

represented speech in the three modes I have looked at - dubbing, subtitling and 

comic-book translation; and secondly what they tell us about conventions of 

translation into English as contrasted with French translations. 
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9.1 Modes of Translation 

Translation is sometimes defined in a narrow sense. It is considered a textual 

operation performed by one person who reads and understands a foreign-language 

text and produces a text with `equivalent' meaning in the target language. 

Subtitling seems the closest of the three modes to translation as conceptualized in 

this narrow sense, in that it is basically the end-product of a textual operation 

effected by one bilingual person. With regard to translation equivalence, a reading 

of published studies on subtitling reveals diverse findings about the extent to which 

subtitles can recreate the functions of the original dialogue, in particular 

characterization. The case analyses in this study show that there are indeed 

different types of subtitling strategy, which vary in the extent to which they attempt 

to reproduce meanings of the original dialogue. Such strategies appear to be 

directly related to the quantity of text volume included in the subtitles. 

In Chapter 5, Section B, we found that there was a significant difference between the 

English subtitles for the DVD of Grave of the Fireflies released in the Japanese 

market and those on the DVD released in the American market. The latter, 

translated by Neil Nadelman, reproduced more of the cultural markers from the 

original Japanese script, whereas in the former subtitles such indices of the Japanese 

setting disappeared more often in the process of translation. Also, the subtitles for 

the American audience used a variety of compensatory translation procedures 

(including typographic and orthographic devices) to translate the tenor of the original 

dialogue, thus enabling stylistic effects of characterization to be recreated. In two 

television anime series, Revolutionary Girl Utena and Slayers Try, we found that 

Nadelman was again able to recreate indices of character from the Japanese dialogue. 
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In Chapter 7, Section B, a considerable difference was again noted between two 

subtitled translations of the SF film Akira. In the earlier subtitles, many indices of 

character were neutralized, but in the more recent version, the translator, David 

Fleming, used compensatory procedures similar to those used by Nadelman to 

recreate character voice. Thus, combining the results of our analysis in Sections B 

and C, we can suggest that the influence of the technical constraints of subtitling on 

stylistic effects of the dialogue has sometimes been overstated. It seems true to say 

that subtitling may involve such a reduction in text volume that much stylistic 

information is lost. But, depending on the type of subtitling adopted, the narrative 

function of characterization in the Japanese dialogue can be reproduced by the use of 

a variety of compensatory procedures. 

It was also noted, incidentally, that there are, or have been, differences in subtitling 

practice with regard to text quantity (and hence expected reading speed). Simple 

word counts revealed considerable differences in the amount of text in two subtitled 

versions of Grave of the Fire, flies (see Figure 5: 5) and of Akira (see Figure 7: 6). 

Subtitlers have not always agreed about the ideal textual density of subtitles, as 

evidenced in the exchange of views between professionals in the pages of the film 

journal Sight and Sound (Minchinton 1988, Packham 1988). An interesting task for 

future study would be to investigate further the relationship in subtitling between 

such quantitative factors and recreation of character voice. 

While denser subtitles were able to reproduce certain corresponding effects with 

regard to characterization, in no subtitles, however, did we find the more 

domesticating procedures which were used in dubbing and comic-book translation; 
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Specifically, procedures such as substitution of culturally-marked lexemes and 

proper names, dialect substitution, and autonomous insertion of swearing, humour, or 

foreign language were not found in any of the subtitles looked at in this study. Thus, 

although it is true that subtitling does not replace the original text as is usual in 

translation, it is nevertheless a mode of linguistic transfer which can potentially 

reproduce interpersonal meanings whilst at the same time incorporating fewer local 

adaptations than is the case in dubbing and comic-book translation. 

In contrast, my comparative analysis of the dubbing of anime - in line with what 

previous studies have indicated - shows that it is a mode of linguistic transfer 

differing from the narrow definition of translation in two significant ways. The first 

is that it is not carried out exclusively by a single translator who can read the source 

text and produces the final target-language version. Instead anime dubs are the 

end-product of a multi-stage process of rewriting, in which the initial raw translation 

is only the first step, and which may also involve professional scriptwriters who have 

no or limited knowledge of the source language. The second major difference, 

which can be seen as a consequence of the first, is that dubs are in many respects not 

`equivalent' in meaning to the dialogue in the original Japanese script. We found in 

Chapter 4, Section B, that they sometimes systematically eliminated verbal 

indications of the foreign origins of the narrative, deleting references to Japanese 

people and things Japanese, and that this strategy could be found in both English and 

French dubs. We found it again to some extent in Section C in the first dub of Akira. 

Domesticating procedures such as name substitution and name insertion were found 

in the study of dubs in Chapter 4, and the substitution of culturally-marked lexemes 

could be observed in Section C in the English dub of Neon Genesis Evangelion 
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(Chapter 8). In Ghost in the Shell (Chapter 6), references to Caucasians as 

foreigners were deleted and, conversely, references to English as the local language 

were inserted into the English dub. Analysis in Section C therefore confirmed the 

indications found in Chapter 4 that dubbing is a mode of translation in which it has 

not been unusual to use strategies of neutralization and domestication with regard to 

indices of Japanese setting and origins. 

However, as anime has progressively become a more mainstream part of American 

media, certain works and their directors have to some extent been ̀canonized' as a 

result of journalistic reporting, academic discussion, industry awards etc.. It seems 

to be the case that as this happens, more `respect' for the source text is shown in 

translation, and indices of Japanese origins are not neutralized or domesticated. 

Thus it could be speculated that, as with Even-Zohar's claim in regard to literary 

`polysystems' (Heylen 1993: 8-9), works canonized in visual media systems will tend 

to be translated in a manner which is closer to the foreignizing pole of 

source-orientation than a neutralizing or domesticating target-orientation. We 

discovered two examples of this phenomenon: one in Chapter 4, Section B, in a 

comparison of two translations of academy-award winner Miyazaki Hayao's The 

Castle of Cagliostro; and another in Chapter 7, Section C, when we considered 

Ötomo Katsuhiro's Akira. Both these works were initially dubbed into English 

when anime was relatively unknown in the West, and re-released in DVD format 

with a fresh translation at the beginning of the new century. As both Miyazaki and 

btomo are now better known in the West and regarded as artists, more ̀ respect' is 

shown in the recent translations for the source text, and indices of Japanese origins 

are not neutralized or domesticated. 
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What does seem common to all English dubs, however, is an assimilation of 

character voice to domestic genre conventions. This converges with Dirk 

Delabastita's expectation that norms of screen translation will "relate to genre 

conceptions within the target film and T. V, system" (Delabastita 1989: 210). The 

assimilation sometimes involves a process of local adaptation at various points in the 

dialogue. The English dub of City Hunter was found to be characterized by the 

insertion of jokes that were not in the original Japanese script. The same procedure 

was found even in the second, more `faithful', dub of Miyazaki's The Castle of 

Cagliostro. Film scholar Rick Altman notes that after the success of films such as 

Die Hard, scripts for Hollywood action movies tended to contain more "wiseass 

cracks" and include roles for funny sidekicks in an attempt to attract female as well 

as male audiences (Altman 1999: 46-47). Speculatively, the insertion of jokes into 

American anime dubs could therefore be interpreted as an attempt to conform to 

generic expectations of the domestic audience. The same could also be suggested 

with regard to autonomously created vulgar language. In Chapter 4 we found that 

vulgar register had been inserted into both City Hunter and The Castle of Cagliostro. 

Further examples of this were found in Section C in characters such as Major 

Kusanagi and Batou in Ghost in the Shell. Analysis of Appleseed provided an 

example of systematic insertion of swearing into the lines of most of the cast of 

characters, swearing which has little basis in the Japanese script. In this case 

dubbing strategy is directly related to marketing strategy: films which are supposed 

to be limited to a more `adult' audience are presumed to have more appeal for the 

young audience at which the distributors are targeting the film. McCarthy and 

Clements explain that the swearing inserted in Appleseed is designed to increase the 
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controversiality of the film and label this strategy "fifteening" (referring to the U. K. 

system of certification rating) (McCarthy and Clements 1998: 88). Indeed in the 

mid-1990s executives at the distributor Manga Entertainment explicitly stated that 

they preferred titles that would be R-rated ("restricted" in the American ratings 

system) when they were considering the acquisition of anime titles (Segall 1996, 

Subheading "Market Muscle"). Again such a strategy converges with recent 

generic conventions of Hollywood films in general: 
For some years now, studios have gone out of their way to avoid the very ratings (G, PG and 
PG-13) that apparently open film viewing to a wider range of spectators, because they have 

learnt that the most sought-after demographic group (viewers between 15 and 25) avoid films 

that are so rated. Recognizing the usefulness of addressing the youth audience rather than 

their parents, producers have routinely added to films just enough violence, nudity or strong 
language to ensure an R rating. (Altman 1999: 110-111) 

Section C of the thesis revealed an additional procedure used to domesticate 

character voice to stereotypical conventions in American films. This is the insertion 

of words and phrases from foreign languages, notably the German inserted into the 

English lines of Asuka in Neon Genesis Evangelion. The use of this procedure by 

the dubbing team makes an appeal to audience familiarity with stereotypical German 

expressions from the tradition of World War 11 movies and also from the 

stereotypical connection (stretching from Dr. Frankenstein to Dr. Strangelove) 

between German learning and the image of the crazed scientist. The insertion of 

mock-German accent and lexis can also be observed in other anime such as 

Dominion Tank Police, in which a ̀ wacky' medical researcher, who is not German in 

the original Japanese script, is transformed into a crazed German scientist in the 

English version. Asuka is not therefore a completely isolated example. 
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Little academic literature has been published on screen translation, but even less has 

been written about the translation of comic books. The case analyses in this study 

break new ground in detailing the textual procedures used in the translation of manga. 

They indicate that English translations of manga, as a form of linguistic transfer, 

share some of the features of anime dubbing. Firstly, like dubbing but unlike 

subtitling, comic-book translation is often part of a multiple-stage process of transfer, 

involving an initial literal translation followed by rewriting by a comic-book 

scriptwriter. Secondly, the target-text dialogue is not necessarily ̀equivalent' to the 

original Japanese dialogue. In Chapter 3, Section B, we presented examples of 

autonomous insertion of dialect (in Inu-yasha and Magic Knight Rayearth) and 

substitution of cultural markers (in Cardcaptor Sakura and Magic Knight Rayearth). 

In our study of science-fiction comics in Section C, we found examples of 

autonomous insertions of proper names and dialect substitution (in Neon Genesis 

Evangelion), and the autonomous insertion of vulgar lexis (in Ghost in the Shell). 

Section C confirmed indications from our analysis of CLAMP's Clover in Chapter 3 

that translations of science fiction manga into English adopt a domesticating strategy 

with regard to military and scientific register. Domesticating procedures such as 

autonomous insertion were found in manga published by leading American 

publishers Viz and Dark Horse Comics. 

One particular case of manga translation investigated in Section C (Ghost in the 

Shell) provided an opportunity for an as yet unstudied kind of comparison between 

an initial translation and its textual reworking for publication in America. The 

salient features of the comparison are that the American version recreated more 
intensively aspects of tenor in the speech of the characters, and also adapted the 
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dialogue by adding to and enhancing military and scientific register. The tenor 

differences between the earlier and later translations lay in the introduction of terms 

of address (e. g. kid, buddy), the intensification of interjections (e. g. Shitshitshitl 

instead of Damn! ), and the use of vulgar lexis and orthographic devices. The 

differences with regard to military and scientific register lay in enhanced stylization 

created by the use of acronyms and abbreviations, and their autonomous insertion 

into the dialogue (e. g. ice, xo, cpu, simex, sitrep etc. ). 

One way in which manga translations differed from dubs is that they did not employ 

any of the radically domesticating strategies that were found in some dubs, such as 

the systematic insertion of jokes or vulgar language, or the systematic neutralization 

of cultural markers. Whilst there are some cultural substitutions in manga 

published by Mixx Entertainment/Tokyopop, on the contrary, writers for Viz, another 

large American publisher of manga, adopt a relatively foreignizing strategy with 

regard to such items (despite its dual-stage translation policy), to the extent that even 

the procedure of pseudo-transfer is sometimes used. But, as with dubbing, the 

translation of character voice in American manga seems to be strongly influenced by 

domestic genre conventions. These tend to be those of `invisible' realism, as 

advocated by American comic-book scriptwriters such as Peter David: 

- The writer's job is to hide behind the characters, and if a writer is doing his job then to some 
degree he will be invisible. The characters will go through their paces and the reader will 
believe that these things are happening to them because this is just stuff that is going on in their 
lives, not because there's a writer out there putting the characters into these situations. (cited in 

Salisbury 1999: 36) 

In turn comic-book rewriters such as Toren Smith have explicitly acknowledged their 

use of models from U. S. popular culture: 
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- The voicing process involves absorbing as much as you can about the character, then applying 

your knowledge and opinions of how such a character should talk to the translation. I'm 

always on the alert for interesting and distinct idioms, slang, and speech patterns when I read or 

watch TV (for example COPS has been a great help to Gunsmith Cats I) (Studio Proteus Online, 

FAQS) 

It is as a result of this strategy of imitating domestic genre models that character 

voice in both dubbed anime and manga translations is assimilated using the 

procedures I have described, procedures that are generally deprecated in discussions 

of literary translation. Speculating further on this difference between `serious' 

literature and popular forms, one factor may be the importance of stereotypical 

characters in the latter kinds of narrative. Anthony Pym (2000) distinguishes two 

basic functions of linguistic variation in cultural products: one function is to generate 

authenticity, and a sense of time and place; the other function he identifies in 

`parody', in which a few stereotypical elements of a language variety are chosen in 

order to create a sense of amusement. Since ̀ parody' rather than authenticity is the 

chief function of language variety in many manga and anime, translators may feel 

that domesticating procedures such as the insertion or substitution of dialect and 

foreign-language stereotypes is an appropriate way of recreating the effects of the 

original. In any event, it seems to be the case that associative meanings play a 

central role in the fictional dialogue of works of popular culture, Dubbing and 

comic-book translators clearly often attach greater importance to reproducing such 

associative meanings than to seeking a pragmatically equivalent representation of the 

interaction between characters in the original Japanese. In other words, there is a 

privileging of the outer over the inner layer of the dual pragmatic context of 
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represented speech: the ultimate addressee, constituted by the "eavesdropping" 

audience, is privileged over the immediate addressees, constituted by the characters 

in the narrative. 

One might also speculate that correspondences at this level of the pragmatic context 

are one reason why English anime dubs and English versions of manga are still 

commonly called "translations", despite the fact that, as we have seen, 

transformations occur in indices of setting and character. It is true that some 

analysts of screen translation, in seeking to stress its difference from notions of 

literary translation, adopt alternative terms such as language transfer (e. g. Luyken et 

al. 1991), and dubbing professionals, such as the Canadian translator Robert Paquin, 

have stressed the adaptive nature of their translational work (Paquin 1998). 

However, in overall semiotic terms, the scope of the transformations/adaptations is 

"local" (Bastin 1998: 7) to the extent that other aspects of the polysemiotic narrative 

remain invariant. Generally, the visual imagery remains unchanged, and the 

plot-progressing functions of the dialogue also are not transformed. This can be 

contrasted with the more "global" kinds of transformations which can occur in 

broadcast T. V. shows, where elements in both the verbal and visual narrative may be 

substantially altered, cut and supplemented, as for example in the anime series Battle 

of the Planets mentioned in Chapter 4. In such cases, the overall semiotic 

invariance between source and target narrative is reduced to such an extent that a 

completely separate word such as "adaptation" seems a more appropriate term to 

describe the overall process of transfer. 
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9.2 Conventions in English and French Translations 

Having drawn some conclusions about different modes of translating dialogue in 

Japanese popular culture - subtitling, dubbing, and comic-book translation -I would 

finally like to highlight some differences which occurred regularly between English 

and French translations in general, and which therefore suggest contrasting 

conventions of translation. 

Before mentioning textual-linguistic conventions, it is clear that there is a difference 

between English and French with regard to `preliminary norms'. The English 

translations investigated in this study used the Japanese original as their basic source 

text. In contrast, amongst the French translations examples were found of the 

intermediate use of English as the chief source text, and this in all three types of 

translation: comic book, dubbing and subtitling. Some but not all of the manga 

published by the French company, Gldnat, used English as the source text. For 

example, all the French translations of Shirow Masamune's comics are translated via 

English. The same is true of all of the anime released by the distributor Pathd. By 

contrast I know of no examples of commercial translations of anime and manga into 

English which used intermediate translations. The intermediate nature of the 

translations into French is not explicitly acknowledged, and indeed in the case of 

Pathe, the translators themselves are not credited. However, the English 

source-texts leave traces in the translated French dialogue through the transfer of 

English address terms such as Mr., Sir, and Major, English interjections, and proper 

names already adapted to an American cultural setting (e. g. the substitution of CNN 

for the Japanese national broadcaster NHK). The use of intermediate translations 

in French was surprising to me, because although intermediate translation of 
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Japanese texts via English has been discussed in the case of so-called `minor' 

languages such as Swedish (Edström 1991), French is normally classified as one of 

the `major' European languages in discussions of screen translation. Why French 

companies did not translate from the original Japanese dialogue - whether it was 

because of licensing constraints or purely to save time and money - is a question that 

would require further investigation. It may be pointed out incidentally that 

examples of intermediate translation from English can also be found in French 

translations of Japanese novels, for example Mishima Yukio's Kamen no Kokuhaku 

("Confession d'un Masque") and Endö Shüsaku's Samurai ("L'Extraordinaire 

Voyage du SamouraI Hasekura"), in the latter case for explicitly contractual reasons. 

Intermediate translation is thus not exclusive to works of popular culture such as 

anime and manga, but is a general feature of the transfer of verbal art from the 

Japanese into the French cultural sphere (although in these works of literature the 

intermediary nature of the translation is explicitly acknowledged). The fact that the 

use of intermediaries does not seem to occur in contemporary English translations, 

and that English translations are themselves used as source texts in other `major' 

languages can be regarded as an indication of the global strength and influence of the 

American cultural sphere. 

With regard to words which index Japanese spatial settings and the ethnicity of 

characters, a variety of strategies can be found in both English and French 

translations. In the first English dub of The Castle of Cagliostro, cultural markers 

which reveal the Japanese origins of the film were systematically neutralized, but the 

same strategy was employed in the French dub of City Hunter: The Secret Service. 

The French manga publisher Kana stresses its "A la japonaise" publishing strategy, 
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but in the case of Takahashi Rumiko's Inu-yasha, which draws heavily on old 

Japanese history and myths, the `rewritten' American version also uses many 

foreignizing procedures to convey the Japanese background. It is therefore difficult 

to claim that conventions of translation into English are any more domesticating than 

conventions in French in this regard. 

However, English translations use few if any foreignizing procedures with regard to 

character voice, which on the contrary tends to be domesticated, sometimes in radical 

fashion. In all three modes the translators of the English versions sought to recreate 

and at times enhance effects of characterization in the dialogue. A wide variety of 

procedures were used in English dubs and comic books, including compensation, 

dialect substitution, and autonomous creation of language variety. By contrast, 

French translations often neutralized the stylistic effects of the language variety used 

in the original Japanese dialogue. This interlingual difference in translation 

strategies seems to reflect conventions of translating within the two target languages 

and cultures in general. For example, Vanderauwera (1985) has provided evidence 

of a colloquializing tendency in the translation of dialogue into English, noting this 

phenomenon in the translation of Dutch novels into both American and British 

English. And Buckley (2000: 275), noting the difference between English and 

French literary translation in general, claims that "les oeuvres traduites en francais 

subissent davantage la ferule d'une tradition centralisatrice et contraignante", and 

suggests there is a stronger tradition of representing orality and language variety in 

American literature. Chapdelaine (1994: 12) refers to a "tradition francaise de 

non-representation des sociolectes" ["French tradition of non-representation of 
sociolectS"]. 
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There is little evidence in my study that French anime and manga translations, if they 

are less domesticating, are any more foreignizing than English translations with 

respect to character voice. They do not, for example, transfer Japanese address 

suffixes or interjections. Instead there is a tendency simply to replace language 

variety in Japanese with standard French that neutralizes stylistic effects and makes 

for target-text dialogue that is comparatively bland. English translations are in 

general less bland, but their use of American language variety expressively recreates 

the American social context associated with the linguistic resources chosen. This 

may be regarded as a kind of Americanizing domestication of the characters. In 

other words, the fictional effect is less that the characters remain Japanese and just 

happen to be speaking English, but rather that they may appear to be Americans who 

just happen to be located in a different spatio-temporal setting. In literary 

translation, this creation of a domestic social context against the background of a 

foreign setting may be considered anomalous by some readers or audiences. For 

example, Hofstadter (1997: 149-151) is struck by the Americanization of the prison 

camp inmates in a translation of One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, and 

Bassnett (1998: 94) mentions the way in which some translations of Chekhov appear 

to turn his characters into members of the English middle classes. On the other 

hand, unidiomatic and `foreign' patterns of speech may also meet with criticism, at 

least in screen translation, as we noted in reporting studies of German dubbing in 

Chapter 4. 

On the basis of the admittedly limited number of cases considered in this study, we 

can sum up by saying the most common convention in present English translation of 

manga and anime involves a mixed textual strategy: foreignization with respect to 
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indices of spatial setting, and domestication with respect to character voice. The 

Americanization of character voice is a strategy to which the mass audience of 

English-speaking readers and viewers (including British-English speakers) appear 

accustomed. While a number of journalistic articles and fan postings on the internet 

have complained of issues such as editing (in particular censorship) and substitutions 

of cultural markers, there are few if any calls for characters to speak in a register 

more influenced by their Japanese origins. 
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